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Wdfare　Analysis　of　Economic　Systems　from　the　Viewpo童nts　of

　　　　　　DistributiveJusdceandlncenti▼eCompatibility

INTRO1）UCTION

LWe漁近sticandNonwelfa哲sticCdtehaonEconomicSystems

　　　　　Welfareeconomictheoryaimstoinvestigatevadouseconomicsystems，some

ofwkichmaybe　really　observedw姦ile　others　may　beideal　oneshypothetic飢ly

constructe（ias　aflrstbest　referential　criterion，fromvarious　viewpoints　on　social

desirability．An　economic　systemconsists　ofindividuals，several　environmental

structuressuchasproductiontec㎞ology，apreferencepro五leofindividuals，initial

endowments　ofwealth，systems　ofindividual　rights，etc。，and　a　stylized　process　or

pattemofresourceallocations．The　social　desirabiliけrepresents　societal　goalswhich

indlviduals　should　orwish　to　pursue．The　typical　examples　are　social　efficiency　or

faimess　ofallocational　consequence　suchasPareto　optima11ty　or面mess　as　noenvy，

e茄ciencyorjusticeofallocationalmethods（orproce（1ures），orincentivecompatibi玉ity

oftheallocationprocess．

LL　We廷a点sticAnalysisofEconomicSystems

　　　　　A　traditional　welfare　economics　ina　narrow　sense　has　mainly　focusedon　the

soclal　consequenceofthepattemofresource　allocation，giventheenvironmental

structures．Thefundamental　theorem　ofweLfare　econom1cs　is　one　ofthe　mostbrilliant

success量n　such　atraditional　welfare　economics．That血eoremtreats　only　one　economic

system，the　pr1vate　ownership　economy　with　competitive　markets，andfocus　on

weLfareperformanceofallocational　consequencet㎞・oughthe　competitivemechanism

fromtheviewpointofs㏄iale伍ciency．Althoughtheresultof由e由eoremisvery

excellent，we　should　note　thatthe　implication　ofthetheorem　does　notnecessarily　lead

tojustification　ofreal　capitalist　economies，because　the　model　ofmarket　economies，
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such　as　the　Arrow－Debreu　type，thatthe　wdfare　theorem　assumed　seems　to　capture　no

baslc　characteristics　ofthe　capitalisteconomy．

　　　　　Incontrastto　thefundamental　welfare　theorem，there　have　been　several　attempts

to　analyze　allocational　consequence　ofone　and　the　othereconomic　systems　notonly

from　the　vlewpoint　ofsocial　e伍ciency　but　alsofrom　viewpoints　ofdistributivejustice。

Theodes　offairallocation　such　as“Fa量mess　asNo　Envy”（Foley（1967））and／or

‘6

galitahanequiva玉entallocations’ヲ（PaznerandSchmeidler（1978））arguedwhat

conceptis　a　reasonable　chterion　to　capture　economic　equity，and　show　the　existence

an（i　the　characteristic　ofresource　allocation　rules　w1豆ch　sat隻s負es　such　an　equ孟ty

criterion．

　　　　　These　theories　offa重r　allocation　intende（i　not　to　analyze　equitable　properties　of

some　realistlceconomic　systembutrathertohypotheticallyconstructtheresource

allocation　systems　regar（1ed　as　tLeequltable，to　wh孟ch　policy　makers　in　real　economic

systems　should　mention　as　afirstbest　cr1ter1on．The　reason　is　that　these　theories　do　not

referto　property　relations　in　economlc　systems，right　structures　ofeconomlc　systems　or

the　existence　ofnontransferable　resources，wit血which　persons　are　arbitrary　endowed，

such　as6‘talent”or“handicap”，those　ofwhich　seem　to　be　very　importantenvironmental

structures　whenwe　character1ze　the　realistlc　economic　systems。Thesefairallocation

rulesonlyconcemwithapreferenceprofile，andatmostaggregateinitial　endowments

or　the　stmcmre　ofproduction　technology。This　implies　that　the　theodes　offair

allocations　such　as　the　no　envy　and／or　the　egali籔rian　equivalent　are　on　the　s訟ndpoint　of

welfahsm．Welfahsmrequiresthatresourceallocationmlesshouldonlytakeaccount

ofthe　preference　pro銀e　inthe　economy　as　Iong　as　the　aggregate　endowmentorthe

production　tec㎞ology　is　fixe（1．However，as　many　authors　have　already　pointed　out

（for　example，Sen（1979），Dworkin（1981a）or　Roemer（1986b）），the　welfaristic

approach　is　inadequate　to　analyze　realistic　economic　systemsfromthe　viewpointof

distr玉butivejustice．
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　　　　　Infact，wecaneasilyshowthecasethatawelfarist玉ccriteriononfairallocat1on

is　incompatible　with　a　rule　respectingfor量ndivlduals’right　spheres　orpaying　attention

to　arbitrariness　ofdistribution　ofnontransferable　resources。Forexample，in　pr1vate

ownership　economies，person　l　has　the　rightto　claim　all　prof1tsproduced　and　person2

has　no　rights　to　claim　pro行t　revenues，and　it　is　assumed　that　such　a　right　structure　used

to　be　assigned　through　ajustlfiable　procedure．Then，even　ifperson2envies　person1，

theallocationmlerespectingthatdgktassignmentd量stdbutesaUproducedpro負tsto

person1，while　for　example，the　no　envy　andPareto　efficient　a110cation　rule　may　assign

a　competitive　equilibriumallocationfrom　equal　division。Next，considersome

institution　compensating　the　handicapped，when　person　l　is　hand玉capped　to　workfor

h1s　minimum　standard　life　while　person2is　completely　healthy　man．Then，letus

supposethatperson2feels　envy　ofperson　l　athis　guaranteedminimum　standardIife

without　working。Thus，the　economic　system　adopting　t鼓e　no　envy　a夏10cation　rule

mustprohibit　such　a　compensating　lnstitution．

　　　　　There　are　some　arguments，whlch　have　lnterests　in　states　ofenv量ronmental

stmctures　suchasthe　distributionofinitial　endowmentsincludingnontransferable

resources，property　relations　and　the　system　ofindividual　right，from　viewpoints　of

nonwelfaristicdes量rabilitylike“justiceasfaimess”（Rawls（1971）），Iibe震y（Mil1

（1859），Sen（1970，1992），Gaertner　et　aL（1992）），equaHty　of　opportunity（Dworkin

（1981b），Sen（1980，1985），Cohen（1989，1993））。For　example，Senラs　argument　on

“Paretian　Liberal　Paradox”（Sen（1970，1992））血dicates　that　a　representat三ve　we猛aristic

criterion，the　Pareto　p血ciple，is　notcompatiblewith　a　typical　nonwelfar1st量c　criterion

on　liberty　ofin（iividuals。This　also　implies　thatthe　nonwelfaristlc　allocation　rule

respectingforindividuals’rights　isincompatiblenotonlywiththewelfaristic　cdtehon

onfaimess　butalso　withthatrepresentativeweLfaristlccritehon。As　anexample　ofthe

Paretian　Liberal　Paradox，we　canfind　outthe　voluntary　contribution　scheme　ofpublic

goods　in　public－good　economy．The　voluntary　contribution　scheme　ofpublic　goods

guaranteesindividualsヲrights　to　c蓋oosefreely　how　much　payforprovidlng　public
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goods. It is well known that the allocation induced by the scheme is not Pareto 

effrcient. 

1.2. Nonwelfaristic Theories ofDistributive Justice 

With regard to nonwelfaristic theories of distributive justice, we can also refer 

to many arguments- Rawls ( 1971), Nozick (1974), Sen ( 1980, 1985). Dworkin 

(198la,b), Cohen (1985, 1986) an_d Roern_er (1986b). The d_ Ifference princi,vle, that 

is the theory of Rawlsian distributive justice, represents, according to Rawls ( 1971), an 

agreement to regard the distribution of natural talents as a common asset and to share in 

the benefrts of this distribution, so that the naturally advantaged are not to gain merely 

because they are more gifted, but only to cover the costs of training and education and 

for using their endowments in ways that help the less fortune as well. Thus, according 

to the difference principle, to distribute primary goods such as income and wealth in 

such a way that no one gains or losses from his arbitrary place in the distribution of 

nontransferable endowments, economic inequality in the distribution of primary goods 

would be permissible only if such an inequality contributes to the greatest rewards of 

the least advantaged. In his theory (198la,b) of "Equality of Resource", Dworkin 

maintains that the bundle of the resources to be "equalized" should include not only all 

transferable goods but also nontransferable ones such as talents, handicaps and 

propensities of various kinds. As well as Rawls, Dworkin's theory also regards 

personal skills or talents as arbitrary distributed. He advocated a insurance mechanism 

to allocate transferable goods to implement the resource egalitarian in a manner that 

compensates people for the morally arbitrary distribution of talents that results from the 

birth lottery. 

In contrast to Rawls ( 1971) and Dworkin ( 1981 a,b). Nozick's argument 

(1974) on appropriation maintains that in the state of nature, personal skills or talents 

were under self-ownership; each person is entitled to his own skills or talents. On the 

contrary, extemal resources such as land and natural resources were unowned. Nozick 

thinks but also that people can be entitled to appropriate the unowned objects as a result 
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of　proper　exercise　of　their　own　an（yor　other’s　self－owned　personal　powers－that量s

justifled　by　virtue　ofself－ownersh量P，as　long　as　others　will　not　be　rendered　worse　off

than　when　the　land　was　held　in　common－Lockean　proviso（Locke（1690））。

According　to　Nozick（1974），thefree　operationofthe　market　systeminvolving　private

appropriationofthe　extemal　resources　will　notactuallymnafoul　oftheLockean

proviso，though　it　is　not　so　clear　why　he　can　believe　so．Thus，although　a　union　of

self－ownersh五p　and　unequal　apPropdation　ofextemal　resources　readily　leads　to

indefinitelygreatlnequalityofprivateproperty圭nextemal　goods，Noz圭ckianentitlement

theoryjustifies　such　a　inequality　as　well　as　the　highly　unequal　lncome　distribution　in

real　capitalisteconomles．

　　　　　While，chtiquingtheRawlsianandtheDworkiniantheohesofdistdbutive

justice，Nozickianjustifiesinequality1nreal　cap量talismby（ieclaringprotectionofself－

owners短p，ltistheMarxiantheoryofexploitationthatdirec縫ycdtiques晦ustifiable

inequalityinrealcapitaHsmwithoutnecessahlydenyingself－ownership。TheMafxian

theory　of　exploitation　rather　maintains　that　t鼓e　realist隻c　capitalist　economy　itself孟s

certainly　denying　self－ownership　ofthe　working　class　t㎞・ough　the　reproduction　of

itself・Thereason1sthat，accordingtoMarx（1867），asaresultofthecapitalist

production　process，the　amount　oflabor　embodied　in　the　wage　basket　t紅e　worker

rece曼ved　is　less　thanthe　amountoflaborhe　expendedto　eamthatwage。This

phenomenonimpliesthatthe　workers　areforcedto　expend　theirsome　time　inworking

forthe　capitalistsラproflt　revenues，that　is　surely　a（ienial　ofself－ownership　Nozick

（1974）condemnedfor．Suchaphenomenon　isreferredto，bytheMarンdantheo貞st，as

theεx∫51εηc8g！8塑Jo’～α言ion．Ifa　person　command　with　his　income　more　labor

embodied　in　goo（1s　than　hls　expended　labor，he　is　an　exploiter，and　ifhe　is　in　the

inverse　case，heisexploited．NotethattheMarxiancritiqueoncapitalismseemstobe

themostseriousoneforitssupporterlnthesensethattheMa面anchtiqueselzesupon

theinconsistencyoftheargumentjustifyingtheinequalityinreal　capitalisteconomies，

and　by　do孟ng　so，it　shows　that　the　capitalistic　economic　system　is　unjustwith　respect　to

its　distributive　pe㎡ormance，wh三le　each　ofthe　Rawlsian　and　the　Dworkinian　only
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argues that how can one justify the degree of inequality in distribution from a particular 

normative point of view, without arguing whether or not is justifired the distributive 

performance of the realistic capitalist economy. Thus, when we see the distributive 

performance of the realistic capitalist economy, it seems to be meaningful for us to 

follow the Malxian argument of exploitation. 

2. The Malxian Theories to Analyze the Realistic Capitalist Economic Systems 

Before introducing Marxian arguments about the capitalist system, it seems to 

be benefrcial to explain what model of the capitalist economy is realistic. As above 

mentioned, the Arrow-Debreu model, I think, captures no basic characteristics of the 

capitalist economy. In my opinion, at least the three components stated in the following 

constitute of basic characteristics of the capitalist economy. The first Is the existence of 

the competitive market mechanism for implementing resource allocations. However, 

this component is not necessarily inherent to capitalism only, because there were 

several economic systems in which market mechanisms functioned such as simple 

commodity production economies. The Arrow-Debreu model surely captures this 

characteristic. The second component is private ownership system with unequal 

distribution of the means of production. Here, an important property of that unequal 

distribution is the mass existence of persons with no material productive assets. 

Without such persons whom we call "proletarian", it could not be established the 

capitalist system, which is indicated by much historical evidence such as the Enclosure 

in England. The third characteristic is of production activities in firms. In finns, there 

is a fundamental conflict of interests between the manager of the firrn and the employee. 

While the manager would like to work the employee with as low wage as possible to 

attain as high profitability as possible, the employee is looking for a chance to shirk his 

work for a given payment. Such a conflict is not described in the Arrow-Debreu 

world, since in that world the manager-employee relationship is treated as in the block-

box. 
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2. I . The Marxian Arguments of Exploltation in Mathematical Mazxian Economics 

Among various types of the Marxian school, I am mainly indebted to 

mathematical Mantian economics which, by adopting the mathematical tools developed 

in the neoclassical economics, tries to investigate the capitalistic economic system from 

the point of Marxian view. With regard to the Marxian exploitation theory, one of the 

most famous contribution of the mathematical Marxian is the fundamental Marxian 

theorem (FMT) originally discussed by Okishio (1963) and Morishima ( 1973). The 

FMT shows that the necessary and suffrcient condition of positive profrt rates in the 

capitalist economy is the existence of exploitation. Thus, according to this theorem, 

high profitability in the capitalist economy, which Nozick ( 19r74) praised as the success 

of that system by using the means of production most effrciently, has the suppressed 

source in the unjustly distributive performance of the economy. After the seminal work 

by Morishima ( 1973), there were many generalizations and discussions of the FMT. 

While the original FMT is discussed in the simple Leontief economy with 

homogeneous labor, the generalization of the FMT to the Leontief economy with 

heterogeneous labor is discussed by Fujimori ( 1982). Krause ( 1982), e.t.c. The 

problem in generalizing the FMT to the von Neumann economy is discussed by 

Steedman (1977) and one resolution is proposed by Morishima (1978). Furthermore, 

Roemer ( 1980) generalized the theorem to a convex cone economy. These arguments 

may reflect the robustness of the FMT. However, this theorem has a crucial problem: it 

does not follow from the FMT that the exploitation of labor is the source of positive 

profrts. The reason is that every commodity can be shown as exploited in a system 

with positive profits whenever the exploitation of labor exists. This observation was 

pointed out by Bowles and Gintis (1981). Sanruelson (1982), and was named the 

"Generalized Comnrodity Exploitation Theorem (GCET)" by Roemer ( 1982). 

After the arguments of GCET , one of the noticeable researches in the Malxian 

school is of Bowles and Gintis (1988, 1990) about "Contested exchange". Bowles 

and Gintis ( 1981) gave attention to the fundamental difference between labor-power 
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andothercommodities．In　contmstto山e　usual　exchanσe　contmctofmate爵al
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　o

commod量ties，labor　contract　is　not　perfectly　delineable　an（i　not　costless墨y　enforceable：

themanagercamotdelineateexactlythetaskshewmwanttheemployeetoperfo㎜，

and　it　is　costly　to　supervise　the　employee．Thus，Iabor　ofthe　employee　mustbe

extracted　from　labor－poweroft盤e　employee　by　whateversystem　ofcontrol　the　manager

may　devise、When　the　exchange　process　has　such　a　property，it　is　called　co厩ε5～ε‘1．

Then，ifthere　exist　mass　industrial　reservedarmies　both　in　the　capitalist　and　non－

capitaiistsector，themanagerhaspoweroveremployeestomakethemperformalong

with　his　interest　by　threatening　to　impose　sanctions　on　th．em．In　such　cases　the　ex　post

Ievel　ofthe　contestedattributeis　determined　by　sanctioningmechanisms。Bowlesand

Gintis（1990）stressedone　extremdy　importantsanctioning　mechanism：oo漉ng8班

78η6wαl　lのoκoηグα01．丁短s　obtainswhen　the　manager　elic玉tslaborpe㎡ormance　from

theemployeebypromisingtorenewt簸econtmctinfuturepe直odsifhispeぜomanceis

satisfactory　andto　terminate　the　contract　ifnot．Notice　that　since　monitoringperfectly

whetherthelab・rpe㎡brmance・feachemp1・yceissatisfact・ly・mot孟squitely

expensive，that　monitodng　is　feasible　only　stochast玉cally．Thus，in　the　contested

exchange　oflabor，the　equilibriumwage　w皿involvepaying　the　employee　apremium

overwhathe　could　getifhe　lsunemployed，and　thispremiumandthe　condngent

renewal　are　to　induce　hlmto　pe㎡om　well　for　avoidingthe　possibility　ofbeing　caught

shirking　even　ifhe　is　notbeing　watched．Such　the　equilibrium　is　characterized　as　a

S松ckelbergequilibrium，aB（1theequilibriumwageischaracterizedasan聯’c18ncy

wα88．Bowles　and　Gintls（1990）stressed　upon　that　when　the　Iabor　exchange　is

modeledexplicitlyascontestedone，thewell一㎞owntheoremabouttheef臼clencyof

marketeconomies　will　no　longerbe　established．I　thinkthis　resultis　more　plausible　as

acharacte亘sticofrealcapitalisteconomlest赴anthewell一㎞ownwelfaretheorem，since

the　Bowles－Gintまs　model　captures　the　production　relationship　infims　while　the　Arrow．

Debreu　not．

　　　　　The　argumentofcontested　excねange　seems　to　be　notdirectly　related　to

exploitatlon。However，as　Marx（1867）dlscussed　as　the　cause　ofsurplus　value　the
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power relationship between capital and labor concerning the extraction of labor from 

labor-power, I also think it is a fundamental issue to argue the power relationship 

between the manager and employees when it is discussed the existence of exploitation 

in the capitalist economy. I think that a main contribution of the contested exchange 

theory is to show the existence of a power relationship between the manager and 

employees behind the unjustly distributive performance of the capitalist economy, 

although Bow. Ieq~ and Gmtiq* themselve_s might not= intend so. However, their argument 

does not explicitly analyze whether or not the strength of the manager's power over its 

employees can guarantee profitability in the capitaiist economy. As far as this problem 

is concemed, it implies that there seems to be an effect of distributive inequality of 

wealth in tightening the power of the employer over the employee, although 

Bowles and Gintis ( 1990) themselves did not refer to this problem. 

The other noticeable researches in the Maixian school is of Roerner ( 1982, 

1 986a) about the corresponding relationship between the existence of exploitation and 

_the unequal distribution of wealth. By adopting a standard general equilibrium model 

of capitalist economies, Roemer ( 1982, 1986a) showed that how capitalist societies can 

generate endogenously in their economic systems the structure of class and exploitation 

that Marxian postulates for capitalism. In the capitalist economic model Roemer ( 1982, 

1986a) put forth, it is assumed that there are no contested exchanges-in particular, that 

the labor contract is perfectly delineable and costly enforceable, while there exists the 

unequal distribution ofprivately owned wealth. Furthermore, it is assumed that all 

persons have the same utility function. In the economy's equilibrium, every person is 

optimizing against a constraint of his endowment, and so that the whole society is 

divided into four disjoint and exhaustive classes: that is, a class of capitalists, a class of 

petty bourgeoisie, a class of semiproletarians, and a class of proletarians. In the 

equilibrium, if a person can optimize by hiring other persons as workers to operate his 

capital, he belongs to the capitalist class, if a person can optimize by operating his 

capital with self-employed only, he belongs to the petty bourgeoisie class, if a person 

can optimize by operating his capital with self-employed only and selling his labor to 
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others, he belongs to the class of semiproletarians, and if a person can optimize only by 

selling his labor to others, he belongs to the class of proletarians. Then, if the labor 

supplied by any person is inelastic with respect to his wealth, what class each person 

belongs to is determined corresponding to his status of wealth: Differential ownership 

of the means of production is responsible for differential class position. That was 

summarized up by Roemer ( 1982, 1986a) as Wealth-class correspondence principle 

(WC~C_P)= Moreover, Roemer (1982, 1986a) showed that every person in the capitallst 

class is exploiter, while every person in either the class of semiproletarians or of 

proletarians is exploited. This theorem is named the "Class-exploitation 

correspondence principle" (CECP). By both WCCP and CECP, it is followed that if 

the labor supplied by any person is inelastic with respect to his wealth, every exploiter 

is wealthier than every exploited: that is, Wealth-exploitation correspondence principle. 

Thus, Roemer (1982, 1986a) showed that the Marxian kind of class structure and 

exploitation can emerge endogenously as a result of the existence of unequal wealth 

distribution, even if the labor market is not contested. 

We should mention to some points about the above arguments. First, the 

Roemer's theorems (1982, 1986a) depend upon the inelasticity condition oflabor 

supplied. As Roemer ( 1986a) said, it may be reasonable from the point of historical 

evidence to assume that condition. However, even if that condition is historically 

reasonable, the assumption of neoclassical labor market itself is not so. This is, 

furthermore, related to the following problem: that is, under a given economic 

environrnent the inelasticity condition of labor supply is not necessarily ensured in the 

contested exchange labor market even if it is ensured in the neoclassical labor market. 

Thus, replacing the neoclassical labor market in Roemer (1982, 1986a) by the contested 

exchange labor market, the robustness of the Wealth-exploitation correspondence is not 

necessarily guaranteed. This implies that it is necessary to show the robustness of the 

Wealth-exploitation correspondence in a more realistic capitalist econornic model with a 

contested exchange of labor than the Roemer's model ( 1982, 1986a) with a neoclassical 

labor market. 
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2.2. A Theory of Wealth, Exploitation and Power Relationship 

Succeeding to the above two noticeable Marxian researches, in Chapter I of this 

thesis, I try to analyze the distributive performance of the capitalistic economic system 

by synthesizing, in one Leontief economic model, the analysis of wealth distribution 

and exploitation by Roemer ( 1982) and the analysis of the contested exchange of labor 

by Bowles and Gintis (1988, 1990). In the capitalist economic model I put forth, it is 

assumed that labor exchange is contested, and also that the labor contract is organized 

as a sequential contingent renewal one, while there exists the unequal distribution of 

privately owned wealth. Furthermore, it is assumed that all agents have the same utility 

function as well as Roemer (1982) and Bowles and Gintis (1988, 1990). However, it 

is also assumed that all agents are either risk-neutral or non-increasing risk averse. 

These settings seem to be suffrciently reasonable to describe a realistic capitalist 

economy under uncertainty. In this paper. I propose a method for measuring the 

level of the agent's labor-discipline. I define the level of an agent's discipline as 

the supply of labor effort per unit of the agent 's received real wage. So, the more 

labor effort some agent supplies per unit of his received real wage rate, the higher the 

level of his labor-discipline is. The level of the agent's labor-discipline is an index for 

expressing the strength of the manager's power over that agent. By introducing such 

the index and investigating the reiationship between the unequal distribution of wealth 

and the problem of labor discipline. I try to solve whether or not there exists an effect 

of distributive inequality of wealth in tightening the power of the manager over the 

employee. Moreover, I try to analyze the relationship between the level of the agent's 

labor-discipline and the exploitation status of the agent, as well as to check the 

robustness of the Wealth-exploitation correspondence in this model. My main results 

in Chapter I are as follows. First, the less wealthy agent has a higher level of labor-

discipline than the wealthier agent if agents are risk averse (The correspondence of 

wealth and the level of labor-discipline), and second, as a consequence of capltalist 

production, the income gap between the wealthy and the poor widens more and more 

(A poverty law in capital accumulation). Third, it is guaranteed that the robustness of 
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theWealth－ExploitationCoαespondence1ntheCapitalisteconomywiththecontested

exchangelabormarket漁gentsareeithe頭sk－neutralomon－increas玉ng幡kaverse．

Enally，the　lesswealthy　expbited　agents　are　more1＆bor－disc1plinedthanthe　wealthier

exploiters迂agents　are　risk　averse（The　co汀espon（ience　ofexplo孟tation　and　the　level　of

labor－discipline）．

　　　　　　Theresultsobtainedindicatetheessential　importanceoftheunequaldistribution

ofwealthinunderstanding　the　contemporary　cap重talisteconomy。Especially，aswell

asRoemer’sasse粧ion，oneofmyresultsimpliesthatthecallfortheabo隻itionof

exploit盆tion　is　a　call　for　an　egaliねdan　distdbution　of　mate亘a玉productive　assets　as　Iong

as　all　agents　have　t簸e　same　dsk－neutral　or　non－increasing　hsk　averse　preference・Suc鼓

an　implicatlon　is　nottrue　whenpreferences　are　differentamong　agents．However，an

essentialchtiqueofMarxismtocapitalismism由erdirectedtothefactsthatevenlfthere

are　no　differential　traits　among　agents　such　as　preferences，which　seem　to　be　matters

they　should　be　responsible　for（and／or　labQr　en（iowments　tf　we　see　so），nevertheless，in

capitalistsocieties，there　existvarious司ust圭ces　suchas量nequalities　inincome

distribution　orin　oPPo血mities　to　access　to　material　productive　assets，and　as　u㎡air

powerrelationship　betweencapital　andlaborindecisionprocessofproduction．As

wel1，myresults　also　indicate　thatonly　as　aco且sequence　ofdtfferential　wealth

owne盤hip　w虹ich　is　an　o切ective　structure　of　the　capitalist　society　every　agent　should

notbe　responsiblefor，the　distributive　inequality　like　exploitation　can　emergeinthe

realisticcapitalisteconomy。Hence，I　thinkthatmypaper’scriticalpowertocapitalism

is　notlost　essentially　by　thefacts　that　my　results　are　not　robust　ln　the　case　of

preference－differentiaL

　　　　　　Notice　thatthe　lmplication　ofthe　correspondence　ofwealthandthe　level　of

labor一面scipline　is　not　the　behavbral　difference　between　the　rich　and　the　poor，but

rathertheimportanceofthe　unequal　distributionofwealthinexplaining漉6溺04εs～

conr8∬84nεss々¢」ζz』うor醒αrたα31わ7∫h8cα∫フπα1’∬εcoηoηzyごoわ8s姥6βcZεn言Jy

p7φごαわ」ε．By　this　result，it　can　be　seentllat　t紅e　labormarket　entered　by　the　less
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wealthy suppliers alone is more moderately contested than the one by the wealthier 

suppliers alone. In real capitalism, it is usual that most of the employed workers are the 

agents with no or only a few productive assets. Thus, the contestedness in labor 

markets would be moderated to maintain enough profrtability in real capitalist 

economies. 

3. Theories of Public Ownership 

In the above section, as an effective counter-argument to Nozick' s justifrcation 

of the highly unequal distribution of income in capitalist societies, I introduced the 

classical Marxian theory of exploitation and its recent developments in mathematical 

Marxian economics including the research contribution of myself. However, the 

classical Marxian theories of exploitation have some insuffrcient points as the counter-

proposal to Nozick: frrst, the scopes of the classical theories of exploitation are 

essentially restricted to the world in which there are no differential traits among persons 

including preferences and internal talents, and second, in the classical theories of 

exploitation including mathematical Marxian approaches, there are no analytical 

arguments about desirable altemative economic systems. These two points have been 

often criticized by both non-Marxist and Malxist itself. In contrast, the arguments of 

Rawls (1971) and Dworkin ( 198la,b) are free from these two criticisms. But, as 

mentioned above, their counter-proposals to Nozick' s have denied the premise that 

people should morally be viewed as the owners of their talents: that is, denial of self-

ownership. Hence, their counter-proposals seem to be supported only by the 

standpoints approving of denying self-ownership. 

3 . I . The Analytical Marxist Critique of Nozickian Entitlement Theory 

Here is the alternative, third counter-proposal to Nozick's, of Analytical 

Marxists, Cohen (1985, 1986) and Roemer ( 1986b, 1988). Cohen (1985) argued that 

Nozickian revision of Lock's proviso cannot clearly give legitimacy for appropriation 
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of things. Nozickian revision of Lock's proviso says that one person's appropriation 

of a thing is justified as long as no person is left worse offafter the appropriation than 

he was before, had the thing is remained as unowned. However, according to Cohen 

( 1985), there exist at least three cases Nozick's condition does not regard but important 

for judging whether an appropriation is legitimate or not-

Consider an economy with two people, A and B, and land commonly used by 

them. In this economy, A gathers m bushels of wheat and B gathers n bushels. Then 

A appropriates the land and designs a division of labor between himself and B, with the 

result thatA ends up with m+p bushels and B with n+q bushels. Suppose p > q > O. 

Since this appropriation passes Nozick' s proviso, it is legitimate according to Nozick. 

However, if B could have appropriated the land as well and designed the same division 

of labor and the same distribution of the additional product, and so that B received n+p 

bushels and A received m+q bushels, B would have been better off than the actual 

situation. When one judged the actual situation by the above hypothetical situation, 

then A's appropriation giving rise to the actual situation would be unjustified. Or, 

consider if B could have appropriated the land and designed a more superior program 

of resource allocation than the one A imposes, and so that B received n+p+r bushels 

and A received m+q+r bushels. If such a case is possible, is it reasonably justified A' s 

appropriation in the actual situation ? Third, consider the case that A and B would have 

agreed to a resource allocation program without either of them privately appropriating 

the land. Such an agreement institute a form of joint ownership. When the agreed 

program would be productively superior to the ones both of A 's appropriation and of 

B's, it is not plausible nevertheless to justify A's appropriation. Thus, although A' s 

appropriation is clearly legitimate according to Nozick, there are other counterfactual 

situations, at least three possibilities stated above, that are as relevant for judging the 

moral legitimacy of the appropriation. 

Moreover, Cohen (1986) questioned why in the state of nature the external 

world such as land or lake should be considered to have been unowned as Nozickian 
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supposed．In　stead　ofsuch　a　supposition，Cohen（1986）viewed　the　extemal　worid　in

the　ln玉tial　state　ashaving　beenjo1ntly　orpublidy　owned　by　its　initial　inhabitants，and

exploredthe　possibility　tounite　self－ownershlp　withequallty　ofextemal　resourcesand

preserve　equality　ofcondition．Consider　an　economy　w1th　two　people，A　andβ，and

Iandjoindy　owned　by　them．Each　owns撞msdf，and　be　rational　and　exclus重vely　se蓋f－

interested．Acanproducelife－sustai血gandl涯e－enhancinggoods，butBhasno

productive　power　at　all．Since　the　land　is　underjoint　ownership，no　one　may　use　lt

until　all　agree　to　a　decision　ofresource　allocation．As　we11，even　ifthey　own

themselves，no　one　have　any　rights　to　appropriate　parts　of量t　as　private　property　unless

such　appropriation　is　approve（1by　itsjoint　owners．It　is　only　interesting　to　consider　the

casethatA　can　produce　notonly　whatis　needed　to　sustain　bothpeople　but　also　a

surplus．Then、4、and　B　will　bargain　over　how磁uch　wiII　be　produced，and　over　who

gets　how　much　ofthe　produced，against　the　constraint　thatthreat　point　is　no

production，and　therefore　death　for　both．In　such　a　situation，A　gets　nothing　extra　just

because　he　has　productive　skilL　Ifthe　exercise　ofA’s　talent　ls　irksome　to駈m，thenhe

will　indeed　getadditional　compensation，butonlybecause　he　is　irked，notbecauseitis

he，andnot、8，who　does　the　producing。Then，jointownership　ofextemal　world

prevents　self－ownersh隻pfrom　generati豆g　aninequality　to　w駈ch　egalitarian　o切ects。

Thus，according　to　Cohen，without　denying　self－ownership，one　may　move　towards　a

fom　of　equality　in　dist煮bution　by　insist血g　onjoint　ownership　of　extemal　world．For

the　inequality　thatNozick　defends　depen（1s　on　a街oining　to　self－ownersh隻p　an

inegalitarianp血cipleofextemalresourcedistribution，whichneednottobeaccepted。

3．2．AProposalofPublicOwnership－TheConstantRetumsEquivalentSohtion

　　　　　Roemer（1986b，1988〉，succeeding　to　Cohen（1985，1986），tries　to　a　remaining

Cohen’s　problem　thatwhat　distribution　ofincome　isjustifiable　inthe　economy　w玉th

public　ownership　ofextemal　resource　andprivate　ownership　ofself。This　problem　is

ve理important　butalsofrom　anotherangle，aresolutlonof“tragedyofcommons”，not

only　for　the　counter－proposal　to　Nozick．Consider　a　society　of　fisherfolks．In　the
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society, there are n fisherfolks endowed with labor-power and a lake commonly used 

by all fisherfolks. Every fisherfolk expends his labor in fishing on the lake. Fishing 

on the lake is represented by a production function, which describes the conversion of 

labor into fish. Suppose the production function exhibits decreasing returns to labor. 

While each has the right to free access to the lake, that is, each can frsh as much as he 

wishes, there is no coordination of their fishing among them. Thus, as a result of each 

f_sherfn._1k' q_ l__]nilatp-ral optim-izin^g, t..h^p_ e~quilibri_um_ allocat_ion of fish and labor under this 

laissez-faire economy is Pareto ineffrcient, because each iuflicts a negative externality 

on the others under the decreasing returns of the common resource. It is called 

"tragedy of commons". There seem to be two methods of resolution of the tragedy. 

The first one is privatization of the lake by appropriation of a competitive 

entrepreneurial fisherfolk. Then the entrepreneurial operates the lake competitively, 

hiring the other frsherfolks and selling the frsh, so that every other fisherfolk is worse 

off than he was under the laissez-faire (Weitzman (1974)). This *gives a typical 

counter-example to Nozick's belief that the free operation of market system involving 

private appropriation will not run afoul of Nozickian proviso. The second one is to 

institute public ownership of the lake, and so bring about Pareto effrcient solutions. 

Then the problem is what allocations among Pareto effrcient ones the public committee 

should assign as justifrable solutions respecting for public ownership. That is the same 

problem as Cohen and Roemer tried to. 

By adopting an axiomatic method, Roemer ( 1988) and Moulin and Roemer 

( 1989) characterize the class of resource allocation rules that satisfy the axioms 

describing the requirements of self-ownership and public ownership of extemal 

resource. Moulin and Roemer (1989) assumed production economies with publicly 

owned production technology and two persons having the same preference but different 

labor skills. It was imposed four axioms, that is, Pareto optimality, Technological 

monotonicity, Limited self-ownership and Protection of low skill. Technological 

monotonicity says that if two economies are identical except that the technology is 

unambiguously better in one than in the other, then neither agent should be rendered 
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worse　offunderthe　allocation　rule　in　the　economy　wlth　the　bettertechndogy。It

implies　that　whateverpublic　ownership　requires，each　agent　at　least　has　a　right　not　to　be

harmed　by　an　improvementin　the　publicly　owned　asset。Limited　self－ownership

requires　thatthe　more　skilled　agent　should　end　up　at　least　as　well　offas　the　less　skilled

one。This　represents　a　minimum　condition　self－ownershlp　might　requlre　necessarUy。

Protection　of　low　skiH　says　that　the　less　skilled　agent　should　be　no　worse　off　than　he

wou！d．be　in　an　economy　in　whic込t紅e　ot数er　agentwas　as　low　sk坦ed　as　he。Th三s　axiom

isanindividualrat三〇nalcondition．MoulinandRoemer（1989）showedthatthere

existsauniqueallocationrulesatisfyingtheabovefouraxioms，whichassignsan

allocation　each　agent　gains　the　same　ut1lity．This　result　implies　that　the（iist点bution　of

lncQmerecommendedunderpublicownershipismucむmoreegalitarianthanwhat

exists　in　a　capitalisteconomy，although　itsmodel　is　very　specific．

　　　　　A　more　general　argument　is　discussed　in　Roemer（1988）。Similarones　are　in

Moulin（1987，1990a）andRoemerand　Silvestre（1989）・Letusfollow　itsargument

formaUy．Let　us　representaneconomy　as　avectofξ＝（∫；s1，…，sπ；κ1，…，μ．），

whereプ（ぞ）＝y　is　aproductionfunctiondeschbingtheproductionofa　single　output

from　a　single三nput（labor），by　using　a　publicly　owned．technology。Let∫be

continuous，n．ondecreasing，andノ（0）＝0．Each　agent∫owns　one　unit　of　labor－power

w1th　sh更l　level　sご，and　has　a　u出ity　function，些（匂，y‘），which　is　continuous，

decreasing三n葛，and　increas圭ng　in　y‘．Let　be　the　class　of　economies　describe（i　as　E．

Letden・tetheset・fagentsby1．Afeasibleall・cati・nf・rξisalist・fvect・r

（4ご，y‘）’dsatisfy呈ngthatf・rall’∈1，4∫≦1，andバΣs‘4‘）＝Σy’．Then，an

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’∈∫　　　　　　∫∈1

allocationm蓋e　definedon　E　ls　afunction3that　assigns　to　any　economyξ∈E　a

feasible　a1翌ocation．

Required　axioms　are　described　as　follows．

AxiomPO（ParetoOptimality）：TheaHocationrule　S　should　ass呈gn　a　Pareto　optimal

aHocationforeachξ∈E．
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AxiomTMON (Technological Monotonicity): Let ~ I = (f; sl ,"' , si ; ul ,"' , u~ ) and 

~2 =(g; sl ,"', si; ul ,"' , u~ ) be two economies in E, and for all ~, f(~) ~~)~~). 

Thenfor all ie I, ui(Si(~l)) ~: u,(Si(~2 )). 

Axiom FALE (Free Access on Linear Economies): If ~ = (f; sl ,"' , s,, ; ul ,"' , u~ ) 

and f is a linear function [f(~). =a~ for some a > O, for all ~] then the allocation rule 

S should assign the allocation achieved under free access, where each agent chooses 

her optimal bundle (~ i , yi) . 

The axiom of FALE implies that whatever public ownership of the technology in 

conjunction with private ownership of labor consists in, it should at least require that 

free access solution which allowing each agent to use her private endowment as she 

chooses, when there are no positive and negative externalities from joint use of the 

technology . 

Definition: The allocation rule S is the Constant Returns Equivalent Solution (CRE) 

ifthe following is satisfied: for each ~ e E, (~; , y:)i~ =CRE~~ ) if and only if 

(~; , y; )i<1 is a Pareto effrcient at ~ , and there exists a a > O such that for all i e I , 

there exists a bundle di(a) satisfying i) di(a) = arg max ui(g i , asi~i) where ~i ~1 , 

and ii) ui(g; , y') = di(a). 

Moulin (1987, 19~)a) and Roemer and Silvestre (1989) showed that CRE is a 

unique allocation rule satisfying PO. TMON and FALE. Notice that CRE cannot be 

generalized in multi-imput and multi-output economies (Roemer and Silvestre ( 1 989)) , 

since there is no allocation rule satisfying PO, TMON and FALE in economies with 

many inputs. In the case of one-input and one-output economies, since any Pareto 

optimal allocation rule satisfies FALE, CRE is a unique Pareto optimal allocation rule 

satisfying TMON. 
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3.3. Another Proposals of Publlc Ownership - Equal Benefrt Solutions and 

Proportional Solutions 

There are another allocational rules respecting for public ownership of external 

resources in conjunction with private ownership of self, proposed by Roemer and 

Silvestre (1989): that is, the Equal Benefit Solution (EB) and the Proportional 

Solution (PR), both of which are well defined in multi-input and multi-output 

economies. The proportional solution (PR) assigns the Pareto effrcient allocations such 

that each person receives his dividend according to his input contribution. The equal 

benefrt solution (EB) assigns Pareto efficient allocations such that every person receives 

the same surplus (profit revenues). These solutions are intuitively natural equity 

solutions, because each of them satisfies one of the two representative principles of 

distributive justice - "One receives according to one's contribution", and "A11 ones 

receive equal distribution of social benefit'. I think that PR and EB are more plausible 

proposals in the context of resolving the tragedy of commons than CRE. 

Roemer and Silvestre (1989, 1993) showed that the existence of PR and EB is 

guaranteed as long as economies have convex structure - that is, each person has a 

convex preference and the production possibility set is convex. Remember that the 

existence of Walrasian solutions that assign competitive equilibrium allocations to 

private ownership economies is also guaranteed as long as economies have convex 

structure (Debreu ( 1959), Arrow-Hahn ( 1970)). This implies that the well-definedness 

of each of EB and PR is as robust as that of Walrasian solutions. 

Following the proposal of Roemer and Silvestre (1989), by adopting the 

axiomatic method, Moulin ( 1990a,b) characterized PR and EB in convex production 

economies with one-input and one-output. Moulin (1990a,b) Introduced new axioms: 

Free Access Upper Bound (FAUB) and Lower Bound Egalitarian (LBE). Each of 

FAUB and LBE represents a desirability from a viewpoint of equity in the context of 

cooperative production with convex technology. 
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FAUB expresses an upper bound of welfare a person would be able to gain in 

the public ownership economy. This axiom requires allocation rules to prevent one 

particular person from monopolizing most dividends of social benefrt. FAUB defmes 

such an upper bound of a person by the maximal welfare level he can attain in one-

person economies composed only of himself. It also has a following implication: in 

commonly owned convex production economies, each member has free access to the 

production technology. However, in such a case, if all members behave to purs-ue their 

individually maximal welfare, it is well known that "the tragedy of the cornmon" is 

consequential, since joint utilization of convex technology brings a negative externality. 

This implies that to avoid such a socially ineffrcient state, each member should bear 

some share of this negative externality instead of pursuing his individually maximal 

welfare. FAUB regards that in public ownership economies, it is natural that such a 

requirement is imposed. 

In contrast to FAUB, LBE represents a lower bound of welfare level every 

person is equally guaranteed to gain. This axiom says that no person should be worse 

off than at the allocation that would be chosen if all other persons had preferences 

identical to him, under the requirements of efficiency and equal treatment of equals. In 

public ownership economies, identical members should be treated equally, and 

differences of the surplus opportunities should be caused only by the differences in 

preferences due to personal responsibility. In other words, all members should be 

guaranteed at least some minimal equality of welfare level whenever all members have 

identical preferences. Then, such a minimal equallty of welfare imposes a lower bound 

on all members' welfare. Such a lower bound is constituted by the welfare that each 

agent is reachable by utilizing an equal share of the production set. 

Moulin ( 1990a) showed that PR satisfies FAUB while EB satisfies LBE. 

Moulin (1990b) also showed that EB is a subselection of no envy and Pareto efficient 

solutions. Since PR and EB satisfy FALE, it is followed that both solutions do not 

satisfy TMON. PR and EB also satisfy Independence of lrrelevant Altematives (IIA) 
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and Maskin Monotonicity (Maskin ( 1977)). IIA is regarded as reminiscent of Nash's 

Independence of lrrelevant Alternatives (Nash ( 1950)). It relates to contractions of the 

production set: if an allocation chosen with the initial production function remains 

feasible with the contracted function, IIA requires that it remains in the solution. 

Maskin Monotonicity relates to Nash implementation problem, that is referred in the 

next section. 

There is another axiom representing a desirability from a viewpoint of equity in 

the context of cooperative production: that is, Population Monotonicity (PMON). 

This axiom requires that when additional agents arrive, and the profile of welfare levels 

chosen by the solution for the initial group remains feasible only by "ignoring the 

newcomers", then none of the agents initially present gains. That is expressed formally 

as follows: for all ul "~ ' n u u~+1 and sl""' s,,,s.+1,andany i = 1,..., , 
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Notice that repeated applications of PMON yields FAUB: PMON is a strongerform of 

FAUB. Moulin (19~b) showed that in convex economies with one-input and one-

output, CRE satisfies PMON. How about EB and PR ? Moulin (1990b) showed that 

there is no Pareto optimal solution that is no envy and meets FAUB. This implies that 

EB does not satisfy PMON. As well, PR does not satisfy PMON. Consider an 
1
 u_ =y-~21 , and economy with two persons, I and 2. Let for both I and 2, ul = . 

2~ O ~ ~ ~1 
s I The productron technology is f(~) = 1 3 1 ~ ~ ' Then 

~~ + ~ 
l
 
1
 ((~ 1 , yl), (~. , v )) ((~, 1), (~, 1)) rs an allocatron ofPR Let us add person 3 wrth 

1
 u3 = -~2 ~ and s3 = I . Then 

((~ 1 , yl), (~2 ' y._ ), (~3 , y3)) =((1, 1.5), (0.5, 0.75), (0.5, 0.75)) is an allocation of 

PR in the new economy with three persons. This example violates the requirement of 

PMON, because person I 's welfare level is better off in the three persons economies 

than in the original one. Notice that on the domain of economies such that the marginal 
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rate　ofsubstitution　between　the　lnput　and　the　output　increases　along　aII　rays　from　the

origin，PRis　single－valued，so　that　sati薗es　PMON．

3．4。Full　AxiomatizationsofEqual　Benefit　Soludons　and　Proportional　Solutions

　　　　　WhileCREisaxiomaticallyful1－characte亘zedbyMoulin（1987，1990a）and

RoemerandSilvestre（1989），Moulin’saxiomaticcharacterizationsofEBandPRare

not　complete：that　is，the　EB　solutiou　is　incIuded　in　a簸y　solution　set　sat量sfying　PO，

LBE　and　IIA，butt紅e　inverse　relation　is　not　tme．Also，the　PR　solution　is　included　in

any　solutionsetsatisfyingPO，FAUB，IIAandMaskinMonotonicity（Maskin（1977）），

but　the　inverse　relation　is　not　true　whenever　preferences　are　weakly（not　stricdy）

convex，On　the　contmry，it　is　Chapter　II　of　my　thesis　that　gives　full　axiomatic

c簸aracterizations　of　EB　amd．PR．

　　　　　In　ChapterII　ofmy　thes1s，I　introduce　new　axioms，Pα7α01加16μη48η08（PI）

and3塑poπP7∫cεZn4εpε綴εno8（SPI），the　requirements　ofboth　ofwhich　arefrom

盆nother　new　angle：that　is，1ゆ7〃zα∫Zonα」顔cセηcy　of　allocation　ruies．To　assign　a

desirableallocationofagivensolution，thepublic　comm1tteemustco歪1ecti㎡brmation

onthecurrenteconomicenviro㎜enttocalculatetheallocation。ltiscostlytocollect

i㎡omationofall　membeゼs　preferences　and／orofcharacteristic　ofpubliclyowned

productiontec㎞ology．So，itis　more　desirableforthe　committeeto　be　able　to　assign

allocations　by　collecting　as　less　infomation　as　possible．Here　i㎡ormしational　ef磁ciency

hastheimplication　as　lnthefollowing　statements：whensome　economyc簸anged　its

charactehstic　to　the　other　one，it　is　necessary　for　assigning　a　new　allocation　as　the

solution　to　the　new　economy　to　collect　i㎡omation　on室ts　new　charactedstic（the　new

pro銀e　ofall　members’preferences　and　the　new　production　set）．Then，ifby　collecting

onlyl㏄ali㎡omationonthenew　economy，scharactehstic，the　new　all㏄ationis

assignableasthesolution，suchthesolutionisrefeぜedtoasmeeting沁fomationaI

efEciency．
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　　　　　PI　says　thatfor　any　economy　in　domain，any　allocation　in　the　solution　set．ifthe

economyischangedsuchthatthecun・e亘tallocation　becomesParetoe伍cient，thenthe

current　allocation　remains　in　the　solution　set．SPI　says　thatfor　any　economy　ln

domain，any　allocation　in　the　solutlon，some　price　which　ls　supPorting　the　current

allocation　as　the　solution，ifthe　economy　is　changed　such　thatthe　current　price　supports

the　current　allocation　as　Pareto　ef后ciency，then　the　current　allocation　remains　in　the

sOlutionset．

　　　　　WecanreferPIasrepresentingachtedonofinfomlationale伍ciency。The

reasonis　asfollows：Ifsome　currentfeasible　ailocation　is　equ量tab玉e　solut三〇n　in　some

economicenvlro且ment，whetherthecu貫enta110cationisalsoequitab豆esolutionornot

in　the　other　economic　env量rQnment　is　ve㎡fied．by　only　checking　whether　or　notthis

a夏locationis　Pareto　efficient　inthe　otkereconomic　envlronment．Checking　whetheror

not　some　al至ocationis　Pareto　e租cient　is　very　easy　ln　convex　economic　environments，

since　it1s　enoughto　collectonly　local　infolmationonmembers’lnd雀ference　curvesat

this　allocation．hotherwords，1tis　sufficientto　checkwhetheromota11members

weakly　preferthis　allocationtotheot紅erfeasible　allocationin　someneighborhood．of

thls　a隻10cation　wheneverall　possible　economies　have　convex　properties．As　wdl　as　PI．

we　can　alsoreferSPI　as　representing　ac点te姦onofi㎡omational　e伍ciency．The

reason玉s　that　checking　whether　some　price　which　supports　the　current　allocation　inthe

solution　setbecomes　an　e茄ciency　price　ornotin　some　new　economyis　enough　to

collectmembers’preferencei㎡ormationonsomefeasible　allocations　insome

neiohbor強oo（i　of　the　current　allocation．
　　o

　　　　　In　Chapter　II　ofmy　thesis，I　show　that　in　convex　tec㎞ology　product星on

economies　w呈th　one　input　and　one　output，PR　is　a　unique　solution　satisfying　PO，

FAUB　and　SPI　even　if　preferences　are　weakly（not　strictly）convex。Also，I　show　that

EB　is　aunique　solution　satisfy1ng　PO，LBEand　SPI．Moreover，as　a　corollary　of

these　results，I　show由at　PR　is　a　unique　soludon　satisfying　PO，PI　and　Individual

Rationality（IR）even　ifpreferences　are　weakly（not　strictly）convex．
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　　　　　　Next，I　discuss　on　the　case　ofconvex　technology　production　economies　w孟th

multi－input　and　multi－output。In　such　economies，PR　no　longer　satisfies　FAUB．So　I

define　a　new　axiom，“Upper　Bound　by　StandAlone　Income（UBSAI）”，that　is　a

weaker　version　ofFAUB　ln　mult1一input　and　multi－output　eco且omies．I　show，in

ad（iition，that　PR　no　Ionger　is　a　unique　solution　sat圭sfying　PO，UBSAI　and　SPI　when

the　economy　has　a　positive　commodity　vectorofpublicly　owned　lnitial　endowments、

In　contrast，EB　is　shown　to　be　a　unique　so蓋ution　satisfying　PO，LBE　and　SPI　even

when　there　ex1sts　apositive　commod1ty　vectorofpublicly　owned　in三tial　endowments．

　　　　　　I　also　discuss　onオhεWとzケα3彪n　soJ厩∫o’z（W）in　p薮vate　owners血ip　Production

economieswit赴multi－inputand　multi－output．By　adopting　the　axioms　ofFuU

IndividualRatlonality（FIR）（Gevers（1986）），POandSPI，IshowthatWisfully

characte直zed．SomeaxiomaticcharactehzationsofWwerearguedbyGevers（1986）

andNagahisa（1991，1994）．Nagahisa（1991）fullycharacte授zedWinthecaseof

differentiablepureexchangeeconomies．Incontrast，withrespecttothecaseofWin

productlon　economies，although　Gevers（1986）andNagahisa（1994）argued，由eir

axiomatic　characterizationswerenotcomplete．A　difference　betweenmy　resultand

theirresults　is　that　I　succeed　in　fully　characterizing　Wby且dopting　SPI　while　they　did

not　by　adopting　other　axioms．

　　　　　　By　t赴ose　resuks，we　can　induce　thefollowingimpllcation：withrespect　to

i㎡6rmational　e伍ciency　of　allocation　rules，two　public　ownership　solutions，EB　and

PR，andarepresentativep姦vateownershipsolution，W，revealthesame　good

perfbrmance。

4．TheAnalysis　ofEconomic　Systemsfromthe　Vlewpoint　ofIncentive　Compatlbillty

　　　　　　Inthe　above　sections，as　counter．arguments　ofNozickian　defending　ofgreatly

unequahncomedist曲ution　in　real　capi搬listeconomies　from撒e　standpoint　ofself－

ownership，we　dlscussed，first，that，accordingto　the　classlcal　Marxian　theory　of
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exploltation，the　realistic　caplta賎st　economy　itselfdenies由e　self－ownershipofthe

working　classby　the　exploitation　relationsh孟p　betweencapltal　and　labor，andthatsuch

the　exploitationiscause（1by　the　unequai　distributionofthe　material　means　of

productioninthe　reallstic　capitalisteconomy．Second，we　discussedthatthere　are

altemativeeconomic　systemswhichinstitutepublicownershipofthe　material　meansof

productioncompatiblewith　respectingfor　self－ownership，and　thatinthose　econom量es，

the　distribution　ofincome　recommended　bv　those　allocationrules　ismuchmore
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　4

egalltadanthanwhatexists　intherealist室ccapitalisteconomy。Thosearguments　seem

toindicatethatthe　realistic　capitalisteconomydoesnotnecessarilyreveal　good

pe㎡omancefromtheviewpointofdist亘butlvejustice，whilet姓erecanbeconstnlcted

altemat1veeconomicsystemsrevealingmuchbeαerdistributiveperformance．

However，we　should　mention　anotherviewpoint　in　evaluating　economic　systems：that

is，incentive　problem　ofeconomic　systems．

4．L　Incentive　Problem　ofEconomic　Systems

　　　　　The　incentive　problemofeconomic　systemsisrelatedto　reaHzability　ofresource

allocat圭ons　recommendedbythe　allocationrulet血atthe　economic　systemcho量ced。So，

ifaneconomic　systemrevea蛋s　bad　perfomance　fromthe　pointofincentlve　problem，

then　we　cannot　necessa㎡ly　regard　that　system　as　desirable　one　even　ifits　characteristic

of　distribution　is　enough　to　be　justif蓋ed．

　　　　　Considerthisproblemconcretely　by　taぬng　up　the　example　ofthe“tragedy　of

commons”．Intheinitial　stateoffisherfolksラsociety，eachflshe㎡o！kunilaterallyfishes

as　much　as　he　wishes　infreely　accessing　the　commonly　owned　lake．Under　such　a

Iaissez－f樋reeconomy，the　equ姐briumallocat量on　offishandlaborisPareto

inef登ciency。To　resolvethis　tragedy，we　can　givethe　proposal　to　institute　pub簸c

ownershipofthelake　andtomakethepublic　commi杖ee　assign　aParetoe伍cient

allocation．The　members　ofthecommittee　are　supposedtobeelectedbyfisherfolks，

andfisherfolksappointthe　committee　empoweredtoass韮gna110cations　inthe　interests

ofalL　The　committee　proposes　an　allocation　rule－forexample，the　proportional
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solution一，and　that　is　supposed　to　be　approved　by　alL　Then，t短e　following　problem

remains：that　is，how　to　assign　allocatlons　consis重ent　with　true　characteristics　ofthe

currenteconomy。To　assign　an　allocation　ofa　given　solution　consistentwithtme

characteristics　ofthecurrenteconomy，thepubliccommitteemustcolIecttrue

i㎡omationonthecurrenteconomicenvlronmenttocalculatetheallocation．Hrst，as

mentioned　above，ltis　costly　to　collectl㎡ormation　ofall　member’s　preferences　and／or

ofdlaractedstic　ofpubl隻cly　owned　productlon　technology．Second，collect星ng　true

infomlatlonofaII　member’s　preferences　isnecessary　to　calculate　atrue　allocationinthe

solutlon，butsuchi㎡omation1sodginally㎞ownonlytoeach丘sherfolkhimsdf：that

is，all　membersラpreferences　areundertheirprivatei㎡o㎝ation．Itis　adi伍cult

problem　to　ass孟gnal1㏄ations　consistentwith　true　characteristicsofthe　currenteconomy

whentrue　characteristics　ofthe　currenteconomy　areundermembers’pr1vate

呈nfomation，because　each　fisherfolk　does　not　necessarlly　reveal　his　true　private

i㎡o㎜ationifhecangainbymisrepresentinghisi㎡omation．Whensucha

misrepresentatlonisbene負cialtosomemember，thecurrentallocationmleissaidtobe

“用αnψ認αわ18”。Thatisthe　incentiveproblemofeconomic　systemswe　mentioned

above．

　　　　　The　incentive　problem　has　been（1iscussed　by　many　authors，Gibbard（1973）

and　Satterthwaite（1975）showed　that　in　the　social　choice　environment，there　is　no

nondictato戯sodalcholceru1esatisfyingnon－manipulabil星ty。lncontrast，ontLecase

ofeconomic　environments，Hurwicz（1972）showed　that　any　allocation　rule　satisfying

Pareto　optimality（PO）and　hdividual　rationality（IR）is　manipulab互e．Thus，by　the

theorem　ofHurwicz（1972），we　can　understand　that　most　ofallocation　rules　we　regard

asdesirableint数eabovearemanlpulable。TheWalrasiansolutioninphvateownership

economies　is　manipulable．As　weli，the　three　public　ownership　solutions　we　mentioned

abovearealsomanipulable．Wel1，howtoresolvethlsmanipulationproblem？

　　　　　Now，we　can　see　the　above　process　ofmisrepresenting　pr1vate　infomlation　as　a

gameofrevelation，inwhickeach行sherfolkchoosesastrategy　concemingwhat
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information　on　himselfto　be　revealedto　maximize　his　outcome，taking　account　ofwhat

i㎡ormation　the　others　reveaL　So，we　can　see　that　the　manipulability　ofthe　solution

implies　thatthe　equilibriumaHocations　ofsuch　a　revelation　game　do　notcoincide　with

the　allocations　ofthe　solutionunderthe　true　i㎡omation　on　the　current　economy．Then

we　can　understand　thatas　long　as　the　reve畳ation　game　where　the　strategy　set　ofeach

member　consists　ofthe　possible　class　ofhis　preference　is　played，the　incentive　problem

could　not　be　resolved．Hence，let　us　now　consider　whetherthe　problem　ls　resolved　by

institut量ng　anothemoncooperative　game。Onenoncooperative　game　consistsofa

profile　ofmembers’tme　preferences　and　agα彫ε力7ηz（Gibbard（1973））．A　game　fom

is　a　pairofmembers’strategy　sets　and　an　outcomefunctionw麺ch　assigns　to　each

strategy　combinationthatmembers　take　auniqueallocation。Sincethecommittee　does

notknow　aprofile　ofmembers’truepreferences，instltutinganoncooperative　game

lmplieslnstitutingagamefom．Wecallsuchagamefo㎜aresourceallocation

mechanism（ora　mechanism）．Underanoncooperative　game　de且nedby　amechanism，

eac姦membertakes　some　strategy，and　soan　allocation量sassigned　by　the　outcome

funct圭onofthemechanismandthe　combinationofmembers’strategies．Ifthe

equ星libr沁mallocationsofa　mec牡anismcoincide　witht益eaH㏄ations　ofaglven　solution

undera　givenequ量1ibrium　concept，thenthemechanism　implementsthe　solution．Itcan

be　lookeduponthatthe　incentive　problemofaneconomic　systemisreso正vable　w血en

t薮ere　existsamechanismimplementingthesolutionthe　systemchoicedinareasonable

equilibriumconcept．

　　　　　Itisdeslrablethatt紅e　equilibriumconceptunderwhichthemechanism

implements　the　solution　is　t血e　one　ofdominant　strategy．However，it　is　impossible　by

～hε肥v81α～’onpr加cψ1ε（Gibbard（1973）），which　says由at　ifa　solution　is

manipulable，there1sno　mechanismimplementingthe　sdution　in　dominant　strategy

equilibria．Moreover，by　Dasgupta，Hammond　and　Maskin（1979），lfasolution　ls

manipulable，there　isnomechanismimplement孟ngthe　solutionlntruth－tellingNash

equi1三bda．Truth－telllngNash　equiHbrium　cons1sts　ofthe　Nas赴equllibrium　strategy　in

which　every　person　reveals　truth1nformation．So，t虹e　nextproblem　to　be　explored　is
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that whether or not there Is a nonrevelatlon mechanism implementing solutions in Nash 

equilibria. 

4.2. The Theory of Nash Implementation 

It was Maskin ( 1977) that identifred the class of Nash-implementable solutions 

in sociai choice environments, and that constructed mechanisms implementing them. 

Let us see Maskin's work formally in the context of our economic models. 

Suppose that a list of labor skill, s = (sl ,' " ,s^ ) , and production technology f 

are fixed. Then an economy is specified by a list u = (u I ," ' ,u^ ) e U s U1 x ･ ･ ･ x U^ . 

Let denote an allocation by z = (z I ,"' ,c~ ) = (gi , yi )i~ . A solution is a mapping S 

associating with every economy u e U a non-empty subset S( u) of feasible allocations. 

A mechanism (or game form) is a pair r= (M, g) where M =MI x ･･･ x Mn' Mi is 

the strategy space of agent i, and the outcome function, g : M~ R~" , assigns to 

every m e M a unique element of R"-+^ . Denote the i-th component of 8(m) by 

gi (m). The list m e Mwill be written as (mi , m_i ), where m_i =( ml ' "" mi_1' mi*1, 

"', m.)eM_i ~ x M . Given m e M and m;･e Mi, (m; , m_i) is obtainedbythe 
j*i J 

replacement of mi by m; ･ Let g( Mi , m_i ) is the attainable set of member i at m_i , 

i.e., the set of consumption bundles that member i can induce when the other members 

select m_i . For i e I, ui e Ui, and zi e [O, I] xR*, Iet L(zi , ui ) := {ci e rO, I] xR+ l 

ui ( zi ) ~ ui ( z; )} be the lower contour set for ui at ci . Given a feasible mechanism 

r = (M, g) and a profile of utility functions u e U , the strategy profile m e M is a 

Nash equilihrium of r at u iffor all i e I, gi (Mi,m_i ) (~ L(gi (m), ui ). Let 

NE(P, u) be the set ofNash equilibria of P at u . Let 8(NE(r, Lt)) be the set of 

Nash equilibrium allocations of r at u . The mechanism r= (M, g) implements the 

solution S in Nash equilibria iffor all u e U, S(u ) = g(NE( r , u)). The solution S is 

Nash-implementable if there exists a mechanism which implements S in Nash 

equilibria. 

Maskin ( 1977) introduced the following monotonicity condition: 
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Maskin Monotonicity (Maskin ( 1977)): For all u, u' e U and all z e S(Lt), If for all 

ie I, L((i, ui)~~ L((i, u;), then ze S(u'). 

Maskin ( 1977) showed that Maskin Monotonicity is necessary for Nash-

implementability of solutions, and it is also sufficient for Nash implementation when 

there exist at least three members in economies. To prove the sufficiency of Nash 

implementability, Maskin ( 1977) concretely constructed a mechanism which 

implements the solutions satisfying Maskin Monotonicity in Nash equilibria. This 

mechanism has the following strategy space: for all i e I, Mi = U x A x N where A 

denotes the set offeasible allocations and N denotes the set of integers. For the case 

of two members, Moore and Repullo ( 1990) and Dutta and Sen ( 199la) showed that a 

solution S is Nash-implementable if it satisfies Maskin Monotonicity and Non-empty 

10wer intersection - viz., for any u, u' e U and any pair of ~ e S(u) and ~' e S(u'), 

** there exlsts some feasible allocation z" e A such that ul(z)> ul(z ) and 

u;(z ' ) > u~(z " ) . After the seminal work of Maskin ( 1977) on Nash implementation, 

many mechanisms were designed in different equilibrium concepts; for example, 

subgame perfect implementation in Moore and Repullo ( 1 988) and Abreu and Sen 

( 1990), undominated Nash implementation in Palfrey and Srivastava (1988), 

undominated implementation in Jackson ( 1992), and strong Nash implementation in 

Dutta and Sen ( 199lb). For about the survey of these works, see Moore ( 1992) and 

Dutta ( 1993). 

It is easy to show that each of PR and EB satisfies Maskin Monotonicity, so 

that they are Nash-implementable. In contrast, CRE does not satisfy Maskin 

Monotonicity so that not be Nash-implementable, though it is easily shown that CRE is 

implementable in subgame-perfect equilibria. By pointing out these facts, Roemer 

( 1989) and Moulin ( 1990a) showed that PR and EB are Nash-implementable by the 

Maskin-type mechanism. It seems to be looked upon that the incentive problem of the 

public ownership economic system is resolved by constructing the Maskin-type 

mechanism as long as the selected solution is either PR or EB. However, is the 
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Maskin-type mechanism reasonable one as the realistic institution for proceeding 

resource allocations ? It seems not to be so, because the Maskin-type mechanism is 

excessively complicated - its strategy spaces are extremely large. This implies that 

inforrnation transmission in playing the game defined by the mechanism is costly and 

very complicated. Second, the Maskin-type mechanism requires each member to 

announce the characteristics of other members as his strategy. It seems not to be 

defended in democratic societies. Thus, we cannot refer the Maskin-type mechanism as 

a reasonable institution for proceeding resource allocations. Hence, if PR and EB are 

Nash-implementable only by the Maskin-type mechanism, and there is not a more 

reasonable mechanism Nash-implementing either PR or EB , we cannot regard that the 

incentive problem of PR and EB Is resolved in a realistic sense. 

4.3. Nash Implementation of A Specific Solution by Reasonable Mechanisms 

In contrast to the above works, there was the other works in Nash 

implementation theory, which tried to construct a reasonable mechanism implementing 

a speclfic solution such as the Walrasian and Lindahl solutions in economic 

environments. For example, there are several reasonable mechanisms which implement 

the Walrasian solution or the Lindahl solution in Nash equilibria (Schmeidler ( 1980), 

Hurwicz ( 1979), Walker (1981), Postlewaite and Wettstein ( 1989), Tian ( 1989) 

( 1992), and Hong (1995)). 

Schmeidler ( 1980) constructed a balanced mechanism Implementing the 

Walrasian solution in pure exchange private ownership economies. The balanced 

mechanism assigns to every strategy combination an allocation where the total demand 

is equal to the total supply. In the Schnreidler (1980) mechanism, a strategy for a 

member consists of a pair of a price and a net trade. Hurwicz ( 1979) then constructed 

halanced and continuous mechanisms implementing the Walrasian and the Lindahl 

solutions. The continuous mechanism implies that its outcome function is continuous. 

The continuity of the outcome function means a slight change in one's strategy will 

result in a slight change in the outcome. The strategy sets in the Hurwicz ( 1 979) 
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mechanlsmarethesameasintheSchmeidler（1980）one。Walker（1981）presentsan

altemativebalancedandcontinuous　mechanismimplementingtheLinda姐solution　in

public　goodseconomies．IntheWalker（1981）mechanism，astrategyforamember

consistsofamouncingaquantity．Hence，thestrategyspaceoftheWalker（1981）

mechanism　is　smallerthan　that　ofthe　Hurwicz（1979）one．These　three　mechanisms

havethe　samecharacteristic：nonequ玉11brium　strategiesmayleadtoindividually

no1feasiblea豊10cat隻ons．An　individuallyfeasibleallocationisthe　allocationinwhich

every　memberラsξdlocatedbundle　is　in　h1s　consumption　set．

　　　　　　Hurwicz，Mas樋nand　Postlewaite（1984）constructedanindividuallyfeasible

an（ibalancedmechanismNash－implementingthecon51吻η84W4ケαs1αn50」副oηln

pureexchangeeconomies．TheconstrainedWalrasiansolutionistheWalraslanone

whereeachmember’s　consumptionofsome　commodity　doesnotexceedthe　aggregate

initial　endowment　ofit。Since　as　long　as　we　give　attention　to　only　interiorfeasible

allocationsastherangeofthesolution，theWalrasiansolutionisalwaysconstrained，in

the　following，we　will　not　particularly　pay　attention　to　the　dif£erence　between　the

Walrasiansolutionandtheconstrainedone．Inthefollowing，wewlllassumethatany

solution　always　assigns　some　interior　feasible　allocations．

　　　　　　WhilethemechanisminHurwicz，MaskinandPostlewalte（1984）isnot

continuous，PostlewaiteandWettstein（1989）proposedacontinuousandindividually

feasiblemecha㎡smNash－implementingtheWalrasianso沁tlon。Thelrmechanismis，

however，only　weakly　balanced－thatis，the　tota1（lemanddoes　not　exceed　the　total

supply，butmay　be　notequa1．ItwasTian（1989，1992）that　constructed　a　continuous，

individuallyfeasibleandbalancedmechanlsmNash－implementlngtheWa正rasian

solution量n　pure　exchange　econom圭es。Tlan（1989）also　constructed　a　continuous，

individuallyfeasibleandbalancedmechanismNash－implementlngtheLindahi　solution

in　public　goods　economies．Hong（1995）constructed　a　continuous，individually

feasibleandbalancedmechanismNash－implementingtheWalrasiansolutioninphvate
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ownership　Productlon　economies。These　mechanisms　require　every　member　to

announce　a　price　an（1a　net　trade　as　his　strategy。

　　　　　Notice　that　thouσh　those　mec簸anisms　lntroduced　in　th1s　subsec重ion　are
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　⇔

reasonableones，theyoniyapplytoaspeci且csolution（theWalraslanortheLindah1）。

So，to　check　implementability　ofthe　differentsolutio皿such　as　PRand／orEB，we　must

reconsiderwhetheromotthereex圭stsareasonable　mechanismimplementingthat

soiutlon．

4。4。CharacterizationsofNashImplementationbyReasonableMechanismslnPure

Exc血anσe　Economies
　　　　　o

　　　　　Recently，there　is　anew　approach　in　Nash　iτnplementationtheory　that　is　to

explore　the　ground　between　the　above　two　approaches。This　approach　is　to　impose

several　condltionsthat　areasonable　mechanism　should　satisfy，and　thencharacter1zethe

classofsolutionsimplementable　by　suchamechanismiBpure　exchange　economies。

This　approach　is　promotedby　Sj6str6m（1991），Dutta，Sen　and　Vohra（1995），and

Saijo，Tatamitani　andYamato（1995）．

　　　　　Sj6str6m（1991）proposed　the　use　of　a　g照配妙mechanism：eachmember

announcesjust　h三s　consumption　bundle　as　Lis　strategy．He　showed　thatne1therthe　no

envy　and　Pareto　effic互ent　solutions　nor　the　Pareto　ef臼cient　sdutions　is　Nash－

implementable．

　　　　　Dutta，Senand　Vohra（1995）proposed　as　reasonable　mechanisms　elementary

mechan量sms，and　characterized　the　class　ofsolutions　Nash－implementedby　those

mechanismsindif罫erentiable　pure　exchange　economies．Elementariness　ofmechanisms

requiresthatthe　attainablesetofeachmemberinanequilibrium　be　containedlnaclosed

halfspace．That　closed　halfspace　is　given　by　the　marginal　rate　ofsubstitution　atthe

equilibrium甜ocation．This　impliesthatthe　dlmensionofthe　strategy　spacein

elementaUmechan三smslsqultelylowerthanthecanonicalMaskin－typemechanlsms，

becauseinan　elementarymechanism，thecommltteeisconstrainedtotheattainable　sets
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whichare　tangentialapproximationstotheIowercontourset，while1ntheMaskin－type

mechanism，the　committee　must　be　able　touse　the　entire　reported，10wercontour　set　as

the　a候ainable　set．As　a　specially　interestedclass　ofelementary　mech＆nisms，Dutta，Sen

andVohra（1995）proposede蓋ementaryprice．quantlty　mechanismswheremembers

amounce　ap薮ceandaconsumptionquantity　vector。Moreover，they　imposedto

elementaryprice－quantitymechanismsarequirementof鰍〃卿」加pl8規επご副oη．Th圭s

implies　thatthe　strategy　profile　composedoftrut㎡ul　amouncements　must　constltute　an

equilib嫉umwherethe　truthhl　announcementsarethe　strategyprofile　consistentwith

someallocationanditsassociatinge伍ciencyp孟ceint紅esolutionofthecurrent

economy．Asacharactedzatlonresult，theyshowedthattheWalrasiansolutlonis

implementableby　anelementaryprice－quantity　mechanismwhileneit血erthe　noenvy

and　Pareto　ef5cient　solution　nor　the　Pareto　efficient　solution　is　implementable　by　that

mechanism．

　　　　　　Succeeding　to　Sj6str6m（1991）and　Dutta，Sen　and　Vohra（1995），Sa弓o，

Tatamitani　andYamato（1995）identtfiedsomefundamental　conditionsthatreasonable

mechanisms　shou童（1satisfy　in　dif驚rentlab蔓e　pure　exchange　economies．The　f1rst

cond隻tion　is　that　the　dimension　of　the　strategy　space　shou夏d　be丘nite　and翌ow　enough．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　う
As　such　mechan玉sms，they　consider　six　types　ofmechanisms：quantity，quantity一，

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　う　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　つ

allocation，pdce－quantity，P娠ce－q㎜titジ，andpdce－allocationmechanisms。Quantitジ

implies　thata　strategy　Qfone　person　consistsofannouncing　apairofheran（1her

neighbor’s　consumption　bundles．The　second　condition　isヵπhガgh∫n8∬thatis　the

same　as　thetruthfU　implementatlon　inDu賃a，Sen　and　Vohra（1995）．They　lmposed

this　as　a　condition　ofeasiness　in　comput孟ng　the　outcome　ofan　equilibrium　strategy

profile。The　th量rd　condidonis　thatthe　mechanisms　be　individuallyfeasible　and

balanced。Thefourth　deman（ls　that　the　mechanisms　sLould　satisfy　the加31rεspoη3ε

P7ρρ（7びdue　to　Jackson，Palfrey　a苅d　Sr量vastava（1994）：for　every　strategy

combination　ofthe　othermembers，each　member　has　a　best　response．It　is　required　to

justify　the　use　ofNash　equilibrium　as　an　equilibr1um　concept．Saりo，Tatamitani　and

Yamato（1995）called　the　mechanisms　satisfying　the　above　fourconditions　n鶴｛rα1
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mechanisms. They provided necessary and suffrcient conditions for solutions to be 

Nash-implemented by the above six types of natural mechanisms. Moreover, as 

several main results, frrst, they showed that the Walrasian solution is not implemented 

by any natural quantity mechanism. Second, both the Walrasian and the no envy and 

Pareto soiutions are implementable by natural price-quantity mechanisms. The reason 

why the no envy and Pareto solution is implementable by a natural price-quantity 

m*-chaniq_m, that di_fferen_t from the result in Dutta=. Sen and Vohra ( 1995), is that natural 

mechanisms do not require the elementariness. 

These works restricted the class of economies to that of pure exchange ones. It 

is interesting to research in the case of production economies the implementability of 

solutions by reasonable mechanisms. In the case of production economies, it is 

diffrcult to construct individually feasible and balanced mechanisms, because the total 

supply will not be known to the committee ex ante, even if the distribution of initial 

endowment and production technology are known. 

4.5. Natural and Double Implementation in Production Economies 

It is Chapter IV of this thesis that studies the class of solutions in production 

economies implementable by reasonable mechanisms. In Chapter IV of this thesis, I 

also impose on reasonable mechanisms the four conditions Saijo. Tatamitani and 

Yamato (1995) did. Moreover, I also impose the following three conditions: First, 

the informational decentralization (Schmeidler ( 1980)) property that each member 

announces information only about himself. The Maskin-type mechanism requires each 

member to announce the preferences of all the members. This implies that each 

member's strategy space includes the space of other member's possible preferences. 

Thus, in this mechanism, the committee has the authority to compel each member to 

announce the traits of others, which is usually objectionable in actual democratic 

societies. Among the six types of natural mechanisms Saijo, Tatamitani and Yamato 

( 1995) offered, we can regard quantity and price-quantity mechanisms as satisfying the 

infornrational decentrali zation property. 
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Second, we also Impose that the natural mechanism should implement solutions 

not only in Nash, but also in strong Nash equilibria. The Maskin-type mechanism can 

be used only in the environment where the social planner is convinced that members 

will never take any cooperative strategies. However, it seems to be usual in actual 

economic contexts that the planner cannot know whether members will cooperate or 

not. So, it is more desirable to construct a mechanism doubly implementing solutions 

in Nash an-d in__ strong Nash equilibri_a. Double implementation in Nash and strong 

Nash equilibria is originally discussed by Maskin (1979). The Schmeidler (1980) 

mechanism is an example of doubly implementing mechanisms. There are also several 

works on double implementation in Nash and undominated Nash equilibria - Jackson 

( 1992), Yamato ( 1993), Tatamitani ( 1993), and Jackson, Palfrey and Srivastava 

( 1 994) . 

Moreover, we require easiness of constructing the attainable set of each 

member. Many mechanisms with preference announcements possess the property that 

in equilibrium the attainable set of each member is precisely the reported lower contour 

set. However, since in our models the committee does not collect reports about lower 

contour sets, the problem is how to construct attainable sets of members to successfully 

implement solutions. In the case of production economies where the production 

technology is flxed, one method to resolve that problem is to construct the mechanism 

such that the attainable set of each member in equilibrium be contained in the closed half 

space defined by announcing quantities and some production-supporting price. The 

production-supporting price is determined by the production possibility frontier and 

some efficient production point inferred by quantity announcements. 

In Chapter IV of this thesis, I first characterize the class of solutions satisfying 

PO doubly implementable in Nash and strong Nash equilibria by a natural quantity 

mechanism. Sj6str6m (1991), and Saijo, Tatamitani and Yamato ( 1995) have already 

clarified that no natural quantity mechanism can implement Pareto efficient solutions in 

pure exchange economies. It is generally true in the case of production economies, too. 
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However，as　long　as　the　production　set　has　the　smooth　boundary（or　the　technology　is

representab隻ebyadifferentiableproductionfunct量on），severalsdutionssatisfyingPO

aredoublyimplementablebyanaturalquantitymechanism。TheWalrasiansolutlonin

private　production　econo血es　is　such　an　example。In　one－input　and　one＿output

differentiable　productlon　economies，PR　and　EB　are　also　doubly　implementable・1n

Chapter　III　ofmy　thesis，assuming　one－input　and　one－outputdifferentiable　production

economies，I　concretely　constructtwo　natura夏quantity　mechanisms　eachofwhich

doubly1mplementsPRorEBrespectively．WlthrespecttoEB，Iascertalnedthatitis

doublyimplementableinamore　general　multi．inputandmulti－outputdifferentiable

production　economies．Notice　that　all　these　referred　solutions　satisfy　the　axiom　ofSPI，

wh1ch　is　shown　in　Chapter　II　ofmy　thesis．In　this　chapter，I　show　that　SPI　and　some

axiom，Condition　Qp，are　necessary　and　suf猛c量entfor　solutions　satisfying　PO　in

differentiable　convex　production　economiestobe　doubly　implementable　bynaturaI

quantity　mechanisms。Condition　Qpgives　afeasible　punishment　condition　inthe　case

that　aU　members　be　potential　deviators。As　a　corollary，all　sdutions　satisfyingPOand

SPI　indifferentiable　convexproductioneconomies　are　doublyimplementableby

individuallyfeasible　and　weakbalancedquantitymechanisms．

　　　　　Second，in　general　convexproductioneconomies，we　characterize　the　class　of

solutions　satisfying　PO　doubly　lmplementable　in　Nash　and　strong　Nash　equilibria　by　a

natural　price－quantitymechanism。The　abovethree　solutionsaredoublylmplementable

bynatural　pr1ce－quantity　mechanlsms　inmulti－inputan（1multl－outputconvex

production　economies．It　is　also　shown　that　SPI　and　some　axiom，Condit1on　PQp，are

necessa可and　sufncient　for　solutions　sat隻sfying　PO　in　convex　pro（luction　econo血es　to

be　doubly　implementable　by　natural　price－quantity　mechanisms。Condition　PQPalso

g玉ves　afeasible　punishment　condition　in山e　case　thatall　members　bepotential

dev量ators．As　a　corollary，aH　solutions　satisfying　PO　and　SPI　in　convex　production

economiesaredoublyimplementabIeby　individuallyfeasible　andweakbalancedp直ce－

qUantlty　mechaniSmS．
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Now, there are still several problems remained. As mentioned in subsection 

4.3, many authors have imposed continuity of the outcome function as a condition of 

reasonable mechanisms. However, as well as Dutta et al. (1995) and Saijo et al. 

( 1995), all of my constructed mechanisms in Chapter 111 and IV do not satisfy this 

reqtrirement. In contrast, the Hong ( 1995) mechanism which implements the Walrasian 

solution in production economies is individually feasible, balanced and continuous, and 

*_atisfie-q ..forth_ri_ghtness- and t=he best response property, although the strategy spaces of 

her mechanism are rather larger than ours, and her mechanism cannot doubly 

implement. It is interesting to explore the possibility of continuous natural mechanisms 

the strategy spaces of which are less than the Hong (1995). Second, as well as Dutta et 

al. ( 1995) and Saijo et al. ( 1995), all of my constructed mechanisms in Chapter IH and 

IV also contarn modulo game" though they do not contam mteger game". Thus, 

although no pure Nash equilibrium exists in a modulo game, if members have von 

Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions over lotteries on the sets of feasible allocations, 

then there may exist mixed Nash equilibria which lead to allocations out of the solution 

with positive probability. Saijo, Tatamitani and Yamato ( 1995) conjectured some 

degree of trade-off between none of "modulo game" and both of the best response 

property and balancedness. Third, I only consider the case of more than three members 

economies. It remains to consider Nash implementabiiity of solutions in production 

economies with two persons by natural mechanisms. Fourth, with respect to CRE, we 

have not yet obtained convincing answers. This problem also relates to the problem of 

subgame perfect implementation by reasonable mechanisms. 

5. A Concluding Remark 

By these results, as long as PR or EB is concerned, we can see that the 

performance of public ownership economic system from the point of "Natural 

implementation" is as well as the one of the private ownership system in which the 

allocation rule is the Walrasian solution. However, notice the existence of another type 
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oflncentlve　problem・That　is　a　shirking　problem　inf1㎝production－one　of　moral

hazard　problems，whichI　mentioned　alittle　in　subsection2。1as　the　problem　of

contested　exchange　in　the　realistic　capitalist　economy。1n　the　case　of　pub蓋ic　ownership

systems　also，such　a　moral　hazard　problem　shall　have　developedbecause　ofcooperative

pro（1uction　and　costly　monitoring。The　implementation　theory　is　notconcemedw隻th　the

problem　ofcostly　monitoring，so　that　it　cannot　give　anadequate　answerto　this　another

problem．｛t　seems　to　be　interesting　to　evaluate　the　perfoπn盆nce　ofvadous　economic

systemsfrom　the　point　ofthe　moral　hazard　problem．
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CHAPTER I 

Wealth, Exploitation and Labor Discipline 

in the Contemporary Capitalist Economy 

Abstract: Synthesizes, in one Leontief economic model, the arguments of 

exploitation and unequal distribution of wealth by Roemer ( 1982, 1986) and of the 

power relationship between employers and employees conceming the labor extraction 

by Bowles and Gintls (1988, 1990). The author introduces the level of the agent's 

labor-discipline as measured by the ratio of labor effort per unit of labor time to the real 

wage rate. The connection between this kind of power index and both exploitation 

status and wealth distribution is then examined. The result obtained is that, under some 

reasonable assumptions, the exploitation status and the level of labor-discipline 

accurately reflect the unequal distribution of wealth. 

*) An earlier version of this paper lvas presented at the 1995 Annuai Meeting of the Japan Association 

of Economics and Econometrics at Gakushuin Universit"v. I am speciall_v thankful to Professor 

Takashi Oginuma (Kobe University of Commerce), who was the discussant at the meeting, for his 

detailed and helpful comments., I am grateful to Mr. Takeshi Ishigald (Hitotsubashi Universit.¥i'), 

Professors Takao Fujimoto (University of Oka.vama) . Eiji Hosoda (Keio Universit_v) , Takeshi Nakatani 

(Kobe University), Akira Takamasu (Osaka Sangyo University) and Tsu.voshi Tsuru (Hitotsubashi 

University) and to two anonymous referees for their helpful comments. I am also grateful to 

Professors Robert Bo.ver (CEPREMAP). Kotaro Suzumura (Hitotsubashi Universit.¥i') and Tatsuyoshi 

Saijo (Osaka Universit.v) for their kind comments on this earliest version. I am also grateful to Mr. 

Michael W. Pilarski and Ms Tan.va Jiang for their kind grammaticai suggestions. 



l . Introduction 

During the 1970' s, there were remarkable developments in the discussion about 

exploitation in Marxian economic theory. The "Fundamental Marxian Theorem (FMT)" 

was originally proved by Okishio ( 1963) and later named by Morishima ( 1973). The 

FMT showed the equivalence between the existence of positive profit and the existence 

of exploitation. It purports to prove the classical Marxian argument that the exploitation 

of labor is the source of positive profits in the capitalist economy. After the seminal 

work by Morishima ( 1973), there were many generalizations and discussions of the 

FMT. While the original FMT is discussed in the simple Leontief economy with 

homogeneous labor, the generalization of the FMT to the Leontief economy with 

heterogeneous labor is discussed by Fujimori (1982), Krause (1982), e.t.c. The 

problem in generalizing the FMT to the von Neumann economy is discussed by 

Steedman (1977) and one resolution is proposed by Morishima ( 1978). Furthermore, 

Roemer ( 1980) generalized the theorem to a convex cone economy. These arguments 

may reflect the robustness of the FMT . 

However, this theorem has a crucial problem: it does not follow from the FMT 

that the exploitation of labor is the source of positive profits. The reason is that every 

commodity can be shown as exploited in a system with positive profits whenever the 

exploitation of labor exists. This observation was pointed out by Brody ( 1970), 

Bowles and Gintis ( 1981), Samuelson (1982), and was named the "Generalized 

Commodity Exploitation Theorem (GCET)" by Roemer ( 1982). 

After the GCET was proven, there were two remarkable developments in works 

on Marxian economic theory. The first one was the "General Theory of Exploitation 

and Class" by Roemer (1982, 1986). This argued that in a capitalist economy if the 

labor supplied by agents is inelastic with respect to their wealth (that is, the value 

of their own capital), then the theories of Class-Exploitation Correspondence, Class-

Wealth Correspondence and Wealth-Exploitation Correspondence can be proven. The 

second was the "Contested Exchange in the Capitalist Economy" by Bowles and Gintis 

( 1988, 1990)1). This argued that in the capitalist production process, by creating 
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employmentrents　and　utilizing　the　contingent　renewa1，the　employerhas　the　power

overemployees　to　extract　a　desired　level　oflaborefforts。

　　　　　Some　remarks　can　be　made　about　both　arguments．First，Roemer（1982，1986）

stated　thatthe　emergence　ofexploltation　andclass　canbe　explained，withoutreferring　to

thee㎡orceabilityofinducinglaboreffo面ntheproductionprocess，asaconsequence

ofune『ual　wealth　distribution。However，replac1ng　the　neoc呈assical　labor　market　ln

Roemer（1982，1986）by　the　contested　exchange　labor　market，the　robustness　ofthe

Wealth－ExpIQ1tationCorrespondenceisnotnecessadlyguaranteed。Thereasonlsthat

un（ier　a　given　economic　enviro㎝ent　the孟nelasticity　condition　of　labor　supPly　is　not

necessar11y　ensured　in　the　contested　exchange　labormarket　evenifit孟s　ensuredin　the

neoclassical　labor　market．

　　　　　In　contrast，Bowles　and　Gintis（1988，1990）argue（i，without　refe血ng　to

unequai　distdbution　ofwealth，‘hε召xls言ε麗8乙ゾα∫フowαrε1απoπs配ρbetween

employerand　employeein　whic紅a　betterlaborperformanceis　extracted　inthe　cap童talist

productionprocess。However，their　argument　does　not　exp夏icitly　analyze　whether　or

not　the　strength　ofan　employer’s　poweroverits　employees　can　guarantee　profitability

1n　the　capitalisteconomy．As　faras　this　prob至em　is　concemed，量timplies　that　there　is

α1z罐αヴ4isグめ房∫♂v8∫ηεσμα♂瑳yゲw召α々1z加πgh‘εη’π8～hερow87げ1h8

ε’昭oy67粥π舵ε仰Joy8ピ・Hence，theprob豆emtobesolvedi曲owtorelatethe

unequal　distribution　ofweakh　to　the　problem　oflabordiscipline，

　　　　　In　this　paper，we　synthesize，ln　one　Leontiefeconomic　model，出e　analysis　of

wealth　and　exploitatlon　by　Roemer（1982）and　the　analysis　ofthe　labordiscipline　by

BowlesandGintis（1988，1990）。We　proposeα規励04妙雁αs房7ingごh6♂εvε♂ヴ

1々εαg8n～ls　Jαわ07－4∫scZρZi肥inthis　paper．Moreover，we　show　that　the　status　of

exp正o量tat量on　and由e　level　of　labor一（1iscipline　co∬espond　to　the　status　ofpersonal　wealth

in　the　capitalist　economy　given　several　reasonable　assumptions、Ourobjective　forthis

research　isnotto　constructa　general　theory　ofwealth　and　exploitationjust　as　Roemer

（1982，1986）did，butto　analyze　explicitly　the　relation　ofweakh　d隻stribution，

exploitationandlabordiscipline　inthecontemporary　capitalisteconomy2）
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with　more　reasonable　restrictions．

　　　　　Th圭s　paperproceeds　as　follows。Section2presents　the　basic　economic　modeL

Section3examinestheexistence　ofequilib点um　inthe　modeled　economy．In　section4，

the　co汀espondence　between　the　level　of　labor一（玉isdpline　and　the　status　ofpersonal

wealth　is　examined。FinalIy，section5discussesthe　relationofexploitat三〇n，labor

discipline　andthe　unequal　distribution　ofwea蓋th．

2．TheBasicModd

　　　　　WeconsldertheeconomytobeinthefollowlnglThereare囲agents，and

identical行ms3）．Eachagenthass・me・m・capitaland・neunit・flab・rend・wment．

The　agent　can　invest　his　capital　in　fims　and　sell　h孟s　labor　powerto　fimls・All　firms

havefree　accesstocommonLeontieftechnologythroughproduction．

Notat孟on：

　　　　　A　is　an　n×ηproductive，indecomposable　inputmatrix

　　　　　乙is　a　strictly　pos孟tive1×n　vector　ofdirecdabor　inputs

　　　　　顔s　a　sthctlypositiveη×1vectorofthe　real　wage　basket

　　　　　戸salxπP亘cevectomo㎜alizedtoψ＝1

　　　　　Ωv∈1～＋is　a　scalarofan　agent　V’s　real　wage　rate

　　　　　ω∈R呈＋ls　an　n×1vectorofaggregate　endowments　ofcapital

　　　　　のv∈Rヱis　an　nxl　vectorofan　agentゾs　capital　endowment。

　　　　　Anec・n・my圭sspeci負edbythel量st｛A，L，わ，の1，…β国｝．

Assumpti・n1：lntheec・n・my｛み，五，わ，の［，…ρiマ1｝，allagentshavethesame

preferenceandthesameleveloflaborsk鍍ls．Furthermore，each薮rm㎞ows癒e

preferences　and　capital　endowments　ofits　agents4）．
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　　　　　In　this　economy，agents　and盒ms跡e　engaging　in　two　stages　ofdeclsions　ln

one　producdon　period．In　the　first　stage，each　fi㎜offers　labor　contracts　to　agents

employed　as　workers．SupPose　that　in　this　perlod，there　are　l刈（≦1団）agents

empl・yedby行ms5）．Onelab・rc・ntractwith・neagent，v，c・nsists・ftw・vadables：

one，a　real　wage　rate，Ωソ，which　the　firm　will　pay　to短ml　and，two，a　mon孟toring

project，∫v。丁盤rough　the　monitoring　p朗ects，t血e　fim　announces　to　its　employees　that

ifsome　agent　is　detected　as　not　being　productlve　enough　in虹is　workfor　his　offered

wage　Ieve互，虹e　wilI　bef…red　at　the　end　ofthe　production　period。Let｛Ωv，ブv｝，∈V　be　a

list　of　labor　contracts　offered　by　f玉rms。Each　fi㎜also　offers　a　list　of　expected　prof玉t

rates　to　agents　who　wi蛋nvest　theirf三nance　capital．Then　each　agent　decides　in　which

firm　or玉ndustry　he　w宝ll　invest　his　capitaL

　　　　　The　second　stage　correspondsto　apfoductionprocess　whereeachemployed

agent　decides　his　laboreffoft　leveL　In　this　stage，there　exlsts　afundamental

i㎡o㎜ational　asymmetry　between　agents　and　the　firmw量threspectto　tLe　effortIevel　of

eachagent。Namely，曲ileeachagentlseffo貫canbeper£ectly㎞owntotheother

agentsintheworkplace，itisonly㎞owntotheHmlbycostlymonitohng．Hence，t齪e

薮rm’s㎞owledgeofitsemployeesonlyincreaseswiththelevelofmonitohng

intensity。At　the　end　ofthe　production　period，eachfim　wi難fire　the　agent　who　is

detectedas　notpe㎡brming　satisfactorily　incomparison　w油hisfellow　agents　employed

atthe　same　wage，Ifit　is　advantageous　forevery　agentto　renew　his　employment　in由e

next　period，such　a　system　serves　to　induce　labor　efforts．

　　　　　In　this　economy，the　role　ofanyfirm　is　to　imp窒ement　profitmaximizat玉onfor

capita1－ownヨngpersons．Thatobjectls　accomplishedthroughthelaborextraction

process　inproduction　andcompetition　against　otherfirms　in　the　market．There　exist

two　types　ofcompetition　among　fims．First，fims　compete　in　terms　ofa　Iist　oflabor

contracts．S圭nce　all　fims　are　identical，in　equilibrium　they　will　adopt　the　same　list　of

laborcontracts　in　wh玉ch　the　same　type　agents　are　offered　the　same　wage　rate．Second，

行rmscompete　lnquantities，and　inequilibrium　auniform　profitrate　prevails　among　al1
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industries。Thus，in　oursetting，the　equilibdum　state　ofcompetition　amQng　fims　inter

andintraindustries　is　characterized　by　the　same　Hstoflaborcontracts　and　an　equa豆

prof｝t　rate（EPR）6）．Since　deschbing　such　competition　expl重citly重s　beyond　the　scope

of面s　paper，itis　assumedfor　simplicity　that　the　numberoffirms　is　equal　to　unity．

Thus，the　notation2Vrepresents　the　set　ofemp亜oyedage丑ts孟n　the　representativefinη．

　　　　｛nsuchas霊tuation，theprogramo紬e行rmisdesc疑bedbelow。

Notation：

　　　　　xvisanπ×1vect・r・factivitylevels・peratedbyagentv

　　　　　X≡ΣXv　iSanη×l　VeCt・r・faggregateaCtiVityleVelS

　　　　　　　　V∈V

　　　　　ゼis　the　labor　effort　ofagent　v　perunit　oflabortime7）

　　　　　l　isthe　labortime　decidedby　the　f1m（0≦」≦1）

　　　　　yvisannxlvect・r・factivitylevels・perablethr・ughvs響investingcapital．

Facing　a　set　ofunemployed　agents，N－N．and　aprice　vectorρ，

　　　　　　　　　　　　　max　　　Σ［（P一ρA）xv一（Ωv＋5（ヂ））η　　　　　　（P－1）
　　　　　　　　　（｛吋y｝yσ／，｛Ωy，／y｝F6v）　v∈《，7

s吻ectt・召VJ二乙xv，xv≧0（∀ソ∈N），

　　　　　　　ΣρAズ≦ΣρAノ，o≦♂≦1，

　　　　　　　v色V　　　η包Y

where　j（∫）denotesthemo斑tor1ngcostperemployee　correspondingtothe　mon三toring

intensity，∫∈R＋。Assume　that5（ノ）isacontinuouslyd孟fferendablefunction　suchtkat

5（∫）＞O　if∫＞0，文0）ニ0，3ラ（・）〉O　and　s”（・）≧0．Note　that

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（Ωv＋5σv））　、，
Σ［（ρ一pA）x㌧（Ωv＋5〈ブ））4＝Σ【ρ一ρλ一　　，　　LIX＝

v日V　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　v酬　　　　　　　 8

｛ρ一ρA一
聖））11x・Th袷一㎞imp一（　一

1aborcost（wage　and　monitoring　cost）perunit　oflabor　effort　should　be　minimized．
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The firm offers a list of labor contracts { ~r , f' }.*v and a list of capital 

~(~~ + ~ f" )) 

~*~' [ Pi - PA~ . i lxi ~ e +*v contracts [;T I = [,c ... x J where 7c so as to , J' ' ^ p p,i 

implement the program (p-1). Then each agent v in N or IV - N faces his optimization 

program in supplying his labor effort and or his capital. 

Notation: 

(el~ f . , . )~ is a list of the labor efforts of other employed agents offered the 

same labor contract as v' s 

a is the probability of being hired in the next period for any unemployed agent 

6 ~~ O is the growth factor of population 

r is the rate of time preference 

rli( pco' St' l) is the revenue of agent v when price is p, the real wage rate of 

agent v Is ~" , and the labor time is l 

V; is agent v ' s present value of being employed 

V~~ is agent v' s present value of being unemployed 

d" is the probability of dismissal for agent v 

p( f ) is the rate of people who are detected shirking under f monitoring 

IN1 where f= [fl,...,f l. 

Any agent v s' preference is represented by a utility function 

t<rl(pco" , ~" l), e" l) of his revenue, rKpco" , ~" l), and his labor supply, e" l. 

Assume that u is a twice continuously differentiable function as follows: 

u ~u,1'1<0ifl>0 Lin>0 u ~O uurl<0 u =0and -'rl~ ' , , '' , 
/1(rl ) rs non mcreasmg in n" where ,l(n') = -ttrE~; /uTl: ' 

The assumption of un~ is reasonable in this context, since every agent can receive his 

revenue of proflt and/or wage irrespective of his real labor performance. The 

assumption of urln and ,1(rl" ) relates to the risk attitude of agents. The non-positive 
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urlll: implies that all agents are not risk-seeking, and the non-increasing /1(n~' ) implies 

that all agents are either risk-neutral or non-increasing risk averse. These settings are 

natural assumptions under uncertainty (Kreps ( 1990)). 

If v is unemployed in this period, then his program is only to maximize 

u(rl(pco" ,}~)D) subjectto rl(pco" ,)~)=[7c,pA~.]y" + ;;~ and pAj'~ pa)", where ~ 

represents a reservation wage exogenously supplied by the non-capitalist sector. In the 

following, for simplicity, we assume that ~~ = O. 

If v is employed in this period, then his program can be written as follows8): 

For a given (~', l, f", c~. (ej~,, .f )+ ' C7cil. P) and given v's expected utilityof 

being unemployed VL,, , 

max V" = b<n(pco" , ~"I), e"I)+ d(f" ,e' ,(e~ f )+ )V (p-2) 

' ' E 

 +d(f" ,e' ,(el~",r )~ ) 

' .y 

subjectto H(pco" , ~"I) =[lTiPAi]y" + ~" I , 

pAy~ pco", 

1 -a plNl a(1 + r) 

where VLY = u(n(pco" O) O)+ . Note that VE" and a = 
r + cc r + a ~~1-(1 - p )lNl ,, 

all agents have a common subjective probability function of dismissal, c(',',') , since 

they are assumed identical. Assume that ((:･,･,･) is a continuously differentiable function 

as follows: 

forany grven e+ , d. < O, d.<> O, df > O df'<0andd(O, , ) O 

In the following, the probability function is specified as 

f
 
"
 

c(f e' (e[~ f )+ ) =min [{e"}i c(v) , 1] 

~ (el ･ ,,)~ e" +v,(v) n-~(~)-{"} ~ 'f 
wh~re c(v) = 2 ' = IN(v)1 and V(v ) 

N(v) = {n e Nll (~n , fry ) =(~" , f" ) } . It is easy to check that such a formulation 

satisfies the above assumptions of d(･ ,',･)9). 
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　　　　　WecannowdenneequHibhum．Letusdenote　A（ρ），thesetofsolutiont践ples

of（p－1）。Also，denote8（ρ，Ωv，∫v，1π」，畔），the　set　of　solution　palrs　of　agent　v’s

optimization　program．Then　the　equilibrium　conceptislO）：

Definition　L　A　tuple（p，｛xv｝v∈V，｛Ω》，ヂ｝v∈V，｛εv，yv｝，∈V，｛畔｝，邑、，）is　a

repr。duclbles。1面・nf・rtheec・n・my｛A，乙，わ，ω乱，…ノ1｝if：

（a）ヨ（｛xv｝v∈V，｛Ωv，∫v｝，色》）∈A（ρ），and　　　　　　　　　　（profit　maximization）

（b）∀v∈N，ヨ（8v，yv）∈8（ρ，Ωγ，∫v，［π」，稜1）such　that（沁dividual　optimlzation）

（c）刃＝Σxv　and　x≧Ax　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（repr・ducibi1重ty）

　　　　　ソ　が

（d）Ax≦ΣA）γ≦の……Σωv　　　　　　　　　　　（feasibility・fpr・ducti・n）
　　　　　　　V∈‘V　　　　　　　　　　　V∈‘V

Noticethatthisequilibriumconceptpermitst簸e　existenceofunemployment．

3。丁捻e　existence　ofreproduc量ble　solutions

　　　　　In　this　section，we　characterize　solutions£orthe　optimlzationprograms　oft姓e

∬m　and　agents，and　show　the　existence　ofreproducible　solutions1nthe　economy．

First，1t　is　shown　that　under　the　stationary　expectation，there　ex孟sts　an　e璽uilibdum　l＆bor

contractimplemented　in　subgameperfection．Inthis　state，the　opt1mal　capltal　contractis

also　char＆ctehze（1．Second，it圭s　shown　that　there　ex1sts　a　un玉que　stationary　expectation

under　some　reasonable　assumptions．F呈nally，theexistenc¢ofreproduc1ble　solutions

wit簸unemployment　is　shown　under　some　assumptlons。

3，L　The　dec量sion　processes　of　labor　and　capital　contracts

　　　　　Consider　the　second　stage　ofdecision　in　the　production　period．Let｛Ωv，

ブ｝，evand［πごlbelab・randcapitalc・ntracお・fferedbytheH㎜。lfagentvhas

some　capital　endowment，then　he　invests　his　finance　capital　such　t鉦atρAゾ＝予yv

（≡ρのv）whenever　lπ3has　some　positive　components．互fagent　y　is　employed，無e
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solves　the　problem（p－2）。In　the　following，suppose　thatfor　any　v∈N，ザ＞聡1－a

reasonable　assumption．SoMng　the　problem（p－2），we　obtain　thefollowing　condition：

　　　　　　　　　　　　　4ざ｛配（HV，8Vl）一rV差｝
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　v　　　＝r＋o（ヂ，8v，（81Ω・、ズ）即）　　　　（1）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　扉8

From（1），we　def了ne　an　lmpllcitfunct1on，F，as　foHows：

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　F（ε㍑，n（ρのv，ΩV　l），ヂ，7V差，（ε1Ω・，ズ）→）　　　　　　　　（1y

　　　　　　　　　　　　　…4ざ｛配（H》，εV」）一7v差｝一房ざ｛r綴ヂ，εv，（ε1Ω・．ヂ）Ψ）｝＝o

htLeneighb・rh・・d・f・pt1mallab・reff硫εv，thefuncti・nF（・）二〇isc・ntinu・us，

andalso11，石，県，εvU，弓and1り。arecontinuous．Moreover，κ≠0，sinceκニ

4．μ一rVu）一扉、、（r＋4）＞O　by　the　above　assumpt沁ns④＞④『，‘1．、＞O　andκピ．≦0，

Thus，by　applying　the　implicit　function　theorem，we　can　obtain　a　labor　extraction

function　as　foUows：

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　εv＝8（n（ρのv，ΩV」），1，∫v，rV差，（dΩ・，／・）畔）　　　（2）

Lemma1：Underthe　statlonary　expectatlon，fora　givenρand｛π3，any　two　agentγ，

η∈N，who　have　the　same　value　ofcapita1，Wv＝Wη，have　the　same　optimal　effort

Ievel　ofIaborforany　given（Ω，ブ）．

Proof：Since　the　only　d圭fference　oflnitial　cond孟tions　among　agents　inN　is　the　va夏ue　of

capital　endowment，t鼓e　d1fference　oflaboreffortsforany　given（Ω，∫）is　only

generate（l　by　the　difference　ofcapital　endowments。Q。ED。

　　　　Lemma　l　implies　that，to　m玉nimize　laborcosts　perunitoflaboreffort，the　fim

skould　dlfferendate　laborcontracts　among　agentsaccordingtothe重rcapital

endowments．

Lemma2：Underthe　above　assumptions，forany　given　agentinκ，the　optimal　labor

eff6rtincreases　wi亡h　the　real　waσe．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　o
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Proof: From (1)', for any v e N, 

de" d* ' url ' I -(r + d)u*rl: ' I (3) 
d~ u.*(r + d) - d.*(u - rVc') 

d e~ 

Since url>0, u.~O urle O d < O d.<>0and V~ > VL~,clearly > O. Q.E.D. 

' E ' ~ 
Lemma 2 is a necessary condition for the efficiency wage labor market. 

N~ext, consider the first stage of decision in the production period. Notice that 

the firm can calculate any agent v's labor effort for any given (~r , f" ), since the firm 

knows the agent's preference and capital endowment. Hence, the problem (p-1) can be 

separated into the following two steps: 

(First) For given ( N - IV, p) and le [O, I], 

min ~ + ~f" ) e(n(pa)" ~"I) I f' rV~,,(el~ f ) Y ) (Vve N) (p-1-1) 
~' ' f~ 

where e (n(pco" ,~' l), l, f" ,rV~ ,(el~. ,f )+ ) is induced from (1)'. 

(Second) For given ( N - N, p) and n-tuple solution pairs of (p- 1-1), 

{~"(1),f'"(D}~*~r (V Ie [O, ID, 

[ ･, , , y max ~[p - pA- ~"'(1)+ ~f'"(1)) , jx"(1) (p-1-2) 
l~o ll ,,=v e(n(W ~'"(1)1) I f'"(1), rV' ) 

subject to ~H~W ~" (1) ' l) , f" (1) , rV; )1 = L~(1) ( Vv e N) 

pA;c(1) ~ p(o, x(1) ;~ O and O ~ I ~ l. 

Letdenote a solution triple of (p-1-1) and (p-1-2) by ({~'" , f" }+*¥ ' I ) Then 

the first order condition of (p- 1- 1) is as follows 1 1): 

e *' (~" + s(f*' )) ef (~~ , f'~ ) =arg min s'(J ) = (4) '
 ~ e~"' -~" .j' ~ "' + s(f ) e~., *=" , '

.
 

"
 e

 

L Insert Figure I J 
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*' Lemma3: Underthe above assumptions, for any agent v in N, if (~ , ,f"' ) satisfies 

the condition (4), then (~ , f'" ) satlsfies the second order condtuon ~ 

Proof: See Appendix. Q.E.D. 

.', *''} . Proposition I : Under the statronary expectatron a list of labor contracts {~" f ,, *~ 

and a list of labor efforts {e'~ }+ <~ _ , are implemented in subgame-perfect equilibrium if 

they satrsfy the following conditions: 

{~'~ , f" }. *~ satrsfies the conditron (4) for each agent v m A and 

'~ n(W ~ I ) I f"', rV;) (Vve N). e= 

Proof: Consider the following strategy combination: 

The firm s strategy orfer {~'~ , f" }. *v satisfying (4), and renew the employment in 

the next penod for agent v if e > ~rl:(W ~'" l') I , f'~ , rV; ) , and dismiss him 

at the endofthis period if e < ~n(W' , ~"'1'), l', f" , rV~ ) 

Any agent v's strategy: Supply e" = ~rJ(W ~' l' ) , l', f , rV~ ) when (~~ , f' ) is 

of fe red. 

Clearly, this strategy combination constitutes a subgame-perfect equilibrium. Q.E.D. 

The firm' s threatening strategy would be credible even in the case of full 

employment if the rate of population growth exogenously given exceeds the maximal 

rate of capital accumulation. In such a case, any agent is threatened by the existence of 

potential reserve armies that will appear in the next period of productionl2). 

3.2. The existence of a stationary expectation of reservation utilities 

The above analysis assumes that the economy is under the stationary 

expectation. That is, the ex-ante value of reservation utility of each agent coincides 
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with　the　ex－post　value　of　reservation　uti賎ty13）．Now，we　will　show　that　there　exists　a

unique　value　which　sustainsthe　stationary　expectation。

　　　　Let’s（ienote　the　ex－ante　value　ofreservation　utility　of　each　agent　v　by

こざ≡…rVざ。Becauseofthe（lependenceofthesolution　satisfyingcondition（4）on出e

value　ofζl　for　each　v，we　can　de丘ne　continuous　functions，Ω宰y（諾），ズ（こ巻），

」＊ こ。）and8押（こ。）whereこ。＝（ξ1，…，ξざ，…，こ醗曜）．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　β固

　　　　Byde蝕ion・α＝min｛痢一（1へβ）INr1｝・Conside「βwhich「ep「esents

therate・fagentdism呈ssa孟s。Leゼsden・teθ≡Σmax（θY，θζ）ヂwhere

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　v色V

　　　　　θ1一｛1欝齢こ∫⊇いζ一｛1諜謡

and《Ω輝，∫＊v，！＊）isthe　critic飢1aboreffort　derivedfrom（4）．Then　we　define　a

continu・usfuncti・nβ（θ）suchthatβ（0）＝0，β’（・）≧Oandβ（θ）∈10，11（∀θ）。Since

∫判（ζ旨）andε輝（こ。），clearlyβ（θ（こo））．Thus，we　obtainα＝α（こo）．

　　　　By　the　above　arguments，we　can　obtain　the　ex－post　value　ofreservation　utility

continuously　corresponding　to塩e　ex－ante　value　of　reservat孟on　utUity　as　follows：

　　　　　　　7畔（こ．）＝κ’『α辱・）配（n（W・，・）ρ）＋（1＋ψ（ζ・）7V言・（こ，）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　r＋α（る。）　　　　　r＋α（こ。）

whereryず（こ。）＝

　　　　　　　7　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　4（∫＊》（こ乙）β＊v（こ。））v
7＋鼠∫＊v（zざ），ε・v（こ，））κ（n（wv・Ω＊v（こざ）」＊“・））・8＊v（こ・）’串（こ・））＋7＋4（∫＊v（こざ）β・v（こ，））も・

By　condition（1），we　can　rewrite　the　above　equat星on　as　follows：

　　　　　　　　　　　　　κ1一α（こ。）　　　　　　　　（1＋7）α（こ。），
　　　　　　魂（こ。）＝　　　1尻（H（wv，0），0）＋gv（こ。）1÷　　　こ。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　肝α（こ。）　　　　　　　　什α（こ。）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　幽（こ。）　　　（1＋7）α（こ。）
wbe「egv（こ・）＝減（ξ・）「 an嶋）＝7（1一α（こ，）・Notethaけ琳（こ・）lsa

convex　combination　of［房（n（Wy，0），0〉＋8v（こo〉l　andξ1。

12



We show that there exist {~~}.*v' such that for each v, rVi(co ) = ~o or 

tu(rJ(W" , O) ,O) + g" (~o )] = (~ ･ Note that in equilibrium of labor contracts, according 

to Lemma I and Proposition l, any agents who have the same value of capital provide 

the same level of labor effort which supports the firm's cost minimization. Hence, 

e" = Ofor all v in N. This implies p = O in the equilibriuml4). Hence, 

[u(rl(W' , O),O)+ g'(~o )1 is reduced to b(rl(W" ,O),O) in equilibrium. Clearly, :~ = 

~<n(W" , O) ,O) Is a ur,ique value of v's reservation utility consistent with the labor 

contract equilibrium under the stationary expectation . 

L Insert Figure 2 l 

Proposition 2 : Set p as the above fonnula. Then there exists a unique stationary 

expectation consistent with the labor contract equilibrium. 

3.3. The existence ofreproducible solutions (RS) 

Assume that the economy is under the stationary expectation. Then the value of 

reservation utility is rV; = b(n(W" . O) ,O) for each v . By (p-1-1), this implies that the 

value of ~~ , f+ and the level of labor effort , e+ , are dependent on the level of v's 

profit revenue, 7cW" , and labor time l. Thus, we obtain continuous functions, 

~~ (7TW" , l), f*' (1cW" , l) and e'(7zW' , l) as the solutions of (p-1-1) and (p-2). 

l
 

Let's denote C ~ {co e R~ ~ x ;~ Os.t. Ax=co and x ;Z Ax} 15) and, for any 

- Fi)e R"~i I ~co" =co }. Define a continuous givenco e C, C(co)~~ {(co ..' ~ ' , ,co + 
*' =~*' 

j ~~ =, } ~ function~p) max Pi -PAt on A { peR I pb =1} and denote that 

pA~. 

y" = ~~~'1p). Define for each le [O, 11, e-[¥': C~(co) x A x[O, y" J ~> R. such that 

e~･(d), p, fr)= ~L~npco", I) where~~~ (a)1,"',co~t) Clearly e (co p) rs 
*' =v 

continuous at each (~), p, lc). Given (p, lc) e A x[O, f l, there exists ~' e C~(co) 

such that ~~' = arg max e!-v(~), p, I~). It is well-defmed because C~(co) is compact. ~)' 

of this kind is determined for each (p . Jc) e A xtO, 'r I . Thus, we can obtain an 

13 



upper-hemi continuous correspondences(~'( p , Jc) at every (p, lc) e A x [O, Y~ I -

Also, e~(~~~p, lT), p, ll) is continuous atevery (p, fc)eA x[O, r I accordingto 

the maximum theorem of Berge. S[nce A is compact, there exists for each given 

lce [O, r l, p'(7c) = arg ~~~8~(,(~)'(p'(1c), 7~:), p'(fr), Ic). Since 

e~{,((~'(p'(Jc), 7c), p'(lc), 7c) is continuous on tO, y" J , there exists a 

'~o. Y~]e~,(co (p (11) Ic) p (7r) Ic) Denote this by max e(N l) Then there max 

~ 

 ' - x7 1 exrsts, 

exists max e(N, I )1 - max {max e(A , l)1 Ie [O, Il}. Assuming A~1 ' 
l~o. l] 

define thefollowlng set: n) . ~ {co e C Il LA~lco ~ max e(N I )1 } 

Assumption 2 : In this economy, co e n) +. 

Note that there exists a unique vector x' > O such that x' = (1 + ~)Ax , 

according to the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, where O < (1 + k)~1 < I is the unique 

associating eigen value. Since Ax e C, so that C is non-empty. Moreover, there 

exists p ;Z O such that pLX ~ max e(iV, l')1'. Hence, ro + is also non-empty. 

Theorem I : Let the economy be at a non-trivial RS. Then the associating price vector 

p is the EPR price with IT ~~ O as follows: 

~(~~' + ~f" )) 

lc . =¥-p =(1 + ,X)pA+CL where !l= cr ~~ O (~ae(O, I]), and C= ~ " 
e
 

+=v 

Assumptron3 Erther e O (v e iV), or e! < O and eu < O (v e N=). 

Theorem 2 : Let Assumption 2 and 3 hold. Then, under the stationary expectation, for 

every ~~ e ~co) , there exists a RS. 

Theorem I and 2 are proved in Appendix. The above theorems reveal the knife-

edge property of RS. The reason is that some change in the initial distribution of 

endowments may drastically change the number of employed agents in equilibrium. 
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4. The relation between the level of an agent's labor-discipline and the level of his 

wealth 

In this section, we analyze the relationship between the level of agent's labor-

discipline and the level of his wealth. How should we measure the level of each 

agent's labor-discipline ? In this paper, I will define the level of an agent 's 

discipline as the suppl.v of lahor effort per unit of the agent 's received real vvage. 

So, the more labor effort some agent supplies per unit of his received real wage rate, 

the higher the level of his labor-discipline is. 

Definition 2: One agent v is more lahor-disciplined than the other agent n if the 

e+ e~ followmg Issatisfied ~+ > ~~ 

The implication of this definition is clear. Every employed agent must work 

under the finn's control. However, the final factor in deciding how much labor effort 

is supplied is ultimately up to the individuai agent even if he is threatened by the flrm's 

dismissal policy (the monitoring project). In spite of this fact, if agent v provides more 

labor effort per unit of the real wage rate than agentn , agent v seems to demonstrate 

that he is more vulnerable to the firm's control than agent n . In other words, agent v 

is more obedient to the finn's control than agent n 16) . 

In the following, without loss of generality, assume a RS with I = I . It is 

shown first that the wealthier agent provides a higher level of labor effort than the less 

wealthy agent in a non-trivial RS with lc > O. Second, despite this fact, the wealthier 

agent's optimal labor cost per unit of his labor effort is higher than the less wealthy 

agent's. Thus, the less wealthy agent has a higher level of labor-discipline than the 

weaithier agent. Finally, as a corollary, the wealthier agent's optimal real wage rate is 

higher than the less wealthy agent's, thereby establishing in our economy a poverty law 

in capital accumulation (Marx ( 1986)). It is also shown that the labor effort supplied by 

any agent is inelastic with respect to his wealth. That is a suff;rcient condition for the 
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Wealth-Exploitation Correspondence Principle (Roemer ( 1982)), discussed In the next 

section. 

Take the labor extraction function ~~'(W" ) , f '( W" ) ,rV~W' ) , W v ) in a non-

trivial RS with lc > O, which is derived from (p- l- 1) and (p-2). Note that the level of 

the supplied labor effort continuously corresponds to the endowed wealth of the agent, 

because there is no difference among agents except in capital endowments. 

Proposition 3: Let the economy be in a non-trivial RS with IT > O. Then the wealthier 

agent supplies a level of labor effort greater than or equal to the less wealthy agent. 

Proof: Consider the following calculation: 

de(Wv) _ d e d ~'(W" ) d e d f (W ) d e 
a~'(W') d Wv + df'(W') d W"' + dW' d W*' ~ 

d e d rV~'(W" ) 
+ d rVv(W" ) d W" 

= 

 
+
 
d
d
f
e
:
~
~
 
!
d
d
W
~
f
;
 
!
 

;
 
!
 

de d~ d~' drVc df' drVc" d~' dW +d rVc' dWv +d rVL, dWv 
de drVU de 

+ rV[1 dW~ dWv .+ 

d..{uH(w" ~ ) un(w",o)}lc forany Wv~~ O_ 
~ 

 
.
 
.
{
u
(
n
(
W
 
~
'
)
 
e
'
)
-
r
V
c
!
}
 
~
u
.
.
.
.
(
r
+
 
d
)
 

'' 

Since u(H(W' ,~'),e') > rVU, d<... > O and u.'.' ~O by the aforementioned 

assumptions, the denominator of the last right-hand side of the above equation is 

positive. On the other hand, the numerator is a non-negative because d*. < O and 

un(T~ ~ ) < un(w",o) whichisfollowedby u[In~Oand Ltrle= O. Thus de(W" ) >0 

' d W" ~ 

for any W "~:O. Thisproves the statement. Q.E.D. 

Proposition 4: Let the economy be in a non-trivial RS with 7c > O. Then the wealthier 

agent's optimal labor cost per unit of his labor effort is not lower than the less wealthy 

agent's. 
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Proof：Denote　the　optimaUabor　cost　per　unit　ofthe　laboreffort　as　followsl

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ω＊（wv）＋5（ヂ（wv））
　　　α♂（“バ），Ω＊（wv），ヂ（wソ））＝
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　e（Ω串（wy），ブ（wv），7V｛1（wv），wv）

By　apply玉ng　the　envelop　theorem，we　can　obtain　thefollow量ng：

　　∂C（6＊（wv）ρ＊（wv），ヂ（wy））

　　　　　　　∂wv　　　　　一

一（Ω＊＋5（ヂ））　　　　4ε・｛L‘n（ゼ，o〉一妬（ズ，Ω・）｝π

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　f・ranywv≧0。
　　｛ε＊｝2　4．．．．｛配（H（wv，Ω＊），の一7yU｝一房，・，々＋の

　　　　　　4♂・｛房H〔wv、。）一泥H（w），Ω・）｝π

Since　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　≦0，we　can　obtain：
　　　4．・♂・｛μ（H（wv，Ω＊），ゼ〉一7Vこ1｝一μ、・ピ・（7＋め

　　　　　　∂C（ゼ（wV）Ω＊（wv），ヂ（wV））
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　≧Of・ranyWレ≧0．
　　　　　　　　　　　∂wv

This　proves　the　statement．Q．E．D．

Lemma4：Let　the　economy　be　ln　a　non－trivi飢RS　withπ＞0．Tken　the　labor　effort

supPlied　by　any　agent　is　inelastic　with　respect　to　wealt憂L

Proof：We　s紅owthat

　　　　　　　4109ε＊（wV）　　　　4109（5（ヂ（WF》））＋Ω＊（WPv））

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　≦王．　　　　ぬ09（5（ズ（WF》））＋Ω＊（wv））　　　　　4夏og　W》

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　410gゼ（wv）
ByPropos麺on4，孟亡isclear出at　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　≦L　Cむeck出aε
　　　　　　　　　　　　　410g（S（ズ（wv））＋Ω＊（wy））

4109（5σ＊（▽vy））＋Ω＊（wy））
　　　　　　　　　　　　≦1．Since，byc・nditi・n（4），5シ（プ）＝
　　　　410・WFV
　　　　　の

輪＝鞭，一軸・∂“（ 磐（醐一糾藷縁一1｝

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∂（5（ヂ（wv））＋Ω＊（wv））
Since灘n（蛸Ω、≦κ叩v・、・）bytheconcavityo勧・　∂Wv　　≧0・

H・wever・sinceκn（w・，。〉／房n（Lザ，Ω・）isn・n－increasinginwvbytheassumpt1・n・f
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d (s( f '(W" )) + ~'(W' )) 
kL(rl:' ), the slope of is non-increasing in W" . This implies 

d W*' 

d log (s( f '(W' )) + ~'(W' )) 
~ 1. Q.E.D. that 

d log W" 

Theorem 3: (The Correspondence of Wealth and Labor-Discipline) Let the economy 

be in a non-trivial RS with 7T > O. Then the less wealthy agent has a h:igher level of 

labor-discipline than wealthier agents if agents are risk averse. 

L Insert Figure 3 J 

Proof: Consider a two-dimensional non-negative Euclid space where the ordinate's 

axis represents a level of labor effort and the abscissa's axis represents a level of the 

real wage rate. We call this the (~, e)-space in the following. Note that for any given 

~~, f ) , 

d e d. {url(Tv' ,o) ~ url('v" ,~)}7c 

d Wv ~ 
..{u(rl(W~' ,~),e ) -rVcf}~ u..(r+ d) ~O (Vve N). 

This fact implies that if there exist two agents v and n such that W" < W~ , then n' s 

labor extraction curve depicted in the (~, e)-space should shift down from v's labor 

extraction curve. 

Let (~" , e" ) be v's labor contract point in the (~, e)-space. Depict a line from (
 
-
e
 
)
 

the ongm through this polnt wlth a slope e~/~" ' We shall call this Ime the '/~" 

line. In the following, we show that n's iabor contract point (~'n , e'71 ) cannot lie 

( '/~'" ~ ' )
 

Ime except at the pomt of (~" , e'" ) . either on or above the ~e 

( *'+ "/~ )~ 
First, in the interval [O,~"' ) , the 2nd component of any point in the ~e , 

line cannot exceed the value e~" (W" ) . However, by Proposition 3, e~?(Wn ) ~~ 

ew ( Wv ) should be established. This implies that, in the interval [O,~'=' ) , (~~7 , e'T7 ) 

( '/~" 
e
 
)
 

cannot lie on the -line. Suppose that, in the interval [O,~'v ) , (~'17 , e'n ) Iies 

! '/~"' ~line. Then, since n's laborextraction curve is depicted belowv' s )
 

above the ¥e 
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laborextractron curve mthe (~ e) space, e (W'f ) < e~'(W" ) would be established. ~l 

This is a contradiction. Of course, in the interval tO,~'+' ) , (~'n , e'~ ) cannot lie below 

)
 

f Ime because e~l(W'I ) ~~ exy(W" ) should be established. Thus, '/~'v ~ ' 
the ¥e 

(~'n , e'7? ) cannot lie in the sub-(~, e)-space, [O,~'" ) x R+ ' whenever W ' < Wn . 

/ Iine is above v ' s )
 

"I~'v ~ 
Second m the mterval (~"' , + ~) , any point on the ¥e 

labor extractlon curve because the slope of v s labor extractron curve at (~"' , e'v ) is 

e*~ *' *' e
 

e
 equal to the slope of the Ime s( f'" ) + ~ ~ f"' ) + ~ ~~ ' **, , and clearly **. < , 

(
 

)
 

Hence, (~'7? 'n '/~"' ~1ine. Thus. (~'~ , e'n ) should lie below e ) cannot lieon the Le 

! line and v s labor extraction curve such that e~7(W ) ;~ e~(W" ) . 

)
 
'
 

'/~"' ~ ' t
?
 both the ~e 

This implies that 

e~7 ety 
~~t ~ ~~ ~> W > W 

e~l e~! 
= occurrs only if Lt = O Q E D The equatlon ~~l ~~ 

iTI ' 

Corollary 1: (The poverty law in capital accumulation) Let the economy be in a non-

trivial RS with 7c > O. Then the less wealthy agent is paid a lower real wage rate than 

the wealthier agent if agents are risk averse. 

Proof: By Proposition 3 and Theorem 3, we can get the following: 

[e~7(W~) ;~ e~(W ) and e~7 exy 
~'~ ~ ~Y I <:~ Wn > Wv. 

The ieft slde of the above equatron meets only if ~~7 > ~xy . Q.E.D. 

The results of Theorem 3 and Corollary I show that it is very costly for the firm 

to employ the wealthier agents. In spite of this, there could be cases that the wealthiest 

agent is employed. Such a case would occur when full employment is feasible and 

profitable for the firm in the current scale of aggregate capital endowments. Even in 

this case, the firm' s dismissal strategy can be effective against every employed agent. 
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since every employed agent is threatened by the existence of potential reserve annies 

who will appear in the next period of production. 

The implication of Proposition 4 and Theorem3 is that the mass existence of a 

proletariat in the capitalist economy plays an important role for the capitaltst 

econom_v to be sufficientl.v profitable, because proletarians who own no produced 

assets have the highest level of labor-discipline, and therefore are the most 

profitable agents for capitalism. 

5. The relations of wealth, exploitation and labor-discipline 

In this section, we first define exploitation. Second, we classify the agents 

according to their level of wealth. Third, we analyze the relations of wealth, 

exploitation and labor discipline. 

In the following, without loss of generality, we assume that the economy is at a 

non-trivial RS with Jt = !la > O (O < (J ~1) . 

Definition 3: Let the economy be at a non-trivial RS , and (p, {~~ }+ *v'x) support the 

RS. A feasible assignment for this RS is any distribution of the net output {D" } -
+=N' 

such that: 

(1) ~D' =(1 A)x (2) pD Il!(pco ~ ) (VveN) 
*'*~v 

The class of all feasible assignments is called r . Let r be the set of bundles D 

which v receives under various feasible assignments. 

The vector of labor value is A, a I x n vector, where A = AA + L . Since A is 

indecomposable and productive, it can be written that A = L(1 A) > O 

Definition 4 : Let the economy be at a non-trivial RS with lc > O. Then an agent v is 

exploited if and only if 17) 
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　max皿yく乙xv．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∂レ∈r　V

Agent　v　is　an　exploiter　if　and　only　if

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　minA∠）ソ＞乱v．
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ov∈rV

　　　　T盤e　following　assumpt曼on　is　used　by　Roemer（1982）．

Assumption4：（ALE）Every　agent　can　spend　all　his　revenue　on　the　purc虹ase　ofany

oneσood．
　　o

Propos曼tion5：Let　the　economy　be　at　a　noR－triv曼al　RS　withπ＞0．Also，豆et　ALE

hQld．丁薮en：ifvisin1V，

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　W．1一賦割

　　　　　　　　　　　　　v　is　exploited⇔一一▽7く
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ε」　　　πρm、、

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　W．1雇割

　　　　　　　　　　　　v量sanexploiter⇔rπ＞
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ε1　　　πρmin

・　・一
会裡一曲〔会｝

Proof㌧Notice　that，ln　a　non－trivial　RS　wi色π＞0，n（ρのv，Ωv）＝πWv＋Ωv♂and

召v 二五xv，曲erewv＝ρのv．

　　　　　　W．1一瞬争〕

　　　　kt訂＜π賑・丁畷告〕（πW・　1）＜ぬ翫P副

　一t　9ρび一πW・＋αムT㎞m腿
矩くゼムTh拾

implies砂y〈εvJ　for　all　Dv　such　that　pDγニπWソ＋Ωy　J．Hence，

max　A五）vく♂’。Similarly，the　converse（iirection　can　be　shown。For　an　exploiter，
∂レ∈F　V

it　can　also　be　proven　ln　the　same　way，qED。
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Proposition 6: Let the economy be at a non-trivial RS with 7c > O. Then, society is 

exhaustively partitioned into the following five pairwise disjoint sets: 

~~fry) ~en 
CPH={v eE iV il e"I[1+ n'v l< o;L_v" (Vy"s!. pAj' =W' ) ifv e N} '1 =¥' 

7c max PA 

o:Li 

~~ fn ) / ~en 

CH ={v e iV Il e'l< o;L_y" ~ e'l[1+ ~'¥' / ~'~f J (Vy'sj. pA_v" =W' ) ifv e N} 

lcmax PA 
o:L, 

CPB {veNlj olLy e I (Vv st pA_vv =WV) ifve N} 

Cs ={v e ~ll oiLyV <evl,Wv ~0 (Vyvs.t. pA_yv =Wv) ifve N} 

CP = {v e N !1 W O} 

The above five sets do not have the concept of "class" as discussed by Roemer 

( 1982), because in our setting every agent has access to the economy only through 

becoming an employee or a capital holder. That is, there exists "the separation of 

ownership and management " while in Roemer (1982) the capital owner is also the 

manager. This is one characteristic of a contemporary capitalist economy. If it so, why 

do we define the above partition in society ? The following proposition gives us our 

answer. 

Proposrtron 7 Let the economy be at a non tnvral RS wrth 7c > O. Then: ifve N, 

~~ fn ) 

rPH A) f-) 
(
 
,
 

Wv n~¥f l
 vev ~=> ev I > max ~en + o;L fc 

ne~~ 

v eCH ~~ max PA) [_) ~s<fn) Wv pA 

- 

 

(
 
)
 

1
 rl ev 

> e+'1 > max + ~ en oiL oL lc 

n =¥' 
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- 

 

l- f PB 

 I evl > mln o:L 

PA W v pA v eC ~> max > 
c;L) 

( PA W v 
s
 
)
 

veC ~rnm > ' >0 oiL e~ l 

v eCP ~> Wv :: O' 

H r pA I ~s( fl ) W v proof: It iS Suffircient to show that : v e C ~~ mdA ~ r_ > 
^ 

n ~~~~ 

~
 

li 

j
 
~
 o;L ~ e' l 7T 

IT e~'~ 

Another relation isfollowed by Roemer (1982, 1986). Let v e CH ' Then, 

o;LVv ~ evl+ ( / en }L_v (Vvvs't. pA_vl' :::Wv). Then wecanobtain 
ev ~s(f~) ~ 

n~i~ Tf ~~'¥i 

lc pA_yV 

the following: 

(1_,_! ~ ~f~c;; ' f, / } y ~~f ) ~e L_v Wv Wv ~s<fn) ~en yv / Wv PA~ + 
1l~!~Y ~ Ic n~v TI '-=~/ T? ~v 

' < , lLf < + ~> Vl ~ e~l ~ :L_yv lvL_yv 
~ ~ f 7 ) 

< PA~ + Wv 1 )ne~i~ 

- 
(
 

W" 1
 

PA L, ~s(fn) ~ >
_
 

<:~ =>max n ev l o:L oiLV 7~ n~J~i _ ne~i 
~~ fn ) 

Conversely, Iet max ) (-) W v 
f
 
l
 

PA ~ e¥' 1
 eVl ' Then > + o;L ~ e7T ~ 7c 

n~~~v 

WV ~~fn) ~ f / enj [ , / e~j 
~~fn) ~ 

nt~:~ ne:~ ~~~¥ 1' ~;~~ 

T~ evl[1+ l. Thus, o;LV} ~ ev~1 + l lcmax PA lcmax PA 
o;Li aLi 

(Vy st pAV Wv). Q.E'D' 

proposition 7 implies, by being combined With Lemma 4, that the order of the 

above five sets such that CPH CF! C Cs C corresponds to the level of Wealth , , P ,
 

The following definition divides the society into three classes: "the high labor-

disciPlineor'; 'athe low labor-disciplined"; and "the middle labor-disciPlined" 
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Definition 4: Let the economy be at a non-trivial RS' Then define the three sets as 

follows: 

~ er' 

~ ~v e CHD :: {v eE iVllifve N, ~~f <~v ' oth'erwisev e iV-N}, 

~ ~'¥* 

~ e~ 

e otherwise v e iV - N} , TT ~~~r CLD ~1 ~~' > ~" ' :::{v e N ifve N, 

~e~! 

~ en 

C~'fD -1 ~~r _ ev ' otherwisev e iV - N} ' =:{v e N ifve N, ~~!1 ~~ 
nev 

Theorem4: Let the economy be at a non-triVial RS With 7c > o' Let ALE hold' Then 

PH every agent v in C n (CLD u C~fD ) iS an exploiter' on the other hand, every agent v 

in (CS u CP) n(CHD u C~fD ) is exploited' 

proof: It is sufficient to show that: (
e
v
 
)
 

1-Prni ~ 
~fn) 

f
 
- ) f) PA I~ ~iv pH 'tD 1

 (1) ~ max ~en ifv e C n(CLD uC' ), mLn t + aL 7cp 7c 

n~'v 

( ,) ( t 1 - Pmax ~ 

e
 
)
 

(2) ;~ mm ifv e(C UC )n(CHDuC' )' 7cp aL max 

~fD Frrst we show (1) Suppose for some v e CPH n(CLD uC^' ), 

!e ) > max Then ~v 
1 - Pmi v ~~ f~ ) ( ~ e ) () PA ~ ev l

 

mln ' t !TP o;L Ic ~ 
n ev 

~~n + ~~fn ) 
n~~~l ne¥T ~~~ p:1 -A) - ~en ~Y 1 1?~i~' n~" ~I A)- ~e~ ev < L because 7T a Pmin PA ~ei~; 
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(
 
:
}
 

Smce v e (CLD ~) C'tfD), we can reduce to min A (1 -A)< L . This implies 

p
 

･ 

-~} < A . This is a contradiction A
~
 

mm p
 

Next, we show (2). Suppose for some v e (Cs ~) CP) n(CHD u C'tfD ), f
 
)
 

~t! (
 
~
 

~~rl + ~~fr' ) 1 - pmax v 
~r pA ne~ * ne~ . Then ~1 -A) > < mm ilP o;L ~en ev max J

 
~ev 

~~1? + ~~f~) v L f :} ~ HD n -*~r n eN A ~fD Sincev e (C UC^ ), (I-A)>L - 

 O, so that max -

~ en e p n~v 

f
 
:
 
~
 

A 
Hence, max > A . This is also a contradiction. Q.E.D 

p
 

PH Notice that if C n (CLD u C'vfD ) is a proper subset of CPH, then every agent 

In CPH n (CLD u C~fD )is wealthier than every agent in CPH- ( CPH n (CLD LJ CA~fD )) by 

Theorem 3. Also if (C uC ) n(CHD uC'!D) rs a proper subset of C uC then 

every agent m (C U C ) (CHD u C~~ID) is wealthier than every agent in 

s p HD ~ilD (C uC )n(C uC' ). Notethat C c(CHDuC~dD),forall agentsin CP belong 

WD to C' whenever some agent in CP belongs to C"fD . Such a case occurs only if 

N ~~ CP . By these facts, it can be said that Theorem 4 does not necessarily lose the 

impiication that there is a correlation between wealth and exploitation. 

The following statement is important: 

Corollary 2: Let the economy be at a non-trivial RS with !c > O. Let ALE hold. 

Then, ifagents are non-increasing risk averters, there exists a group ofwealthier 

agents who are exploiters and a group of less wealthy agents who are e.;cploited. 

Moreover, the less wealthy exploited agents are more labor-disciplined than the 

wealthier explOiters. 
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Proof: The frrst statement is followed by Lemma 4, Theorem 3 and 4, because both 

CPH n(CLD uC'vfD) and (Cs uCP) n(CHD uC' ) are surely non empty The ~f D 

second statement is also followed by Lemma 4, Theorem 3 and Proposition 7. Q.E.D. 

There are four interesting cases of Corollary 2 : 

PH LD ~!D Case 1: C c (C uC" ) and (Cs uCP)c (CHD ~)C~ ) Theneveryagentm ~iD 

 

PH C is the wealthier exploiter and every agent in (Cs u CP } is the less wealthy 

exploited. Moreover, every agent in (Cs u CP) is more labor-disciplined than every 

PH agentin C . 

Case2: CP!1~! (CLD UCAfD) and (Cs uCP)c (CHD uC- ) Theneveryagentm wD. 

(CLD ~) C' ) is the wealthier exploiter and every agent in (Cs LJ CP) is the less v!D 

wealthy exploited. Moreover, every agent in (Cs u CP) is more labor~iisciplined than 

~fD every agent in (CLD u C' ) . 

Case 3: CPHC (CLD uC"'fD) and (CS u CP)~ (CHD uC- ) Then every agent m _ vfD. 
C is the wealthier exploiter and every agent in (C u C'vD ) rs the less wealthy 

exploited. Moreover every agent m (C HD u C~fD ) rs more labor discrplmed than every 

PH agentin C . 

? vfD - ? is the wealthier exploiter Case 4: N ~~ C . Then N = C' and every agent in IV -

and every agent in CP is the least wealthy exploited. 

L Insert Figure 4 J 

Lemma 4, Theorem 4 and Corollary 2 indicate that, in the capitalist economy 

with the contested exchange labor market as well as the neoclassical one, Wealth-

Exploitation Correspondence is established if every agent is either non-increasing risk 

averse or risk neutral. Both the conditions of non-increasing risk aversion and risk 

neutrality of agents are suffrciently plausible in the economy under uncertainty. Hence, 

the above result indicates that the argument of Roemer ( 1990) that the unequal 

distrihution of wealth implies fhe exploitation of lahor is true at least in economic 
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environments with plausible restrictions even if the labor tnarket is contested. 

Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 also indicate the importance of the unequal 

distribution of wealth in explaining the modest contestedness in labor markets for 

the capitalist economy to be sufficientl..v profitable, as well as in explaining the 

exploitation of labor. Notice that whether the degree of contestedness in labor 

exchange is moderate or not depends on the levels of employees' Iabor-discipline. By 

Theorp-._..m_ 3, wp_ can s_ee* that t_h_e* Iabor mark_et entered by the less wealthy suppliers alone 

is more moderately contested than the one by the wealthier suppliers alone. In real 

capitalism, it is usual that most of the employed workers are the agents with no or only 

a few productive assets. Thus, the contestedness in labor markets would be moderated 

to maintain enough profrtability in the capitalist economy, which is inferred from 

Theorem 3 and Corollary 2. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

In the above arguments, we discussed the corresponding relationships between 

the status of wealth, exploitation and labor-discipline. First, we introduced the level of 

the agent's labor-discipline measured by the ratio of the labor effort per unit of labor 

time to the real wage rate. The connection of this kind of power index is then examined 

with respect to wealth distribution in Proposition 4, Theorem 3 and Corollary 1. The 

obtained results are that the less wealthy agent has a higher level of labor-discipline than 

the wealthier agent if agents are risk averse, and that as a consequence of capitalist 

production, the income gap between the wealthy and the poor widens more and more . 

Theorem 4 and Corollary 2 show the robustness of the Wealth-Exploitation 

Correspondence in the Capitalist economy with the contested exchange labor market. 

Moreover, we prove that the less wealthy exploited agents are more labor-disciplined 

than the weaithier exploiters. 
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　　　　　　The　resultsobt瓢ned玉ndicatetheessent玉alimportanceofthe　unequaldisthbution

ofwealth　in　understand曼ng　the　contemporary　capita1玉steconomy。Onthe　ot薮er蚕and，

丁虹eorem4alsodemonstrates，on　detemining　t紅e　exploitation　status，a灘in且uence　of

the　power　relat量onship　in　the　pro（iuct呈on　process．These　arguments　do　not　contradict

the　work　of　Roemer（1982，1986）or　Bowles　and　Gintis（1988，1990），but　rei㎡orce

both　theirarguments．

　　　　　　It星s　easy　to　extendour＆rguments　in　ourLeontiefeconomic　model　into　a　more

general　model　where　the　production　set　is　a　convex　cone　including　the　case　of　the　von

Neumanntec㎞ology（RGemer（1980，1982））ifo蜘t蝕elaborvalueisre五ned，

following　Roemer（1982，chapter5）．Our　results　wou星d　not　depend　on　the　simplic孟ty

of　t虹e　I£ontief　mQdel．

　　　　　　Of　course　our　analys正s隻s　based　on　both　several　assumptions　and　a　spec置c

characteristic　oflaborcontracts．When　we　remove　some　ofour　assumptions　and／or

take　altemat孟ve　types　of茎aborco簸tracts．ourconclusion　may　be　differenL　However，

sinceourproblemisto　captureonefeatureofcontemporary　capitalismundersome

reasonable　econo㎡c　assumptions，our　restrictions　in　t短s　paper　may　be　perI且issible

wheneveroursuppositions　are　notsofarremovedfyomrea塁capit紐lsm．
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Footnote 

1). Related papers are by Bowles (1985), Gintis and Ishikawa (1987) and Bowles and 

Boyer(1988, 1990). A similar argument is the efficiency wage theory, which gives a 

micro foundation of Keynsian involuntary unemployment theory, surveyed by Akerlof 

and Yellen ( 1 988). 

2)_ In this paper, "contemDorarv" ImDlres the exrstence of the separatron between 

ownership and management". 

3). Note that in this paper the term "the finn" has the same meaning as the firm as "the 

employer Hence m this paper the firm" does not Imply "an internal organization" 

compos-ed of a particular group of producers. 

4). It is commonly assumed in the literature of effrciency wage and/or labor contested 

exchange models that the flrm knows its employees' preferences, reservation income 

and discount rate, since otherwise the firm could not calculate the "labor extraction 

functlon" of its employees- See, for example. Solow (1979), Gintis and Ishikawa 

(1987) and Bowles and Gintis (1994). 

5). The member of employed agents N is determined at the end of the previous period 

of production. In this economy, the labor market we are considering is organized as a 

sequential contingent renewal market: New employment occurs either to replace a 

dismissed agent or to meet new demand by extending reproduction. 

6). Notice that when dynamic process of such a profrt rate equalization is characterized 

by capital mobility across sectors, it does not ensure in general convergence to any 

(EPR)-equilibrium price vector (Nikaido ( 1983)). 

7)_ In this paper, "labor effort" is synonymous with "labor intensity", that is to say, 

"labor input per unit of labor time". Moreover, following the usual efficiency wage 

literature, we assume that there exists a common cardinal measure of all e" . However, 

this treatment has been criticized by Currie and Steedman ( 1993) who argue that labor 
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effortmay　be　measured　only　ordinally。丁簸e　problem　whetheピeffort’is　only

measurable　card玉nally　or　ordinally　is　a　recent　andcontroversial　issue．See　Gintis

（1995）andCu㎡e＆nd　Stee（lman（1993，1995）．

8）．The　following　formulation　is　based　on　Gintis　and　Is厨kawa（1987）。However，

there　are　several　different　pQints．First，in　oursett血g，adismまssal㏄curs　only　when

t姦eHmdetectsnon－besdaborperfomanceofitsagents。Second，theinexactness・f

monitoring　does　not　exist，while，in　Gin丘s　and　Ishikawa（1987），some　proportions　of

agentsarenecessarilyfired　inconsequence　oferrorestlmations。

9）。This　probability　function　reflects　the　cQntent　of夏abor　coBtracts　that　one　agent　who

量sdetecte（iwithanunsatisfactory星aborpeぜomance　comparedtotheotheragents

employedatthe　samewage　as短smay　notbe　renewedhisemploymentcontractinthe

nextpe益od。

10）．The　following（iefinitiQn　of　equi玉ib亘um　is　based　on　Roemer（198玉，chapter1）．

11）。In　the　followlng，for　any　funct1on　h（x），whenavariablemaximizesorminimizes

honX，wedeHotesuchavahablebyargmaxh（x）orargm血h（x）。
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　．τ∈X　　　　　　　　　　　　　．て∈X

12）．The　potential　reserve　a㎞es　are　ffom　not　only　the　naturaユgrowth　ofpopuねtion　in

the　capita夏量st　sector　but　also　aHowing　from　the　non－capitalist　sector。

B）。Since　ourapproachis　atemporary　equilibriumapproac紅，there　exists　anothertype

ofexpectation，which　is　about　t血e　price三n　the　next　period．However，in　this　paper，

according　to　Roemer（1981，1982），we　assume　that　price　expectations＆re磁so

stationary。

14）．That　is．in　the　equilibrium　oflabor　cQntracts，there　is　no　d更smissal　ofagents。It　is

because　an　error　in　monitoring血as　not　occurred．Of　course，this　does　not　imply　t鼓at

the　fi㎜’s　monitor血g　is　pe㎡ect．Since　peがect　monitoring　is　extremely　expensive　for

翫ms，in　genera豆，the　fimゴs　monitoring　may　be　lmperfect。
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l 5) . This set is proposed by Roemer ( 1981). 

16). Bowles and Boyer ( 1990) suggested that the increase in unemployment insurance 

makes the bargaining power of labor stronger when capital and labor are in conflict. 

Also, they showed that the increase in unemployment insurance brings about higher 

real wages per unit of labor effort. These things imply that the level of real wages per 

unit of labor effort is closely connected to the bargaining power of labor. This 

viewpoint may seem to confirm Definition 2. 

17). This definition is based on Roemer (1982, 1986). 
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Appendix 

Lemma 3: For small enough r > o, for any agent v in N, if (~~ , f'" ) sausfies the 

condrtron (4) then (~~ , f"' ) satisfies the second order condition. 

Proof Let s denote that C (~" , f" ):: (~" + ~,f'~ )) where (~'" , f"' ) satisfies 

e" (~'v , f'v ) 

the condition (4). Define the following Hessian matrix: 

[d 2C" (~'" , f~' ) dLC" (~'" , f'v ) 1 

H= 2 d~d~ d~df I " " l d C (~'v f" ) d C (~'v f" ) 

d f d ~ d f d f 
d 2C"(~'" , f'" ) ~:~~~(~-' + < f~' )) F~~F. - F~F~e 

Note that = where e = - {F.}1 ' {e'" }2 ~~ d~d~ 
Since F~~ := d.ul~nl 2: O, F. > O, F~ <0 and F~~ = d<~lnl + d.urlel > O, we get that 

e~~ < O. Thus d2C"(~'" ,f'~ ) d C (~'" ,f'v ) _ 
> O. Next, note that 

' d~d~ dfdf ~ sffe" - eff(~'" + ~ f'v )) F F -FfFf' 
. f. {e"'}2 Where eff =- and Ff := d./u-rVL.) u.df {F.}2 

f " d. . d Since d'= min L 2 c(v)'] , we get that Fff = O, Ff' = {u - rVU} - u..- > o and 
f
 

d'C;(~f'; ff'" ) > O Next check d ~ d f eff < O. Thus d C (~'" , f'" ) Since 

d2CV(~'v f'" ) ef ~e~f(~'" + ~f" ))-e s ~qf(~" + ~f" )) 

~ f _ and d ~ d f ~ e"' }2 {e"' }2 
F~fF. - F~Ff< F~f e F u.f + e_~ + u.f _ ~~if::: + ~ 'f _ _Qe ~o, we get that 

~~f {F.}2 ~ f F. ~ F. F
.
 

F
.
 

d2Cv(~'v , f'" ) I e u.er ~ o_ Thus, the above *' 1 ul ~: ' ' ' ~xy +~f'")) = 
d~d f - {e"}2 (-F~) {e'v } F. 

Hessian is reduced to the following: 

-e~~ I u.f 
[
 

-=-J H= I e~ F. e~ + 
e~ I u./ + eff 

F. e~ sff - 
~ 

Then, if either : u.. I ;z O or r > O is small enou(yh V!1 > O is guaranteed. Q.E.D. 
*, 

Note that the proof of Lernma 3 implies that the optimal labor contract, 

( ~~ , f'" ), is uniquely determined because for any ~v > O e < O in this model 
'~~ 
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Proof of Theorem I : Let x ~ O be the aggregate activity vector associated with a RS. 

Since A is a productive matrix, there exists (1 - A)~1 and (1 - A)x ~: O. And since 

([ - A)~1 > O by indecomposability of A, x > O. That is, all activities must be operated 

at a nontrivial RS. 

In maximizing proflts, the finn facing price p will operate only those processes 

generating the maximal profrt rate, because any capital holder invests all his finance 

capital in those processes. Hence, for all processes to operate, it is necessary that the 

price vector p generate the same non-negative profrt rate in all sectors. Let p' e A be 

such a price at a non-trivial RS. Denote the corresponding solutions of (p-1-1) and (p-

1=2) by {~'" ,f'v }, ~¥ and I e (O I] respectrvely Also denote the correspondmg 

solution tuple of (p-2) by {e" , y'v }.=~f . Notice that for all v e iV, yry = A~lco' , 

because all sectors generate the same profit rate. Let x'> O be the aggregate activity 

vector associated with a RS. Then the associated profit is 

~(~'" + ~ f'v )) 

[p; - p'A "v i]x: ~:O for each sector i. Since for all i, i > O 
~e *" 
"~'v 

and Li > O, p' > O should be satrsfied for all I By the budget constram of (p 1 2) 

~
 

p'Af = (T ( _p'Ay"' ) =a p'co for some a~E(O, I]. The associated EPR is 
*' =*v 

~(~'v + ~ f~' )) 

71 = [p; - p'A,. - v ~N i lx; p;co for each sector I Let 
~e *v 
**~" 

~(~" + ~ f'" )) 

'li =tp' - p'At- - "'v i Jx' p'Aix; for each sector i. Then, for all ti, 
~e *', 
v<v 

･- ･ 'liP'Aix, -7z:picoi. So, ,liP'At'xi =lrp~o =~p'A;i. This implies 
i=1 

i
 

~(,li -~)p'A,.x' = O ~> p " ~ ~(,1i -~)-r;A,-,=0. Since p > Oand x > O if 

7c 
pt ~ oi for some j, then rank:A) <n. However slnce A exlsts rt Isa 

fc 
;J for all i. This implies that p' = (1 + //)p'A + C'L contradiction. Thus, pi =-

OT 

~(~" + ~,f"' )) 

where C':: "=~* . Q.E_D. ~e *" 
*' *~* 
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Proof of Theorem 2 : Let ~) e C(co) be an endowment assignment in this production 

period of the economy. Let N' be the set of agents who are renewed their employment 

contracts at the end of the previous period of production, and let IV be the set of agents 

being in this production period. Then the set of employed agents in this production 

peroid becomes N' e 2:V such that N" ~~ N' f~ I~~'. 

By Theorem 1, at a RS, EPR is prevailed. Hence, Iet us restrict our analysis to 

the case that a capital contract offered by the finn consists of a EPR 7c ~ O. Then, all 

capital holders invest all their-owned finance capital in all secters. Hence, consider the 

following problem: for given pe A, 

f ~ ･, , ･･ ･･ ~ max ~ [p-pA- ~'"(npco l)+s(f"(npco l)) Jx"(1) (5) 
l~o, 11 .*v' e(1~:pco , ~~(1rpco~ , l), I f"(fTpco l)) 

subject to ~npco" , ~"(npco' , l), l, f"(npco" , l))1= Lx'(1) (Vv e N'), 

pAX (1) ~ pco . 

Denote the solution set of the above problem (5) by ~N･ ( P , !c ) . By the maximum 

theorem of Berge, ~~". ( P , Iv) is upper hemi-continuous at every (p, Ic) e A x CO, ~] . 

Furthermore, g,v' is compact-valued_ By Assumption 3, the aggregate cost function, 

~[~"'(npco" l)+~f (npco l))ll Is convex sortrs securedthat ~ (p lc) rs 
'=~r 

convex-valued. 

Let define a correspondence ,1 : A x [O, ~l ~~> [O, ~] such that for each 

' ' l' ' 

 

~ if IT~(1') ~: ~ 
l e~ (p lc) ,1 (p lc) lc~(1') if O~!c~(1')<~ 

where ~l )>1 satrsfymg ~l )pAX pco such that Lx= ~~npco" , l'y'. Denote that 
+' =~* 

~(~"(7rpco' , l') + s(f'"(7cpco" , l'))) 

foreach l' e ~~,.(P, 7t), C(7r:pco" , l') = "'~i" 
e'"(np(t)' , l') 

+' =v* 

Since ~.~f' (P, fr) is a closed interval, and C(7rpco~ , l') is continuous at every 

l' e ~,~_' ( p, lc) , by Bolzano's Theorem. C(npco" , ~ ,v' ( P, Jc)) is a closed interval in 
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R.. Let define a correspondence f : A x [O, ~] ~~ R~ such that for each 

l' e ~N･(P, fT), ft'(p, 7T) =(1 + !li' (P, IT))pA+C(1rpco" , l')L. Moreover, Iet 

defme a correspondence g : A x [O, Il ~>~ A such that for each l' e g~,. (P, Jc), 

_ fil'(P,fc) (Vi=1 n) rf f (p Jc) b>0 
gj'(P,lc)= qeA st q 

' 

 fl'(p,Jc)'b . By 

A i,f f'(p, 1::)' b =0 
the definitions, g is upper hemi-continuous on A x [O, ~] , and is convex compact-

valued. 

Let defme a correspondence lc" : A x [O, ~l ~~ [O, ~l such that for each 

l e ~ (p 7v) 7Tf"(p,7c)=[P PA C(frpco I )L]x where 

pco 

~e+(npa, I )1 Lx such that ~l )pAX pco By the definrtions, ,c isupper .' 

+*~+ 

hemi-continuous on A x CO, h] , and is convex compact-valued. 

Let define a correspondence c : A x [O, ~] ~~ A x [O, ~] such that for each 

l e~,v'(P, 'r), c1'(p, 'r)=(&'(p, 'T), 71"(p '1)) Bythedefimtrons c Isupper 

hemi-continuous on A x [O, kl , and is convex compact-valued. Thus, by Kakutani's 

fixed point theorem, there exists a pair (p', !T') e c (p', 7c'). If p' is not the form of 

p' = (1 + 7c'~( l'( p' , Ic')))p'A + C(7c'p'co" , I'( p' , IT'))L, then by Theorem 1, there 

exists a trivial RS. If p' is the form of 

p' = (1 + lc'g(1'(p' , 7c')))p'A + C(71'p'co' , l'(p', 7~'))L, then p' > O by the Perrou-

Frobenius Theorem. Thus, ~l'(p', Ic'))Ax=co =Af ･ Since ~l'(p', 7c')) ;~I , this 

implies that Definition 1(d) is satisfied. Since co e rO +, there exists x such that 

~l'(p', lc'))Af =co, ~e~1'(p', Ir') =LX and x' ;~A;~. So, Definition 1(c) is 

+ *~** 

satisfied_ Thus, all conditions of RS are satisfied. Q.E D 
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CHAPTER II 

Full Characterizations of Public Ownership 

Solutions 

Abstract: By introducing new axioms, completely characterize two public ownership 

solutions in convex production economies, one of which is the Proportional Solution 

(PR), and the other of which is the Equal Benefirt Solution (EB). The new axioms are 

Pareto Independence (PI) and Support Price Independence (SPI). These axioms are 

related to informational effrciency of allocation rules in the sense that they represent 

what allocation rules are attainable through as costless information transmission as 

possible. By adopting these axioms and the other axioms Moulin (1990a,b) adopted, it 

is shown that PR and EB have desirable properties from viewpoints of allocational 

effrciency, equity and informational effrciency. As a corollary, the Walrasian solution 

in private ownership production economies is also completely characterized by adopting 

SPI. 

*} I am special thankful to Professor Koichi Tadenuma(Hitotsubashi University) for his detailed and 

helpi~ul comments. r ~~'ould like to thank Professors Tatsuyoshi Saijo (Universit.v of Tsukuba) and 

Takehiko Yamato (Tok.~ro Metropolitan University) for their kind comments. This paper w'as presented 

at the Workshop on Economic Theor~j_' and Mathematical Economics at Hitotsubashi University in 

October, 1995. I am also thankful to Professors Akira Yamazaki (Hitotsubashi University) and 

Shinichi Takekuma (Hitotsubashi Universit.v) for their insightful comments in this ~vorkshop. 



1，lntroduction

　　　　　　In　production　economies　where　some　productive　resource　is　publicly　owned

and　the　o由erfactoris　privately　owned，afundamentaHssue　is　w薮at　allocat重on　ruies　are

desirable　to　respect　pubHc　ownership　of　the　productive　resource　in　conjunction　with

pdvate　ownership　ofthe　other　factor。It　was　w油regard　to　th玉s　issue　that　Roemer　and

Silvestre（1989）proposed　three　sdutions．These　areオんε89μαZわ8nφ婁50」乙‘πoη（EB），

‘hερr・ρ・π’0ηαZ3・加∫・n（PR）andぬεCOηS燃’7蝕7ηSε卿Vα1甜5・♂乙‘オ∫On

（CRE）1）．

　　　　　　Inthesesolut玉ons，CREisofferedsomefullaxiomaticcharactedzationbysome

literatures（Moulin（1987），Moulin（1990a，b），MoulinandRoemer（1989），andRoemer

and　Silvestre（1989））．On　the　otherhand，EB　and　PRarealsoaxiomatically

charactehzedbyMoulin（1990a，b），butthesecharacte践zationsarenotfumnthe

foHowing　sense：the　EB　solution　is　inc隻uded　in　any　solution　set　satisfy玉ng　Pareto

Opt量mality（PO），LowerBoundEgalitarian（LBE）（Moulin（1990a，b））andIIA（Moulln

（1990a）），but山e　inverse　relation　is　not　true．Also，the　PR　solution　is　included　in　any

solution　set　satlsfying　PO，FreeAccess　UpperBound（FAUB）（Moulin（1990a，b〉），IIA

andMaskinMonotonicity（Maskin（1977）），buttheinverserelationisnottrue

whenever　preferences　are　weakly（not　st亘ct韮y）convex．

　　　　　　In　this　paper，we　of艶r　fUR　c益aractehzation　fbr　eac盤ofE8and　P1～by

introducingnewaxioms。ThosearePαrε～01η吻8n4εηc8（PI）andS塑ρ・πP7Zcε

1雇ερε加1εηcε（SPI）．The　former　says　thatfor　any　economy　in　domain，any　allocation

ln　the　solution　set，ifthe　economy　is　changed　such由＆t　the　cuπent＆110cation　bβcomes

Pareto　e伍cient，thenthe　currentallocation　remains　inthe　solution　set．Thelattersays

thatfor　any　economy　in　domain，any　allocation　ln　the　solution，some　price　w通ch　is

supPorting　the　cun℃nt　allocation　as　t鉦e　soludon，if』the　economy　is　changed　such　that

the　cunfent　price　supPorts　the　current　allocat孟on　as　Pareto　ef且ciency，then　the　cun℃nt

allocationremalns　in　the　solutlon　set．

正



　　　　　WecanregardP翼andSPlasarequirementofi㎡omational　e翫iency。

1㎡omational　efficiency聡asanlmplication　asinthefollowingstatements：W薮en　some

economy　changed　its　char＆ctedstic　to　the　otherone，itis　necessary　forattaining　a　new

allOCatiOn　as　the　SOlut量Onin　the　new　econOmy　tO　COlleCt　infOmatiOn　on　itS　new

char＆cteristic（the　new　profile　ofall　membersヲpreferences　and　the　new　production　set）．

Then，ifby　collecting　only　Iocal　informatiQn　on　the　new　economy’s　characterist量c，the

new　allocation　is　attainable　as　the　solution，such　the　solution玉s　referre（l　to　as　meeting

inform＆donalef巨ciency．Weargueinsection3thatPIandSPIrepresentcdtedaof

i㎡ormatiQnal　efficiency　in　the　sense　t数＆t　both＆xioms　require　only　local　information　on

changingeconomic　environments。Notlcethatmany　equitable　solut三〇nsdonotsatisむ

these　i㎡ormationally　efficiencyrequirements．Forexample，CREdoes　not　satisfy

these．No一εηvyαπゴ願c∫εη∫30蝕だoη（Foley（1967））also（ioes　not．1π4∫v∫4κα」

艇♂onα1α雇顔c∫8班so伽オガoηandCo泥30嫌oηalsodonot，Thesesolutionsneedto

collectnotlocal　butglobal　i㎡omationofmembers’indifferencecurves　atthecurrent

allocation．Hence，these　solutions（io　not　meet　our　requ童rement　of　informationai

ef且ciency。

　　　　　Theimplic＆tionofPI　and　SPI　is　alsorelatedtoNashimplementability　of

solut量ons　by　a“naturalmechanism”：TheproblemofNashimplementationbya

“natura蓋mechan量sm”is　discussed　by　Dutta，Sen　and　Vohra（1995），and　S両o，

Tatamit＆ni　andYamato（1993）。夏ntheirarguments，themechanisms1nwhicheac盤

participantamounces通s　owndemandquantity　onlyorplus　atmost　acurrentprice　are

reσarded　asthemostnatural　mechanisms．Theseliteratures　alsointroducedthe　axioms
　o

w短chcompletelycharacte姦zethesolutionsimplementedbytheabovenatural

mechanismsinpureexchangeeconomles．ThosearenamedConditionW＊and／or

CondltionMbySaりo，TatamitaniandY＆mato（1993）．Theseaxiomscanbeinterpreted

asstrongerversionsofMask溢Monoton孟clty曲量ch量sthenecessaryandsu伍cient

conditionforNash　Implementation　by　unrestricted　mechanisms．In　production

econom虚es　where　production　technology　is　nxed，it　is　easily　proven　that　Eβand　PR

satisfyConditionM，andthattheyalsosatisfyConditionW＊whentheproduction

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2



tec鉦nology　isrepresentedby　adifferentiable　productionfunction．Yoshihara（1994）

concretely　constructed，indifferentiableproduction　economies，two　demand　quantity－

announclng　mechanismseachofwhlchimplements　EB　orPR　both　in　Nash　and　strong

equilibria．As　s簸owing　in　section3，the　axlom　PI　ls　equivalentto　the　axlom　SPI　in

differentiableproductioneconomieswhereproductiontec㎞010gyis負xed，Moreover，

anysolutionsatisfyingParetoOptimalityandeitherPIorSPIsatis五esConditionW＊in

those　economies．Thus，the　axioms　PI　and　SPI　imply　Nash　implementabiHty　ofPareto

e伍cient　solutions　satisfyingthese　axioms　by　anatural　demand－quantity　mechanism。

　　　　　Weshowthatinconvexteじ血nologyproductioneconomieswithonelnputand

one　output，PR　is　a　unique　solution　satisfying　PO，FAUB　and　SP豆even量fpreferences

are　weakly（not　sthctly）convex，Also，we　show　that　EB1s　a　unique　solution　satisfying

PO，LBE　and　SPL　PO　is　related　to　allocation＆l　e伍ciency．Each　ofFAUB　and　LBE

represents　adesirabilityfrom　a　viewpointofequity　inthe　context　ofcooperative

producdon　with　convex　technology．丁血us，t数e　implication　ofthese　results　is　th＆t　both

EB　and　PRnotonly　meetsome　welfare　criter1aondesirableallocationsfrom　some

viewpoints　ofallocational　e租ciency　and　equity　in　the　contextofcooperative　production

butals・haveadesirablepr・pe荘yinthesense・fi㎡・rmati・nalef且ciencyandna額匡ral

implementabllty．Moreover，ascorollahesoftheseresults，we　show　thatPRis　a

unique　solution　satisfy隻ng　PO，PI　and　Ind三vidual　Rationality（IR）even孟f　preferences

are　weakiy（notstrictly）cQnvex，andthatE8is　a　unique　solution　satisfying　PO，SPI

and　No　Envy（NE）（Foley（1967））．

　　　　　Next，we　discuss　on　the　case　ofconvex　tec㎞010gy　production　economies　with

multi－inputand　multi－output．In　such　economies，PR　no　longer　sadsf1es　FAUB・So

we　define　a　new　axiom，66Upper　Bound　by　Stand　Alone　Income（UBSAI）”，that玉s　a

weakerversionofFAUBinmulti－inputandmulti－outputeconomies．Weshow，in

addit孟on，thatPR　no　longer　is　a　unique　solution　satisfying　PO，UBSAI　and　SPI　when

the　economy　has　apositive　commodity　vectorofpublicly　owned　initial　endowments。

3



In　contrast，EB　is　shown　to　be　a　unique　solution　satisfying　PO，LBE　and　SPI　even

when　there　exists　apos曼tive　commodity　vectorofpublicly　owned　initial　endowments．

　　　　　We　alsodiscusson耽肱lrαs伽50」副oη（W）inphvateownersh主P

production　economies　with　multi－input　and　multi－output．By　adopting癒e　axioms　of

FuU　Individual　Rationality（FR）（Gevers（1986）），PO　and　SPI，we　show　t簸at　W　is

fullycharacterized．Someaxiomatic　characterizations　of　Wwere　argued　by　Gevers

（1986）and　Nagahisa（1991，1994）。Naga嬉sa（1991）fully　characterized　Win　the　case

ofdifferentiablepureexchange　economies．夏n　contrast，withrespecttothe　case　ofWin

production　economies，a重thoug血Gevers（1986）and　Naga虹is＆（1994）argue（i，their

axiomaticcharacterizationswerenotcomplete．Adifferencebetweenourresultand

theirresults　is　thatwe　succee（linfuUycharactehzing　Wby　adopting　SPI　while　they　did

n・tbyad・pUng・theraxi・ms2）．

　　　　　1n　the　following，section2（ieGnes　the　basic　model　and　two　sdutions　in　public

ownership　production　economies，and　section3introduces　some　axioms。Section4

gives　some　results。Section5discusses　on　some　generalization　oft数e　results　in　section

4．Fu曲emore，section5discussesonaxiomaticchamctehzatlonoftheWalrasi㎝

solution　in　private　ownershipProduct重on　economies．

2．The　model

　　　　　There　are　two　goods，one　privately　owned　and　utiHzed　as　an　input　to　produce

出e　other．Letx　denote　the　p亘vately　owned　input　and』y　output　produced。The　initial

end。wment。fxisden。tedbyΩ∈R『一3）．Thepr。ducti・nfuncti。n∫：尺→R、r ssuch

thatプ（x〉＝y，and　is　assumed　to　be　continuous，concave　and　non－increasing　over1し。

WedenotebyF　tHe　setofsucげunctions．From∫∈F，weinduceonepublicly

owned　production　possibillty　set，γ（∫）：＝｛（x，y）∈R＿×R＋げ（x）≧y｝・

4



There are n members (n ~ 2). The set of members is denoted by I = 

{ I ,2, . . . ,n} with generic element i. Each member is endowed with a negative amount 

(~)i of input x and no output. The aggregation of coi is ~ . Each memberi has Zi = 

tcoi , O]x R+ as his attainable consumption set. Each member i's preference is 

represented by a utility function ui : R_ x R+~R where ui is continuous, quasi-

concave and strictly increasing. We denote by Uthe set of such functions. 

Afeasible allocation for the economy e = (u, f) e U" x F is an nx 2-tuple ( = 

( , ),~ such thatfor all I e I e Z,, and ~(i e Y(f). Let A(e) denote the setofall 

i *I 

feasible allocations for the economy e . 

A public ownership solution (POS) is a mapping S associating with every 

economye = (u, f) e U" x F a non empty subset S( e ) offeasible allocatrons A(e) 

l
_
 

Let A:= {p e R~V/*+ py =1} be the unrt slmplex Let H(p w) { w e 

R_x R. i pw' ~ pw} and dH(p,w) := {w 'e R_x R+ I pw' = pw } for p e A and w e 

R_x R+ . A production point w e Y(f) is efficientat p e A if Y(f) ~ H(p,w) . 

Agent i 's demand correspondence at u, when he faces the budget constraint, pcj = a, 

for some p ~: A and amount a e R+ of share of surplus, is denoted by di(P, a, u) := 

arg ma~ { ut ( ci ) i ci e Zi and p ~f = a}. A feasible allocation z is Pareto efficient at 

e = (u, f) e U" x F if there does not exist another feasible allocation z* at e such 

that ui ( ~i* ) > ui ( ci ) for ail iel . We denote by P(e ) the set of Pareto effrcient 

allocation at s . 

Definition (Moulin (1990a)): Forany e =(u, f) e U" x F, EB(e ) is the set of equal 

benefit solutions iffor any ~ e EB(e ), there exists p e A and a e R+ such that 

forall i e I, zie di(P, a, u) and ~zi e Y(f) ~~H(p,~ci). 

i~ i~ 
Definition (Moul n (1990a)) Forany e (u f)eU" x F, PR(e ) is the set of 

proportional soltttions if for any z e PR(e ), c is a Pareto eftlcient allocation and for 

any i e I, y- x, 
= , ~x j =1 

j=1 J 
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3．Axioms

　　　　　　In　this　section，we　take　several　axioms　each　ofwhic廷represents　some　welfare

chterionondesirabilityoftheso憤tions．Thewelfarechteriawefocusonaredassified

into　t㎞“ee　viewpo玉nts。The　first　viewpoint　of　the　welfare　criteria　is　related　to

allocational　ef巨ciency　of　the　solut呈ons。A　representative　criterion　of　allocational

e伍ciency　is　Pareto　Opt1mality．In出e　following，Axiom　l　and2represent　welfare

criteria　ofallocational　efficiency．The　second　viewpoint　ofthe　welfare　c亘te鉦ais　related

to　equity　concepts。A　representative　equity　concept　is　No　Envy（Foley（1967））．Each

ofAxiom3～5representswhatisthe　equitable　a110cationinthe　contextofpubHc

ownership　economies　with　convex　tec㎞ology。The　t益ird．viewpointofthewelfare

cdteriaisrelatedtoinformationale伍ciencyof癒e　solutions。Whenforsomeecono㎡c

environment，some　solution　is　attained，one　would　be　concemed　with盤ow　much　cosdy

i㎡0㎜atiOntranSm量SSiOniSlnVOIVed．InfOmatiOnal　e伍CienCy　iSrelatedtO　SOme

cdtedaonwhataUocationsareattainablet㎞『oughascostlessi㎡omationt㎜smission

as　possible。Axiom6～8represent　suck　criteria．

　　　　　　First，we　adopttwochteriaofallocational　e伍ciency．The　firstcritehonistotal

rationality．The　second　c姦te貞on　is　individual　rationality。

Axめm　l：Pareto　Optimality（PO）：∀ε＝（乙‘，∫）∈Uπ×F，5（ε）⊆P（ε）．

Axiom2：IndividualRationality（IR）：

∀εニ（房，∫）∈uπ×F，［（こ‘）f∈、∈5（ε）⇒確‘）≧乙4‘（o）（∀」∈1）1・

　　　　　　Second，we　discuss　on　equity　criteria　whic姓public　ownersbp　solutions　should

satisfy　in　t血e　context　ofconvex　production　economies．正n　commonly　owned　convex

productioneconomies，eachmemberhasfree　access　to　theproductiontechnology．

However，in　suc血a　case，ifall　members　behave　to　pursue　tむeirindMdually　maximal

welfares，itiswell一㎞ownthat“thetragedyofthecommon”isconsequentia1，slnce

loint　utilizatlonofconvex　tec㎞010gy　brings　anegative　extemality。This　implies　that　to

avoid　such　a　socially　ine伍cient　state，eack　member　should　bear　some　share　ofthis

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　6



negative externality instead of pursuing his individually maximal welfare. In public 

ownership economies, it is natural that such a requirement is imposed. Thus, Axiom 3 

is taken. 

Axiom 3: Free Access Upper Bound (FAUB) (Moulin (1990a,b)): 

Ve =(u, f)eU" xF, [(zi)i<Ie S(e )~ ui(ci)~ max ui(xi, f(xi)) (Viel)]. 
'*~!:"*, ol 

The next axiom is well-known as a representative equity criterion with respect 

to fair division problems. 

Axiom 4: No Envy (NE) (Foley (1967)): 

Ve =(u, f) e U" x F, [(~i)i=1 e S(8 ) ~ Vi,j e I, u~((i) ~: ui(~)]. 

Axiom 5 is also related to fair division problems. In public ownership 

economies, identical members should be treated equally, and differences of the surplus 

opportunities should be caused only by the differences in preferences due to personal 

responsibility. In other words, all membcrs should be guaranteed at least some 

minimal equality of welfare level whenever all members have identical preferences. 

Then, such a minimal equality of welfare imposes a lower bound on all members' 

welfare. Such a lower bound is constituted by the welfare that each agent is reachable 

by utilizing an equal share of the production set. Thus, Axiom 5 represents a 

requirement on equal guaranteeing of the lower bound welfare in public ownership 

solutions. 

Axiom 5: Lower Bound Egalitarian (LBE) (Moulin ( 1990a,b)): 
1
 

V8 (u f)eU xF, [(ci)i=1eS(e )~ ui(zi)~~ max ui(x-, ~･f(nxi)) (Viel)]. *,ej:~*, ol ' 

Next, we discuss on criteria of informationai efficiency. The first axiom is 

adopted by Moulin ( 1990a) to characterize public ownership solutions. 
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Axiom6：IndependenceofIrrelevantAltematlves（夏IA）（Moulin（1990a））：

∀ε＝（尻，！）∈U泥×F，∀9∈F　s配ch言hα～嵐x）≦∫（x）（∀x∈R一），

［（畝∈、∈5（ε）and（こご）岨∈A（εシ）⇒（；ご〉副∈3（ε’）whereε’＝（κ，9）1・

　　　　The　next　two　axioms　are　introduced　first　in　t殖s　paper。They　are　Axiom7

（Pareto　Independence）and　Axiom8（Support　Pdce　lndependence）．Axiom7says　thaε

ifsomeeconomyis　c薮anged　suc虹thatthe　currental1Qcation　asslgnedasthe　solution

becomes　Paretoe伍cient　inthe　changedeconomy，then　this　a｛10ca匠on罫emains量n　the

solution　setofthe　changed　economy．Suchanaxiomrepresents　a　criterion　of

i㎡omationale伍ciency。Thereasonlsas制owsl　Ksomecuぼentfeasiblea莚ocat1on

is　equitable　solutioninsomeeconomic　environment，whet益erthe　cufrent　allocation茎s

also　equitable　solution　or　not　in　the　ot血er　econo血c　environnlent　is　vehf蓬ed　by　only

checking　whether　or　not　this　allocat宝on　is　Pareto　ef旧cient　in　the　other　economic

environment．Checking　whether　ornot　some　allocation　is　Pareto　e伍cient　is　very　easy

inconvexeconomicenviro㎜ents，s量nce呈tisenoug盤tocollectonlylocali㎡omation

on　membersヲind榔erence　curves　at　t駈s　allocation．1n　otherwords，it　is　suf五cient　to

checkwhetherornotall　membersweaklypreferthis　allocationtotheo由erfeasible

allocation1nsomeneig薮borhood　ofthisallocationwheneverallpossible　economies

have　convex　properties。

Axiom7：Pareto1ndependence（PI）：∀ε＝（κ，∫）∈ぴ×F，（こ‘）‘ご∈5（ε）and

∀（π，9）∈U鷺×F，〔（ξえ）‘∈1∈P（ε’）whereε’＝（藷，9）⇒（ζ‘）∫d∈3（εラ）王．

　　　　The　output（iisthbution　n践e　that　fully　divi（ies　total　output　i丑depen（ient　of

preferences　satisfies　PL　For　example，the　egalita亘an　disthbution　rule，which　assigns

equal　dividend　oftotal　output　to　evely　member，and　the　average　surplus　sharing　ru豆e

satisfyPI．Obviously，t薮e　Pareto　solutionsatis五esPL　However，theWalrasl＆n

solution　does　not　satisfy　PL

　　　　Axiom8（Support　PriceIndependence）says　that　ifsome　economy　is　changed

suchthatsome　currentprice　which　supportsthecurrent　allocation玉nthe　solut1on　set
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becomes an effirciency price in the changed economy, then this allocation remains in the 

solution set of the changed economy. As well as Axiom 7, this axiom also represents a 

criterion of infonnational effrciency. The reason is that checking whether some price 

which supports the current allocation in the solution set becomes an effrciency price or 

not in some new economy is enough to collect members' preference information on 

some feasible allocations in some neighborhood of the current allocation. 

Let ~f, w):={peA I IweY(f). Y(f) ~H(p, w)}. For ie I, uie Ui , 

and ~i e Zi , Iet L(~i , ui):= {;' ~ Zil ui(:i) ;~ ui(c; )} be the weak lower contour set 

for member i with ui at ci . 

Definition : For some (~i)i<1 e S(u, f) for (u, f) e U" XF , a pnce p e A supports 

(z, )i=1 at (u, f) if p e A satisfies the following conditions: 

1)p e ~ f, (~xi, f(~xi))), and 2) if S ~~ P, then L(zi, ui)~~ H(p, zi)(Vie I). 

i =1 i ~ 

Denote for some (zi )i=1 e S(u, f) for (u , f) e U" x F , the set of prices supporting 

( ')'=1 at (u f) by ~f, Li, (ci)i=1)' 

Dermition : Forsome ( ,),=1 e P(u f) for (u f) ~E U XF a pnce p e A supports 

(c' )i=1 at (u , f) as a Pareto efficient allocation if p e A satisfies the following 

conditions: 1) p e ~f, (~xi, f(~xi))), and 2) L(Ci , ui)~~ H(p, ~i)(Vie I). 

i =1 i </ 

Denote for some (~i )i=1 e P(u, f) for (u, f) e U" x F , the set of prices supporting 

(z i )i~1 at (u , f ) as a Pareto efficient allocation by pP( f , u, (~i )i=1) ' Notice that if S 

does not satisfy PO, then ~f, u, (~i )i<1)=1~ f, (~xi, f(~xi ))), while if S ~~ P, 

i =1 i =1 

then ~f, u, (ci)i~) = PP(f, u, (c,),=1) 

Axiom 8: Support Price Independence (SPI): Ve=(u, f)eU x F ( ,),=1 e S(e ) 

~pe ~f, u,(ci)i~), V(~, g)eU" xF, [pe p (g u ( ,),~)~ ( ,),=[e S(u, g)] 

Notice that SPI requires less iuformation than PI when attaining a new 

allocation as the solution in the changed economy. The reason is that checking whether 

some current supporting price becomes an effircient price or not requires only 
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information of preferences on the allocations in a subset of some neighborhood of the 

current allocation whenever all possible economies have convex properties. Such a 

subset is the intersection of the neighborhood set and the half space which is defined by 

the current allocation and the supporting price. This fact also implies that the PI-

satisfying solutions are more allocational-invariant with respect to environmental 

changing than SPI-satisfying solutions, since there exist many cases such that the 

allocation remains to be Pareto efficient while the corresponding efficiency price is 

changed. 

As well as PI. SPI is also satisfied by any output distribution rule that fully 

divides total output independent of preferences. It is easy to show that the Walrasian 

solution satisfies SPI. On the other hand, the Pareto and Individual Rational solution 

and the No envy solution do not satisfy SPl. 

We examine the relations of the above three axioms on inflonnational efficiency. 

Lemma I : PI implies SPI. 

Proofi Lettakee =(u, f) eU" xF, ((i)i~e S(e ) and any pe Af, u, (;i)i~). It is 

clearthatforany (~, g) e U" XF such that p e pP(g, ~, (zi)i~), (zi)i~ e l~u g) 

SinceS satisfres PI, ((i)i~e S(:~, g). Q.E.D. 

Let DF~ {f e F Il f is differentrable } We denote by U x DF the class of 

differentiable production economies. 

Lemma 2 : For any fixed production technology in DF, PI coincides with SPI. 

Proof: Let take e = (u, f) e U" x DF and (z i )i~ e S(e ). Since f is differentiable, 

I~f (~;c ~ 
. 
, f( xi))) is singleton, so that ~f, u, (z= ),~) rs smgleton Then iffor 

i ~ i =! 
some ~e U", (zi)i=1e ~~, f), ~f, u, (zi)i~1)=PP(f, ~, (Ci)i=1) is obtained. Since 

S satisfies SPI, ((i)i~1e S(1, f). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 3 : PO and SPI imply IIA. 
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Proof: Let S satisfres PO and SPI. Let takee = (u, f) e U" x F, (~ i )i<1 e S( 8 ) and 

any pe ~f, u, (;i)i=J). Then pe pP(f, u, (~i)i<J). Next, take afunction ge F 

such that ~x) ~ f(x) (Vx eR_) and (Ci)i=1 e A(u, g). Then, Y(g) !~ H(p, ~ci). 

i =1 

Thus pe p (g, u, (zi)i~). This implies (ci)i~e S(u, g). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 4 : PO and PI imply IIA. 

Proof: It is clear that by Lemma I and 3. Q.E.D. 

We next examine the relationship between our new axioms and Nash 

implementability. A social choice solution S is Nash-implementable if there exists a 

game form such that for any possible economic environment, the set of S - solutions 

coincides with the set of Nash equilibrium allocations of the non-cooperative game 

which is defined by a pair of that game forrn and a profile of preferences. It is well-

known that the necessary and suffrcient condition for Nash implementability of S is 

Maskin Monotonicity (Maskin ( 1977)), if n :~ 3 and all possible preferences in the class 

of economic environments are strictly monotone-increasing. 

Maskin Monotomcrty (Maskin (19r77)) V u u e U" , (;i)i~eS(u, f), 

[L(Ci, ui) {~L(zi, u') (VI el) ~ ( ,),gleS(u f)I 

Lemma 5 : SPI and PO imply Maskin Monotonicity. 

Proof: Let S satisfies PO and SPI. Let takee = (u, f) e U" x F, (~i)i=1 e S(e ) and 

any p e ~f, u, (;i)i~). Then p e pP(f, u, (Ci)i~). This implies thatfor all ie I, 

~-'i e H(p, ~*i) n Zi ~ ui(zi) ;~ ui(~i ). Next, take a profile ~ e U" such thatforall 

ie I and ;'eZi, ui(Ci);~ ui(:') ~ ~i(~i) ;~~i(::)･ Then pe p?(f, ~, (~i)f~)' By 

SPI, (c~)i=1e S(u f) QED 

Lemma 6 : PI and PO imply Maskin Monotonicity. 

Proof: Itis clear that by Lemma I and 5. Q.E.D. 
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By Lemma 5 and 6, the constant returns equivalent solution (CRE) satisfies 

neither PI nor SPI, because CRE is Pareto optimal but does not satisfy Maskin 

Monotonicity . 

Next, we introduce Condition W* (Saijo, Tatamitani and Yamato ( 1993)) which 

characterize the solutions implemented in Nash equilibria by a natural demand-quantity 

mechanism. Let f e F is flxed. For (c i )i=1 e iX~Zi , Iet 

Ai,.((i, f)~ n L(~i u) 
~<s~* (~* )*, , f) 

Condition W* (Saijo, Tatamitani and Yamato (1993)): V e = (u, f) e U" x F, (~ ~ )i=! e 

S(e ) and Vu' e U", [As,.(~i, f) ~~L(~i, u') (Vi e[) ~ (zi)i=1e S(u', f)]. 

Lemma 7 : For any fixed production technology f in DF, SPI and PO imply 

Condition W* . 

Proof: Let S satisfies PO and SPI. Let take8 = (u, f) e U" x DF, (:i )i=1 e S( e ) and 

p e ~f, u, (~i)i~). Then {p} = pP(f, u, (zi)i=1)' This implies thatfor all ie I, 

~, e H(p, ~,)n Zi ~ ui(c, )~ ui(~-'^i ). This fact is true for all u" e S~1((:i)i~, f) 

because {p} =p(f, (~xi, f(~xi))). Thus. H(p, zi)nZi ~~ As,.(Ci, f) (Vie I). 

i * f i =1 

Next, take a profile ~ e U" such thatfor all ie I. Asi(zi, f) ~~ L(Ci , ~i). Then, for all 

iel, H(p, Ci)nZii~L(Ci, ~i). Hence pep (f u ( ,),~) BySPI ( ,),~e 

S~~, f). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 8 : For any fixed production technology f in DF, PI and PO imply Condition 

W* . 

Proof: It is clear from Lemma 2 and 8. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 7 and 8 implies that the solutions satisfying PI'or SPI is N~ash-implementable 

by a natural demend-quantity mechanism. 
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4. Some Results 

This section states our main results. First, we refer to the preceding results 

proven by Moulin ( 1990a,b). 

Proposition I (Moulin ( 1990a)): The proportional solution PR satisfies axioms PO, 

IIA, FAUB and Maskin Monotonicity. Other solutions satisfying these four axioms are 

welfare indistinguishable from the PR solution. 

Proposition 2 (Moulin (199C)a)): The equal benefit solution EB satisfies PO, UBE and 

IIA. 

Proposition 3 (Moulin ( 1990b)): The equai benefit solution EB satisfres PO, UBE and 

NE. 

While Moulin ( 1990a,b) showed only the necessary part of characterizing PR 

and EB. I completely characterize these solutions by adopting PI and SPI instead of IIA 

and Maskin Monotonicity. 

Theorem I : The proportional solution PR satisfies axioms PO. FAUB and SPI. 

Conversely, no other solutions satisfy together these three axioms. 

Proof: i) Suppose a solution S satisfying the three axioms is not PR. Take an 

economy e = (u, f) e U" x F. Suppose that for some allocation (~ i )i~ e S(e ), (~ i )i=1 

is not PR. Then, there exists a supporting price p e ~ f, u , (ci )i~) such that for any 

(L~i, g) e U" x F satisfying p e pP(g, ~, (zi)i~), (Ci)i~ e S(~, g), and there exist at 

v- ~ yi f( ~x. ) _yk_ 
'
 i =1 i =1 least two agents j, k e I such that :~ ~ 

. 

xi = ~x ~ Wrthout loss of X
J
 

xk. 

i~ ' i~ 
y. f ( ~xi ) y'k 

i =1 generality, ~ < ~x, xk is assumed. In the following, we denote by <-
i =1 

~ = (x, y) ~(~xi, f(~xi )) the aggregate production plan. Consider another economy 

i~ i~ . 
(il , 8* )e U" x F in the following: 
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r' '[1 ) _
V
 

6_(!) ' if x ~ x/ ~ o 
_ = c

 

if ,~~x 

and forall ie I, ~li(x~i , y~'i) - hen, clearly, 
_ 

*j:iiP~~"~v~i if '~,e[xi, O]. 

_yx, ~)~ if~ie(+-, x~l 
~
'
 pep (g u ( ,),~) Thus by SPI (c,),~eS~~L 6_). Bytheway, ~<limplies 

~ ~ 

 

~uJ(xj, v ) > O. However, max i7-(x-, 6_(x ))= O so that FAUB of Srs vrolated 
*J *j~~j,oi J J * J ' 

ii) It is suffrcient to show that PR satisfres PI. That is trivial because the PRallocation 

is the Pareto efficient proportional allocation. Thus, by Lemma I , PR satisfies SPI. 

Q.E.D. 

Corollary I : The proportionai solution PR satisfies axioms PO, IR and PI. 

Conversely, no other solutions satisfy together these three axioms. 

Proof: Suppose a solution S satisfying the three axioms is not PR. Take an economy 

e = (u, f) e U" x F. Suppose that for some allocation (: i )i~ e S(e ), there exist at 

yJ f(~xi) v 
< ~~ . We conslder the same another i =[ least two agents j, k e I such that < x; XJ ' xk i~ 

production technology 6. e F as in proof of Theorem l. Moreover, consider the 

followingpreferences: forall ie I, V (i:i, .~~;,)e R_ xR+ ' ~Zi(x~i, )~'i) = y~~~i -~~1 ' 

Clearly, (~i)i=1 e F~iT, 8=). Thus, by PI, (zi)i=1 e S~iT, 8=). However, then, 

l~ik(xk , y~) < O = l~lk=(O, O), so that IR of S rs vrolated Q E D 

Theorem 2: The equal benefrt solution EB satisfies PO, UBE. and SPI. Conversely, 

no other solution satisfies together these three axioms. 

Proof: i) Suppose a solution S satisfying the three axioms is not EB. Take an 

economy s = (u, f) e U" x F. Suppose that for some allocation (~f )i~ e S(e ), 

( , ),~ ~ EB ( c ). Then, there exists a supporting price p e !< f, u, (ci ),=1) such that 

for any (~, g) e U" XF satisfying p e pP(g, t~t, (~i)i~), (~i)i~ e S(~, g), and 

moreover, ~, = (x, , y, ) e d<(p, a, , u, ) (Vi el) where ~a, = ~pc, and for some 

i <1 i =1 
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~ ai 

k, j e I, ak ~ aj . Without loss of generality, ak > i~ > aj is assumed. Notice that 
n
 

1' 1
 

1' l
 

forall ie I, zi ~~ ~Y(.f) by UBE, where ~Y(f):={(x, _v)eR_xR. y <~f(nx)}_ 

Next consider for all i e I , a utility function ~Zi e U such that V (fi , y~i ) e R_ x R+ , 

~li(~i , ~i ) = P.~i + p,ji , and a production function ge F such that 

~x) =-Pp, x+ ~ai . Then, clearly, pe pP(g, ~, (z~)i~1)' Thus by SPI ( ,),~! e 

1
 S(i?, g). However, for memberj, ~uJ(.1J) < , ~m~~o] u~j(xj., -g(nxJ)), since ~uj(_~j)=aj 
n
 

~ ai 1 i *I 
< = max l~1(x-, ~~g(nx-)). It isacontradiction. 

*j~~j,ol_ J j '+ J n 

ii) It is clear that EB satisfres PO and UBE. Let us show that EB satisfies SPI. For 

any e =(u, f) e U" XF, (zi)i~e EB ( e ), there exist ~f, u, (zi)i=1) suchthat 

~p~i = na = max {p '(x, y)l[y ~ f(x)}and ~i e di(P, a, ui) (Vi e I). Consider 

i~ 

anothereconomy (~, g) e U" XF such that p e pP(g, ~, (~i)i=1)' Then smce 

(zi)i=[e~~, g), (ied(p a u )(Vlel) Thislmplies ( ,),=1eEB(u g) 

Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2: The equal benefrt solution EB satisfies PO, NE and SPI. Conversely, no 

other solution satisfies together these three axioms. 

Proof: We follow the process of proof i) in Theorem 2, and then for member j, 

uJ( J)< uj( k), srnce ~uj(cj)=a- < ak =~uJ(zk) Thus NE ofSrs vrolated QED 

5. A further discussion -Some Generalization-

In this section, some generalization of the above discussion is considered. In a 

general model, there are one type of labor input and m commodities partitioned into 

two groups: the privately owned commodities, indexed I to k, and the publicly owned 

commodities, indexed k+ I to m. There is a publicly owned firm with a production set 
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Y (~ R_ x R~ x R'"~k. Vector ~ e Y will be written as (m+1) vectors, as follows: 

~ = (x, _vf ' -yc ) where x is the labor input, _vf Is the non-positive k vector of 

commodity inputs supplied by members, _vc is the (m-k) vector of commodities the 

negative components of which are inputs supplied by the publicly owned firm, and the 

positive components of which are outputs produced by the publicly owned ftnn. It is 

assumed that: 

A1. Oe Y. 

A2. Y isclosed and convex. 

A3. V ~=(x, yf' yc)eY suchthat(x vf)eR XR 

[~ jE{k+1, ..., m} st VCJ >0~x<01 

A4. Y is comprehensive: 

[(x, yf' yc)e Y, (x', _vf')~(x, yf} and yc - -< y J~>(x , yf ' yc )eY 

A5. Laboris productive: L(x, y'f' yc)e Y and x' < x J 

~[~ (.vf ' -vc ') suchthat (x', yf" yc ' )eY and(yf ' "c v ')~~(yf' yc)1. 

We denote by Y the class of production possibilities sets satisfying A1-A5. We 

denote by d Y the ef~rciency frontierof Yi 

ed Y~~ ~eY and[{;'eY (x' vf')>(x vf) v '> v }~> -~7 + .. , , - - , - , .c - .c ~' = ~]. The 
aggregate initial endowment of .vf Is denoted by ~f e Rk+. Each member i's initial 

endowment of commodities is denoted by cof e Rk+' The publicly owned initial 

endowment of commodity inputs is denoted by coc e R~ ~k 

There are n members (n ;~ 2). The set of members is denoted by I = 

{ I ,2, . . . ,n} with generic element i. Each member i is endowed with a negative amount 

co: of labor endowment. The aggregation of labor endowments is ~o . Each member i 

has Zi = [o)~ , O] x R~ as his attainable consumption set. The generic element of i's 

consumption vector is denoted by ci = (x, , yi ) . Each member i's preference is 
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represented by a utility function ui : Zi ~ R where ui is continuous, quasi-concave 

and strictly increasing. We denote by Ui the set of such functions. 

Let Z (Z, ),~, u = (u,),d and co =(coj)i~ where a) (co cof)e R x R 

An economy is specified a list ( Z, u, co , coc ' Y ). In the following, we fix co and coc ' 

so that Z is also fixed. Then the class of possible economies is denoted by 

E = ~IUi X Y with generic element e = (u , Y) . An n-tuple consumption bundle (~ i )i*I 

and an input-output combination ~ = , yc ) constitute afeasible allocation if: 1) (x, yf 

~
 

foreach i, ･~-i e Zi, 2) ~e Y, and 3) ' -~ coc <(x vf' vc) Let A(s) denote _i cof - - , _ _ -
i =1 i ~ 

the set of all feasible allocations for the economy e with generic element 

~:=((: ). ~-~). 
i *=1' 

A pLtblic ownership solution (POS) is a mapping S associating with every 

economy e = (u. Y) e E a non-empty subset S(e) offeasible allocations A~e) . A 

feasible allocation ~ = ((c . ) ~) is Pareto efficient at s = (u, Y) e E if there does 
' f=f' 

not exist anotherfeasible allocation ~' =((zi')id, +~~') at e such that bti { ~~) > ui ( ci ) 

for all iel . We denote by P( e) the set of Pareto effircient allocations ate . 

. Ip. + p. =1} be the unrt slmplex Let H(p w) Let A:= {p e R~ +1 

~~ {w' =(x', _y;, y;)e R_xRk xR~~k p'w :~p'w'}for p e A andw e R_xR_kxR. . 

A production point w e Y is effircient at p e A if Y ~ H(p, w). 

Defmition: The nonzero vector p e A is a vector ofefficiency prices for the Pareto 

effrcientallocation ~ = ((( ) ~'~) at e = (u Y) e E if 

* ~=1' ' 
~ ' 

 
Z
i
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'
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i
 
e
l
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;
 

(a) p'~i ~p'Ci' forall , 

(b) Y~; H(p, ~~~), and 

(c) p '(~~i -~cof -coc ~i)= O. 

i~ i~ 

Defmition (Roemer and Silvestre ( 1989)): An allocation ~ = (~C ) ~) is an equal 
i i=1' 

benefit solution for s = (u , Y) e E if: 

(i) ~e ~e ); 
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(ii) There exists a vector of efficiency prices p e A for ~ such that , for any pair of 

f
 - 

members i, h, p ' ~i -p'coi =p'~ h /*. 

Definition (Roemer and Silvestre ( 1989)): An allocation ~ = ((c ) ~) is a 
i i<[' 

proportional solution for e = (u , Y) e E if: 

(i) ~e F~8 ); 

(ii) There exists a vector of efilrciency prices p e A for ~ such that 

f P '(xi + yfi ) 
P ' zi = p'coi + .(~ci -~cof) (Viel) if ~p'(x,, + yfh) <0, ~h<IP ' (xh + yfu ) P 

i =/ i =1 h <I 
1
 P '(i = p'cof + 7p '(~zi -~a)f ) if ~p'(x~ +_Vfh) =0 

,. i~ i~ h~ 
Now we defme, in the general economic environment defined above, an 

extended version ofthe axiom3. Let AY, _-~):={p eA j l~e Y, Y ~ H(p, ~)}. At 

a given economy e = (u, Y), for each (xi , yfi )e [co; , Ol x [~)f, , O] of agent i, there 

exists p e p:Y, (xi, yfi , yc )) such that 

maxui(x,, yi) where (xi, )~)e Zi n lq(p, (xi, yfi +cof vc +eoc))' Letdenote that 

max ui(xi , yi) E wi(x,, yfi , ui, Y). Then, there exists (x:, yfi)e [cor, O] x[~)f, OI 

such that (xi , )'fi )= arg max wi(x, , yfi , ui , Y). Notice that 

vfi + cof v + co ) where (x: , yfi , y~ ) e d Y is the "agent i s Stand Alone P'(xi , . 

income" realizable when he utilizes alone the technology. We then call 

wi(x' , y~ , ui , Y) agent I s welfare of Stand Alone mcome", and denote by 

ws~tii, Y). 

Axiom 3': Upper Bound by Stand Alone Income (UBSAI): 

Ve =(u, Y) e E, [~ =((;~)i~, ~) e S(e) ~ ui~zi)~ wso(u~ , Y) (Vie I)]. 

Notice that in the one-input and one-output economy, UBSAI is reduced to FAUB. In 

such a sense, UBSAI is a extended version of FAUB in the multi-input and multi-

output economy. 
Next, we define the axiom of (LBE) in economic environments with multi-input 

and multi-output. At a given econcmy e = (u, Y) , agent i's "Lower Bound welfare" 

18 



l (bii , Y) is defined as follows: 

co Y l (ui, Y)= max{ui(x,, y,) l(xi, yi)e Zi, ~~ =(co/ +y'fi, yc + c ) s.t. (x,, yfi, yc)e n ' n yfi ~ 
Then the axiom of (LBE) is represented as follows: 

Axiom 5': Lower Bound Egalitarian (LBE) (Moulin ( 1992)): 

Vs=(u, Y)e E, [~ =((; ) ~)eS(8) ~u(zi);~ I (u , Y) (Vie I)1. 

f i=/' * * 
Let ~Y, ~):={peA j ~eY. Y~~H(p, ~)} and ~I 

* 

H(p, zi):={c eR xR~ Il p <p } 

Defmition : For some ~ =((; ) --~)e S(u Y) for (u, Y)eE a pnce pe A stipports 
i i=1' ' 

~ at (u, Y) if pe A satisfies the following conditions: 1) p e p(Y, ~), and 2) if 

S~~ P, then L(ci, ui)~~ H(p, (i)(Vie I). 

Let ~Y, u , ~ be the set of prices supporting ~ at (u, Y). Let denote the set of 

effrciency prices for ~ e i~u, Y) by pP(Y, u, ~). Then the axiom of (SPI) is 

represented as follows: 

Axiom 8' : Support Price Independence (SPI): 

Ve=(u, Y)e E, ~=((~i)id, ~)eS{e), Ipe~Y, u,~ Ve (u Y)e E 

[p e pP(Y , ~, ~) ~~ e S(~)]. 

In the case of multi-input and multi-outprrt economy, the proportional solution 

PR does not satisfy the axiom of Pareto Independence. However, PR satisfies SPl. 

Thus. Theorem I on PR in section 4 is changed as follows: 

Theorem 3: The proporticnal sclution PR satisfies axioms PO, UBSAI and SPI. 

Conversely, if coc ~), no other solutions satisfy together these three axioms. 

Proof ofTheorem 3: See Appendix. 

Remark: If coc ;Z(~)O, PR Is not a unique solution which satisfLes PO. UBSAI and 

S PI . 
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Example: Let I = {1, 2}, Y( f) ={(x, _v) e R_ xR.1 J~x) ;Zy& f(O) =0} and 

coc e R+ . . Suppose that the production function f is differentiable and strictly concave. 

Each member i's initial endowment is his labor endowment co'(e R_ _) only. Such an 

economy belongs to E whenever each member i's preference belongs to Ui . 

xv xv Let ~7~ = (x, y)e d Y(f) and (c I , c. )= ((-, L +coc)'(~' ~ ~coc)) where 
- 2 22 

;~ e Zi ( i = 1, 2). Then ~ = ((c I , ~2 ) ' ~~~) is a feasible allocation. Let 

{p} = p(Y( f), ~). Let ui ( i = 1, 2) be a utility function satisfying 

l
 

U(:i, ui)n I?(p, ~i)={~i} where U(zi , ui):={c eR_ XR~ I ui(~) ;Z ui(;i )}. 

Then, by this construction, ~ is a Pareto effrcient allocation at (u, Y( f)). We show 

that ~ is an aliocation having the property of FAUB at (u , Y( f )) , since this example is 

an one-inpit and one-output economy. It is suffrcient to show that 

xv ~1 e (Y -d Y)+{coc}' Note that z -coc =(~ ~). Since fis strictly concave, 

1 2' 2 
xv (- , L) e (Y - d Y). Next we show that ~ rs an ailocatron havmg the property of SPI 

22 
at (u. Y( f)) . Since this example is an one-inpit and one-output economy, it is 

sufficient to show that for any economy (u' , Y') such that p supports ~ as a Pareto 

effrcient allocation, ~ has the property of FAUB . Let 

.v. x ' if x' e [x, O] 
o~x') - x and for each i = 1, 2, 

~ _* 
- '+p'~ if x'e(-=, xl 
Py 

~il(x~i , _}"i) = P.x~i + py_v~i if .-;ci e[~･ O] . Then, in (iT. Y(g)), p supports ~ 

x 
(y+(o ) r xy rf r e[(~)i. ~] 

as a Pareto efficient allocation. ~ is also an allocation having the property of FAUB in 

(~, Y(g)), since for i = 1, 2, ;i e Y(g) + {(oc } ' It is easy to show that for any other 

Y' e Y such that Y' ~~ H(p, -~T) and ~-~e Y', (i e Y' + {a,c}' Thus, ~ isan allocation 

having the property of SPI. Define a POS S satisfying PO. FAUB and SPI, which 

assigns the allocation ~ at (u, Y(f)). This S does not PR. Q.E.D. 
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In contrast, it is easy to see that the characterization of EB in section 4 is 

extended to the case of multi-input and multi-output economy: 

Theorem 4: The equal benefit solution EB satisfies PO, LBE and SPI. Conversely, no 

other solution satisfies together these three axioms. 

Proof of Theorem 4: See Appendix. 

By adopting the axiom SPI, we can also fully characterize the Walrasian 

solution in private ownership production economies. Consider the following private 

ownership production economies: for each ie I, ~2i e R~ is i's privately owned initial 

endowment of cornmodity inputs, and ei is i's share of Y. Following the above 

argument, we assume that ~2i , ei}i~l is fixed, so that a couple (u , Y) e E specifies one 

private ownership production economy. Then the Walrasian solution is defined as 

follows. 

Definition: An allocation ~ = ((; ). ~-~) is a Walrasian solution (W) for e = (u, Y) e E 
i '=1' 

if ~ e A(e) such that there exists a price vector p e A such that: 

(i) Y~~ H(p, i); 

(ii) forevery ie I, ci = arg max u ( ) over e Z and p ~ p '~2i +eiP ' ~ ; 

c, - 
( _, -~ = ~( co ) (iii) p O i =1 

For characterizing the Walrasian solution, we introduce the following axiom: 

Axiom 9: Full Individual Rationality (HR) (Gevers (1986)): 

Ve=(u Y)e E ~=((c ) ~)eS(e). Viel 
' ' i i=1' ' ' 

ui(ci) ;Z max{u,(xi, ~2i + y) [(x,, ~2i + _y) e Z,, (xi, y) ~e, 'Y}. 

Theorem 5: The Walrasian solution W satisfies PO, FIR and SPI. Conversely, no 

other solution satisfies together these three axioms. 

Proof ofTheorem 5: See Appendix. 
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Footnote 

1). In Roemer and Silvestre (1989, 1993), the existence of EB and PR is also proven 

in convex economic environments with multi-input and multi-output. 

2). Gevers ( 1986) ( and Nagahisa (1994)) attempted to characterize Walrasian solution 

by adopting the axioms of Non-discrimination (ND) and Monotonicity (M) 

(Generalized Monotonicity (GM)), instead of our SPI axiom. ND is a neutrality axiom 

on utility levels: if all members' utility levels of a feasible allocation are equal to those 

of the current S-solution, then this feasible allocation is also S-solution. M (GM) is a 

slight weaker version of Maskin Monotonicity (Maskin ( 19~)). 

3). Notation: Throughout this paper we shall employ the symbol R to indicate the set 

of real numbers. The set of non-negative real numbers is denoted by R*. The set of 

non-positive real numbers is denoted by R_. The set of negative real numbers is 

denoted by R__. Given c, z'e R_ x R+, vector inequalities are defined as follows: 

~ ~~~' if zi ~~ <1' > z; forall t x v forall i =x, y ; : > z+ if ~i 
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APPENDIX: 

Proof of Theorem 3: First, we show that PR satisfies UBSAI. Suppose 

~ =((x v ) ~)e P~u Y). Let vfi be agent i's supply ofprivately owned 
" *' *<1' ' -

commodity inputat ~e PRu, Y). Then for (xi, yft), there exists (x. v v' ) ed Y 
,' +fi' *c 

such thatfor some p e ~Y, (xi, yfi , y;)), wi(xi , yfi, ui, Y) is realized. By 

defuntion u(x v )<w(xi , y~, ui. Y) Hence u(x v ) <wsa(u Y)foreach 

i e I . It is easy to show that PR satisfies axioms PO and SPI. 

Next, prove the inverse relation when (DC zO. Suppose a solution S satisfying 

the three axioms is not PR. Take an economy e = (u. Y) e i=xlUi X Y . Suppose 

f - /(' I ~,-.~)e S(e). Since ~ is Pareto effrcient, for some p' e A, Y ~~ H(p' , .~~r). 
~ - ¥¥*i )i=/ ' 

Hence, p:Y, i) is non-empty. This implies that ~Y, u , ~) is also non-empty. 

Suppose p e ps(Y, u, ~ is a price such that for any (~, Y) satisfying 

p e pP(f, ~, ~. ~e S~~, Y). Suppose that for ~ =((zi)i~, ~~r)e S(g),there existat 

p '(~ -cof ) ~ p '(zi -cof ) p '(~!' ~cof ) 

least two agents j, h e I such that < '=! < p '(xj +_yff) ~,~P'(xi + yfi ) p '(xh + yfu) ' 

Consider another economic environment. Note that ~ = (x, y yc ) ' Let 
f' 

T(p, ~'~, _yc):= {(x', y;)e R_ XR_kl p'(x', y;･ yc) = P ' ~~L~ and 

Hy.(P' t):={(x', yf' yc)e R XR XR~ kl(~c yf)eT(p , yc)' P '(x', y;, yc)~ p' 

Also, Iet for a g'vena e [O, + =), 

a 'Hy.(P' ~'~~):={c~ '(x' , y), y~)e R_ xJ~ xR~~1 (x' , y;, y~)eHy.(P )} Then 

L ~ ) e Y . Denote ~) cc 'H .(p, ~'~)InH(p, -7~ 
~o, +=) y J 

L I )eY by Y(p, ~~~). Note that by SPI ~ rs aS 
u a ' ,.(p, ~~'~)InH(p, ~'~ ~:o +=) - J 

allocatronm(u Y(p, .~)). Foreach ie I, ~ie[ei ･d Y(p, )+{cof}]nZ where e 
P '(xi + yfi) is i's share oftotal profits if ~ is a PR-allocationin (u, Y(p, ~)). 

= i=! P '(xl + yfl ) 

However, since ~ is not a PR-allocation, by the above supposition, 

Ch ~~ [eh ･Y(p, ~)+ {cofh}] n Z/, . Then, by the construction of Y(p, -~~), 

;h ~~[Y(p, -~i)+{cof}]nZh . Let U(c:, ~i) { eR XR" Il u( )> u( )}and 

~
}
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_ 

 I p ' ~ ~ p } Conslder the followmg preference profile u 

H(p, ~:):={~ eR xR'" 

for he [, {ch} = U(~,, , uh) n(H(p /') u tY(p )+ {(~)f}] n Zh), and 

foranyother t~h { } U( u )nH(p, Ci). Clearly, pepP(Y(p, ~), ~ ~ so 

that ~e S(~, Y(p, ~)) by SPI. However, since ~h ~~ [Y(p, ~~~)+ {cof}] n Z;" 

{ch} = U(ch , ~h ) n(/~( p, ch ) u [Y( p, -~T) + {cof}] n Zh ) implies that ~ does not 

satisfy UBSAI of S in (~. Y(p = . )) Q.E D 
,+ 

Proof of Theorem 4: It is easy to show that EB satisfres axioms PO. LBE and SPI. 

Prove the inverse relation. Suppose a solution S satisfying the three axioms is not EB. 

Take an economy e =(u Y)e XU X Y. Suppose ~ =((c .) ~)e S(e). Suppose 

' ' ' * i<1' *~ 

p e p(Y, u, ~ is a price such thatfor any (~. Y) satisfying p e pP(Y, d, ~), 

~ e S(d , Y). Suppose that for ~ = ((ci)i~, ~)~ S(8), there exist at least two agents 

p '(~zi - ~cof ) 

,/, h e I such that p '(cj -(of)< i=1 

 '~ < p '(cf' ~cof). Consider another 

economic environment. Ncte that +~~ = (x, .vf' 'vc)' Let 

(xh , _Vfh)= arg max {p '(x, + _vfi)}i~ . Let V(p, ~~~, (xh , yfu)):= 

l -~ (xh, .vf7t)):= {v^c e R~~k p'(x!" yj7~' = fc) P"~T} TV1(p 
, *, 

'l , 4' {(i, y^f)eR_xRi _y^c e V(p :: (xh, yfu)), p'(~, ff' yc)=p } and 

HTV(p, ~, (x,,, _vfu)):= 

{(x yf Vc)e R XR XR"' ki(x yf)eTV(p (x/,, yfh))' P'(x", y;･ y;)~p'~'~'~}. 

Also, Iet for a givencc e [O, + =), 

c( ' HTVl(p, i, (xh , yfh)):={cc '(x" , y;, y;)e R_ xl~: xR~~kl (x' , .vf' y~)e HTV1(p, -~~, (xh , yfr 
r
 
l
 Then, I u cc 'HTV(p, ~, (xh , )' ))In H(p, -~~eY. Denote 
La~o, +=) fu J 

L~o, '-) ' ' ~ fu I (xh ' _vfk))' Note that 
u a'HTV(p ~'~ (x,,, v ))inH(p, .~~)eYbyY(p ' , 4, 

by SPI, ~ is a S-allocationin (u, Y(p, ~, (x/" 'vfk)))' For each ie I, 
[
 
~
 

ci e ~･(d Y(p, i, (xh , yfu))+{coc})+{(of}J n Zi if ~ is a EB-allocationin 

(u, Y(p, ~, (xh , yfh)))' However srnce ~ rs not a EB allocatron by the above 

suppositron 1 1 1 Since ' 

 
~
~
 
~
'
(
d
 
Y
(
p
 
;
 
(
x
 
v
 
)
)
+
{
c
o
c
}
)
+
{
(
o
f
}
J
n
Z
 

' ~j ' ~' ;*' *fl* j j' 
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~- -~ co f 
' i 1 i~ i=1 

 ~'(d Y(p ~,(x y ))+{coc}) bythe above supposition, 

h' fl* ' n
 l

[
 

1
 

l
 ~ -'(int Y(p ~~r (x v ))+{coc})+{a)f}JnZ- where int Y(p, ~'~~ (x/,, Vfh)) = e

 ' i*' -fl* J ! ' * n 

Y(p -~~ (x y ))-d Y(p ~ (x v )). Considerthefollowing preference profile 
' ' !*'_fl* ' ' ~ h' fl* 

~: forevery ie I, ~i(x;, y;):=p* 'x; + p~ 'y;. Clearly, 

pe pP(Y(p, ~~~, (xh , yfu)), ~, ~), so that ~e S(~, Y(p, ~, (xh, )'j,~))) by SPI. 
J
[
 

1
 
~
 

, ~ -'(int Y(p, ~~~, (xh , _yfu))+ {coc})+ {cof }J n ZJ implles However e 
n 

~uj(zj)<: I (u~J., Y(p, ~, (xh, _yfh)))' Thus, ~ does not satisfy LBEofSin 

(~, Y(p, ~,(xh, yfu))). Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 5: It is easy to show that W satisfies PO. FIR and SPI. Prove the 

inverse relation. Suppose a solution S satisfying the three axioms is not W. Take an 

economy e =(u, Y)e x Ui X Y. Suppose ~ =((: ) ~)e S(e). Suppose 
i i=!' 

i~ 

p e ~Y, u, ~ is a price such that for any (d, f) satisfying p e p~Y, ~, ~, 

~e S~d, f). Notice that if S(e) = W(e), then for every ie I, 

zi e d H( p, ~2i + ei_'~) n Zi because utility functions of all members are strictly 

increasing. However, since S is not W, there exist j, I e I such that 

zj ~~ H(p, ~j + ej*'~) n ZJ and :! e intH( p, Q2! + ei~) n Z! ' We take another economy 

(~ Y(p ~,(x v ))) which is defined in proof ofTheorem 4. Then, 
' h'*fu r

 
1
 z! e L6 1 ･(int Y(p, ~, (xh , yf~)))+ {a)_[}j nZl ' This implies ~ does not satisfy FIR of 

Sin (~, Y(p, ~,(xh, yfh)))' Q'ED 
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CHAPTER 111 

Natural and Double Implementation of 

Public Ownership Solutions 

in Differentiable Production Economies 

Abstract: This paper examines the implementation of various solutions In 

differentiable concave production economies with one privately owned input, one 

output, and publicly owned production technology. The public ownership solutions 

we focus on are the Proportional Solution (PR) and the Equal Benefit Solution (EB). 

Two "natural" mechanisms which doubly implement PR and EB respectively in Nash 

and strong Nash equilibria are proposed without assuming free disposal of the 

production set or the boundary condition on preferences of members. 
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was also presented at the Wednesday-Seminar at University of Tsukuba and Asaka Seminar at Toyo 

University in 1994, and at the Research Seminar in Institute of Social and Economic Research at Osaka 

Universitv in 1995. 



Llntroduction

　　　　　　In　productioneconom量es　with　commonly　owned　technology　such　as

“commons” it　ls　well－known　thatmarketequ溢brium　allocations　are　Pareto　ine笛cient．

A　method　to　resolve　thls　problem　ofPareto　inefficiency　is　to　instituteρめ1∫c　owηε器hψ

4言hαεchno♂08y（Roemer　l121）in伍ose　economies．Then，there　are　two　fundamental

questions。Thefirstone　is　what　allocation　rules　are　desirable　inthose　economies．It

was　withregard　toth重s　problem　that　Roemerand　Silvestre［131proposed　several

solutions　as（lesirable　ruies。The　secondquest孟on　is　thatwhen　adesirable　rule　is

decided，whether　there　exists　a　way　ofimplementing　thls　rule加α‘18c8鷹7α」たε4

耀αη麗r。Thls　problem　is　important　because　the　public　ownefship　ofthc組eans　of

productlon　has　been　viewed　by　many　as　inseparablefrom　central　plaming，and　so　the

failures　ofcentral　plaming　in　the　soclalistcountries　seem　to　be　viewed　as　proofofthe

ineffectiveness　ofthe　public　ownersh三p、Inthis　paper，we　shall　be　concemed　with　this

second　problem．

　　　　　　This　problem　can　be　studied　using　the　theory　ofNashimplementation，due　to

Maskin　l61。Among　tke　publlc　ownership　solutions　Roemerand　SIlvestre　l131have

propose（1，the　Proρorr∫oηα」5loJμ∫∫oη（PR）and　the　Eg砒zl　Bεηφ∫301碗Zoη（EB）are

Nash－implementablebytheMaskin－typemecha血sm（Mas磁n［6］）1）（seeR・さmerl12］

andMouhn［101）．However，these　resultsarenot　satisfactoryforthe　second　problem

to　be　resolvedinpractice，becausetheMaskin－typemecha盃smseemstobe　an

醐澱魏槻JmechanismforimplementingPR　orEB　inα4808nπαJizθ4規αnn87in　the

fOllOW1nσSenSe。
　　　　　　　o

　　　　　　First，theMas羅n－typemechanismrequireseachmembertoamouncethe

preferences　ofalI　the　members．丁短s　lmplles　thateach　member　usually　has　an　i㎡inite

dimensional　strategy　space　andwhic紅includes　the　space　ofothermember’s　possible

preferences．Thus，inthismechanism，i㎡omationtransmissionisextremelyhard，and

a　soclal　plamerhas　the　authorityto　compel　each　memberto　announce　the　traits　of

1



others, which is usually objectionable in actual democratic societies. NatLiral 

decentraliced mechanisms should not only have the fmite dimensional strategy space 

but also satisfy the informational decentralization (Schmeidler [171_ ) property that 

each member announces information only about himself. Second, in the Maskin=type 

mechanism, the strategy profile composed of truthful announcements does not 

necessarily constitute an equilibrium2), and for every strategy combination of the other 

members, each member does not necessarily have the best response3). These facts 

reveal that calculating a member's optimal strategy is quite complex. Such a 

mechanism is not practical in the context of an actual economy. Third, the Maskin-type 

mechanism can be used only in the enviroument where the social planner is convinced 

that members will never take any cooperative strategies. However, it seems to be usual 

in actual economic contexts that the planner cannot know whether members will 

cooperate or not. 

Thus, to check whether the public ownership solution is implementable in a 

decentralized way, we must examine whether there exists a mechanism which at least 

overcomes the above unnatural features the Maskin-type mechanism has. By 

constructing such mechanisms, this paper presents a more plausible answer to this 

problem. In the following, we propose two feasible4) (i.e., individually feasible and 

balanced) mechanisms each of which doubly implements PR or EB in both Nash and 

strong Nash equilibria5). Our mechanisms are of quantity-announcing type (Q-

mechanism)6) which was originally developed by Sj6str6m [18], and Saijo. Tatamitani 

and Yamato [ 16] . 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets out the basic model. In 

sections 3 and 4, two Q-mechanisms, one of which doubly implements PR and the 

other EB, are proposed. Section 5 offers some concluding remarks. 
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2. The basic model 

There are two goods, one privately owned and utilized as an input to produce 

the other. Let x denote the privately owned input and _y output produced. The initial 

endowment of x is denoted by ~ e R__7). There is one publicly owned firrn with 

production set, Y , which is defmed as follows: Y := {(x, y) e R_ x R+1 ftx) = y } . 

Notice that we do not assume free disposal. The production function f : R_~> R+ is 

such that f(x) = y and f(O) = O. We assume f is continuous, concave, decreasing over 

R and differentiable. 

There are n members (n ~ 3). The set of members is denoted by I = 

{ I ,2, . . . ,n} with generic element i. Each member is endowed with a negative amount 

coi of input x and no output. The aggregation of coi is ~ . Each member i has Zi = 

[coi , O]x LO, f(~)] as his attainable consumption set. Define Zi := Lcoi , O]x (O, f(~)). 

Each member i's preference is represented by a utility function ui : Zi ~R where ui is 

continuous, quasi-concave and strictly increasing. 

An economy Is specified by a list { I, Y, (coi )i~, ( ui )i=1}' However, since in 

the following we assume that I, Yand (coi )ie!' are fixed and known to everyone, we 

denote one economy by u := ( ui )id e U := U1 x ･ ･ . x Un Where Ui denotes the class 

of utility functions for i . A feasible allocation is a nx 2-tuple z = ( zi )i=1 such that for 

~
 

all i e I, zi e Zi , and zi e Y. Let A denote the set ofall feasible allocations. Let 
i <I 

A := {z = (zi )i~! e A I for all i e I, zi e Zi}. A feasible allocation z is Pareto 

efficient at u ifthere does not exist anotherfeasible allocation z * such that ui ( ~f ) 

> ui ( zi ) for all iel . We denote by P(u ) the set of Pareto effircient allocation at u . 

As Dutta. Sen and Vohra [31 did, we also assume that the class of admissible 

economies is restricted to the one satisfying the condition that for any u e U, 

A n P(u)~ ~5 . 
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A public ownership solution (POS) is a correspondence S associating with 

every economy u e U a non-empty subset S(u ) offeasible allocations satiefying for 

any u eU, S(u)~~ A n P(u ). 

l
_
 

Let A:= {p eR~V/* + py =1} be the unit simplex. Let H(p, w) := { w' e 

R_x R+ I pw' ~ pw} and aH(p,w) := {w'e R_x R+ IPw' = pw } for p e A and w e 

R_x R+ ' A production polnt w e Y is effrclentat p e A if Y ~~ H(p,w) . Agent 

i 's demand correspondence at u, when he faces the budget constraint, p;j = a, for 

some p eE A and amount a e R+ of share of surplus, is denoted by di(P, a, u) := 

arg ma'c { ui ( ~i ) i zi e Zi and p ~i = a} . 

Definition (Moulin [10]): For any u e U, EB(u) is the set of equal benefit solutions 

iffor any ~ e EB(u), there exists p e A and a e R+ Such that for all i e I, ~i e 

di(P, a, u) and ~zi e Y~~ H(p,~zi). 

i =1 i =1 
Definition (Roemer and Silvestre [14D: For any u e U, PR(u) is the set of 

proportional solutions if for any z e PR(u), z is a Pareto effrcient allocation and 

there exists a supporting price p e A for ( such that for any i e I, 

Pxxl 
~ zt 

l= 

 

pz p ~
 
Pxxi iel 

i el 

A feasible mechanism (or game form) is a pair r= (M, g) where M 

=MI x '.. xMn' Mi is the strategy space ofagent i, and g : M~A isthe 

individual feasihle and balaaced outcome function assigning to every m e M a 

unique element of A. Denote the i-th component of g(m) by g;: (m). 

Given m e M and ~; e Mi" ( m; , m_i ) is obtained by the replacement of 

mj by m; , and 8( Mi , m_i ) is the set of feasible allocations that agent i can induce when 

the other members select m_i . Let M_i := xj~i Mj' 
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Denote forany coalition T ~~ I, mT = (mi )ieT and m_T= (mi )iel-T ' Hence 

( mT ' m_T ) is the list obtained by the replacement of mT by mT ' and ~~ AdT , m_T ) is 

the set offeasible allocations that the coalition T can induce when I - T select m_T . 

For I e I u e Ul' and e Zl' Iet L( I , ui) := {~;e Zi I ui((i) ~ui((j)} be 

the lower contour setfor ui at zi . Given a feasible mechanism r= (M, g) and a 

profile ofutility functions u e U , the strategy profile m e M is a Nash equilibrium of 

r at u ifforall i e I, gt(Mi,m_i)!~ L(g~(m), ui). Let NE(r, u) be the setof 

Nash equilibriaof r at u . Let 8(NE( r , u)) be the set ofNash equilibrium 

allocations of r at u . Given r= (M, g) and u e U , the strategy profile m e M is a 

strong Nash equilibrium of r at u if for all T~~ [, for all mT e MT , there exists i e 

T such that ~ ( mT ' m_T ) e L( gi (m), ui ). Let SNE( r , u) be the set of strong Nash 

equilibriaof r at u . Let 8(SNE(r, u)) be the set of strong Nash equilibrium 

allocations of r at u . 

The feasible mechanism r= (M, g) implements the puhlic ownership solution 

(POS) S in Nash equilibria iffor all u e U . S(u ) = g(NE(r, u)) . The POS S is 

Nash-implementable by a feasible mechanism if there exists a feasible mechanism 

Nash-implementing S. The feasible mechanism r= (M, g) implements the POS S in 

strong Nash equilibria iffor all u e U , S(u ) = g(SNE( r, u)). The POS S is strongly 

Nash-implementable by a feasible mechanism if there exists a feasible mechanism 

strong Nash-implementing S. The feasible mechanism r= (M, g) doubly implements 

the POS S in Nash and strong Nash equilibria iffor all u e U , S(u ) = g(SNE( r , u)) 

= (SNE(r , u)). The POS S is doubly implementable by a feasible mechanism if there 

exists a feasible mechanism doubly implementing S. 
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3. A feasible quantity mechanism doubly implementing PR 

LetB(co ) {zi= (xi ,yi) e R_xR+ I yi ~ eif(xi/ei ) where ei =Oi/~ and 

x e [col ' O]} and dB(coi) := { zi= (xi ,yj ) e R_xR+ I yi=eiftxl lei) where 

ei =coi /~ and x~ e [(Oi . O]}. Let Y(f ~) := {(x, y) e R_xR* I f(x) ~ _v wherex e 

[~ , O]} and d Y(f, ~) := {(x, y) e R_x R. I ftx) = y where x e [~ ,O]}. Let 

{p(w,Y)}:= {p e A I for w e d Y(f, ~). Y ~~ H(p,w)}. 

Letfor x , x' e R_ such that x' ;~ x', Y(f, x , x" ) := 

{(x, y) e[x" , x'] xR.1 f(x) ~y}. For each i e I, ~i e Zi and w e d Y~:, ~), Iet 

Zi(zi , f, w) be the subset of Zi defmed as follows: 1) if there exist x , x~e[coi , O] 

such that Y( f, O, x+) ~; H(p(w, Y), zi) n Zi , 

Y(f, x , x~) ;~H(p(w, Y), zi)n{[x~, x+]xR.} and 

Y( f, x~, coi) ~; H(p(w, Y), zi) n Zi , then 

Zi(zi , f, w):={[x~. O] x[O, f(~)]} L) Y(f, x~, coi), 

2) otherwise, Zi(zi, f, w) :=Zi . 

We consider a PR-implementing mechanism r pR = (M, gPR ) such that for all i 

e I. Mi =Zi and gPR : M~~A defined asfollows: 

Rule 1: Ifforall i e I, zi= y /~X and ~zi e (x~'~~) e Z suchthat y~/xl = ~ , , 

i ~ i =1 i ~ 
d Y(f, ~ ), then gPR (m) = z where m = ( zi )i~1' 

Rule 2: Iffor all i e I, zi = (xl ' Vl ) e Z such that yi/xi = ~yi /~xi but 

iel i~ 

~zi z; = (~, y;) e Zi Such ~ d Y(f ~ ), and moreover for each i e I, there exists 

i~ 

~ ) = ~8) where m = that y;/~ = yi/xt and z; + ~ e d Y(f ~), then gPR (m 

j*i 

( zi )i=!' such that 

2 1) if foreach i e I, ~ ' ~-zi > zi + ~ thenforeach i e I, 
~J' 

i=1 j*i 
e H(p(z; + ~ -

' ),~;)ndB(O'i)nZi, 
~J' 

J *' 
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andforanyJ ke I yJ/xJ v /xk,wherem=(c ) 
l i=1' 

2 2) if for each i e I, ~~i c; ~~j ' ( (zi, c_1) ' < - then~= + 

i~1 j*i 
(xl'vl) e Z suchthat y /x = ~y,/~ ~~, Rule3: Ifforall i e I " - xi but ' ~2 ' +1 ~ 

i=1 i~ i~ 
~, dY(f ~), and I _<#{j e I Iforall ~) e Zj suchthat yj/xj = yjlxj' cj + ( ~~ 
i*J 

d Y(f, ~)} ~ n - 1, then for j = min { j e I I forall z j e Zj such that yj/xj = 

~
 

yjlxj' ~j + zi ~: dY(f, ~)}, gfJR (m) = (xj' f(xj+ ~coi )), andfor all i ~ j, 

i*j i~j gfR (m) = (coi ,O). 

Rule 4: if there exists some member i e I such that for all j, k ~ i, z ' J e Zj' ck e 

Zk and yj/xj = yklxk, andfor some z; e Zl, v /x; = yj/xj = yk/xk and z; + 

~~ edY(f ~) then 
j*i 

4~1)ifforall z' ' e Z i, PR~1((. .' .)) = Qj, then 
-1 - ~t ' ~-l 

~1-1) if zi e H(p(zj +~~･-j, Y), ~;-;) n Zi, 

j*i 

= (xi,yi+y) e d (H(p( +~ Y) ) n Z( f +~_ ) (for gfR (m) ~ ' 
~
t
*
 j*i j*i J f(x; + ~coJ) -(Y+ y, ) 

some y ~~ O), and for all j ~ i, gPR (m) (co j~' ), j' xj j ~xj J*i 

4-1 2) otherwrse gPR (m) (z; , (_i), 

~~2) ifthere exrsts zLi e Z_i , PR~1(( I , z_ z ' 

gJ~R (m) = (XJ ' f(xJ + ~cok)), ' whereJ mm {k e I {1}} and gkPR (m) = (cok,O) 

k*j 

forall k ~ j . 

Rule 5: For any other case, the following modulo game is played and some member i* 

V i/ /
 

will winthe game: Let /J(xi/co f) = k. Since (x; coi)e [0,1], clearly O ~ k ~ n. Let r 

i =1 
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+ t = k where r is the largest integer less than or equal to k. Then t e [O, 1) and there 

is a unique i*e I such that t e l(i*-1)/n, i*/n ). Then i* isable to receive gIPR (ln) = 

~J, * co y ) wherev max {ft~coj), yi } andforall J ~ l* (f~1(y*) - ~, g7JR(m) = j~i j+i (coj 'O)9). 

In the above mechanism, Rule 2 implies that if a strategy combination is such 

that all members are potential deviators, then the outcome is the feasible allocation that 

all members are punished. Rule 3 implies that if a strategy combination is such that at 

most n - I members are potential deviators, then the outcome is the feasible allocation 

that all members except only one of non-deviators are punished. Rule 4 corresponds to 

cases that either there may be a unique deviator or a coalition composed of n - 1 

deviators. 

Next, we show that the above feasible mechanism is well-defined. It is 

suffrcient to check that the outcome attained in Rule 2 is well-defined. 

Let C(x/~) := {( zi )i=1 e Z I for each i e I, zi e d B(coi ) such that xi = 

(xl~)a)i }, and u C(x/~) := C. 
*~l:~,o] 

Lemma 1: Cc A . 

Proof of Lemma 1: We show that for each x e [~, O], C(x/~) c A. Suppose x*e 

/
 

[~, O]. Then, by definition of C(x/~), for each i e I, xr = (x' ~)coi and 

yf = eif(xf / ei ). Then, it is easy to check that (xi* , y~ )ief e A . Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2: The outcome attained in Rule 2 of r pR = (M, gPR ) is well defined 

ProofofLemma 2: Supposefor all i e I, mi =4~i = (xl 'y ) e Z such that v lx 

~yi / ~x, but ~z, ~ d Y~f ~ ) and moreover for each I e I there exrsts 

i *1 i =1 i el 
(x;,y; ) e Zi such that y;/xj = yi/xj and zj + ~~ e dY(f ~). Notice thatsuch a 

j ~i 

case is not generated iff has constant returns. We show that in Rule 2-1), there exists a 

feasible proportional allocation ~ e A such that for each i e I, 
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e H(p(z; + ~4-j ,Y), z; ) n d B(coi )n Zi. 

J*i 

' ~~j isumquely detennrned By decreasing returns off, for all i e I, ci + 

j*i 

= 

 x', f( x')). By differentiability off, p( z', Y) is uniquely 

and has the same value, z 

determined:p( (', Y) = p'. Since, by definition, dB((oi ) = ei d Y(f ~ ) for each i e I, 

there exists (f e dB(coi ) such that p' ~t ;;~ p' zi for all zi e dB(cot )' Notice that 

~~~ /
 

= z , so ((f )i=1 e C(x' ~) c A. Consider the following two cases: 

i~J 

V V Case 1: f( A,xi ) < IJy, yf < ~yi . Since for each t e I ~ . In this case, ~ 

iel i ~1 

z; ~4-j , itfollows thatfor at least one member k yk + ' - y~ <0. Define {k e I i yk 
j*' 

- 
k < O}. Among all j e {k e I I yk - yk < O}, we select one member I such that 

. yj y; .1 e E(col). This implies that there exists ~1 
IT' Since B(col) is convex mm I = ,~ y7 yl 

e dB(col ) n dH(p( z',Y), z; ) n Zl such that ~l ;z xl ' Notice that 

dB(O)! ) n d H~2( z', Y) , z; ) ( ~ ~~ ) has non-zero values.10) Defme afunction h l(x) = y 

e
 such thath (x)/x yl/xl for anyx e R Smce for each I e I dB(coi ) = ~L d~(cot), 
e
l
 

there exists ~i = ( ~xi , y~i ) e dB(coi ) n Zi such that h l(~i ) = ~i . We show that for all i 

e I, ~i e H(p(z', Y), z; )･ Notice that by definition of dB(coi ) and dB(col)' rvi/~1 = 

. .yj ~ ･ .yf y; and y!L;･ >~for , p*z;: yl*/yl = coi/col' Since p'~i = P z = l yf ~l yl yi yr ~ yl 
'. ~ p'zj forall i e I. This implies Zi e H(p( c',Y), z;)-all i e I, itfollows that p*~, 

By Lemma I (~i )i~ e A. 

V V Case 2: f( IJxi ) > Lyi . This case corresponds to Rule 2 2) Clearly Rule 2 2) Is 

i~ i~ 
well-defined. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 1: The proportional solution PR(u) is doubly implementable by the feasible 

quantrty mechamsm rpR (M, gPR ). 

Proof ofTheorem 1: See Appendix. 
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4. A feasible quantity mechanism doubly implementing EB 

Letforany ( I ),~ e ,~dZ p (EB ( I )i~1) := {~~' y) e Al forsome C' 

e dY(f ~) EB~1((~'-~~ , (-1)) ~~)} and IEE((~i ),<1) := {i e I I p'(EB, (~, ),<1) 

j*i 

~ ~~ } We can mterpret IEL(( zf )'=1) as the set of potential deviators when a strategy 

combmatron m = ( (i )i~ is not consistent with any EB-optimal allocation. 

We consider a EB-implementing mechanism r~ = (M, gE~ ) such that for all i 

e I, Mi = Zi and g~ : M~A defined asfollows: 

Rule 1: Iffor all i e I, = ~zi ~E d Y(f, ~ ) and for any j, zi (xi , yi ) e Zi such that 

i =1 

kel, p(~zi , Y) J p( zi . Y)zk, then g~ (m) = z where m = (zi )i=1' z= ~ 
i =1 i ~ 

l )'<1) I, but ~zi ~~ EE Rule2: Ifforall i e I, ' zi =(xi,yi) e Zi suchthat I ((z' 

i~ 
d Y(f ~) then for some (o' = max {coi} and e > O, ' frn(co' + e)) ) 

gr} (m) = (co +e, 

for all i e I. 

(xl ' yl ) e Zi but ~-Rule3: Ifforall i e I, zi i ~dY(f ~), and 2 ~#1EE((~i )i=1) 
~ 

i~ 
< n I then J (m) - (XJ f(xj+ ~co ))for j = min {je I IEE((zi )id)},and 
- - 

i~j 

g~ (m) = (o)i ,O) for all i ~ j. 

Rule4: If IEE((zi )i~) = {i}, then 

4-1) ifforall i e Z_i , EB~1(( .1 ,* l z- 'L ))=~), then 

P(=,,Y)=P,(E~(=,)=.) H(A Y), zi-~ J ~~1-1) if zi e ~ )n Zi, (~) 

J *' 

~:j ) n g~ (m) = d ( H(p(z' y), ;'-zf = (xt ' yi + y) e n P(=' *Y )=P *(ER(**),. ) j*i 
Zi(z~ -~ J z , f, ci)) (for some y ~:O), andforall j ~ i, 

1 *i 

~ ~ f(x +(n 1)max(co_i,-))-(yi + Y) 
g~~j (m) = (max(co_i,-), ' ) n 

n n -l 
lO 



4-1 2) othelwlse gE~m) = (c: - ~ J _, ~ , c ) where z:=argmm { v } 
j *i 

Z_i , EB~1(( . 4-2) ifthere exists ~Li e c ' ' )) ~ ~;, then 
z ' +'-t 

g/~J (m)=(xJ, f(~j+~ k , co )) whereJ mln {k e I- {i}}, and gr (m) = (cok,O) 

k*j 

for all k ~ ,f. 

Rule 5: For any other case, the following modulo game is played and some member i* 

V i/ /
 

will winthe game: Let L(xi/coi) = k. Since (x; coi)e [0,1], clearly O ~ k ~ n. Let r 

i =! 

+ t = k where r is the largest integer less than or equal to k. Then t e [O, 1) and there 

is a unique i*e I such that t e [(i*-1) / n , i* / n )- Then i* isable to receive 

gr (m) = Gf~lCv*) -~co v*) where v*-max { f( co ) v } andforallj ~ i* 

l j,. _ - ~ j ,.i･ , j~i j*i g~3j (m) = (coJ O)9) 

In the above mechanism, each Rule has the same implication as in PR-

mechanism. 

Let dB(~/n) 1 := {z e R_xR+ i y ~ -f(nx) wherex e [~/n.O]}. 
n 

Lemma 3: For any u e U, for any z e EB(u), (~zi In)e dB(~/n) and 

i =1 

H(p( ~(i , Y), ~zi /n ) ~~ d B(~In). Moreover, for all i e I, 

id i~ 

edH(p(~･ Y),~~iln)n Zi. *i ' 

i~ i~ 
1
 Proof: It is easy to prove this lemma by the facts that ~ d Y(f, ~ ) =d B(~/n) and 

~~i edY(f ~)forany e EB(u) QED 
i <I 

Theorem 2: The equal benefrt solution EB(u) is doubly implementable by the feasible 

quantity mechanism r~3 = (M, g~ ). 

Proof of Theorem 2: See Appendix. 
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　　　　　Saijo，Tatamitani　andYamato［161showed，壼n　pure　exchange　economies，that

Walrasiansolutionsfromequaldivision（WED）arenotNash－implementablebyany

feasible　quantiすmechanism　even　ifthere　are　only　two　commodlties．Such　a　result

doesnotapply　to　differentiableproductioneconomies，accordingtoTheorem2．

　　　　　As　long　as　the　smoothness　ofthe　production　possibility　set　is　assumed，our

result　on　EB　can　be　generalized　to　economies，such　as　those　dlscussed玉n　Roemer　and

Silvestre　l141，w更th　multiple　commoditiesand　pub1隻cly　owned　endowments。Saijo，

Tatamitani　andYamato1161showedthatParetoe伍clentallocationsare　notNash－

implementabie　byfeasible　quantity　mechanismsinexchangeeconomies　withadeast

three　co㎜odities．Such　a　result　cannot　be　apPl呈ed　to　the　case　of（1ifferentiable

production　economies　because　the　marginal　rateoftransfomlation　onthe　ef負cient

production　pointgives　us　i㎡omlation　on　the　phce　supPorting　some　Pareto　e租cient

allocation．

5．ConcludinσRemarks。
　　　　　　　　　　o

　　　　　Wehaveexaminedtheimplementab猛ityofPR．andEBindecentr誕lzed

proceduresbyconstructingnaturalmechanismsimplementingPRorEB．We

constructed　twofeasible　quantity　mechanisms，each　ofwhich　doubly　imp隻ements　PRor

EB　inNask　and　strong　Nash　equilibria。Ourmechanisms　are　more　natural　than　the

prevlous　ones　in　the　following　ways．Hrst，in　our　mechanisms，every　member

announces　only　hls　own　demand．Hence，i㎡ormatlon　transmission　ls　as　easy　in　our

mechanismsasinusualmarket－likeprocedures．Moreover，ourmecha垣smssatisfy

lnformational　decentralizatlon。Second，inourmechanisms，calculatinga　memberヲs

optlmal　strategy　is　simplerthaninthe　previousones　becauseourmechanisms　satisfy

the　forthrightness　and　best　response　propert重es．Third，since　our　mechanisms　doubly

implement　PR　orEB，they　are　useful　in　cases　in　which　the　social　plamer　cannot　know

whether　members　will　cooperate　ornot。
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　　　　　　One　ofourmain　results，thatPRan（1EB　are重mplementable　by　quant玉ty－type

mechanisms，depends　onthe　differentiability　ofproduction　functlon．In　the　case　of

non－differentiable　production　economies，even　if　there　are　only　two　goods，neither　PR

norEB　canbe　doubly　implementedby　anyfeasiblequantity　mecLanism．Inthese

cases，ltcan　be　shownthatPRandEB　are　implementable　byfeasible　price－quantity

mechanisms　as　in　Dutta，Sen　and　Vohra　l310r　Saijo，Tatamitani　andYamato　l161，

　　　　　　One　undesirable免ature　ofour‘6natural”mechanisms　is　t盤atidacks“continuitジ

ofmechanisms。Tian　l20，211and　Hong［41constructed　contlnuous　mechanisms

whlchNash－implementWalrasian（orLindahl〉solutions，althoughtheirstrategyspaces

are　larger　than　ours。It　is　an　open　question，in　our　setting，whether　or　not　there　exist

feasible　and　continuous　quantity　mechanisms　doubly　implementing　PRorEB．
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Footnotes 

l ). For complete proofs of Nash implementation, for example, see Repullo L1 Il, 

McKelvery [81, Saijo [ 15]. Moore and Repullo [9] or Dutta and Sen [11. 

2). The property that the strategy profiile composed of truthful announcements 

constitutes an equilibrium is called forthrightness by Saijo, Tatamitani and Yamato 

[16]. 

3). The property that every member always has a best response is called the best 

response property, proposed by Jackson, Palfrey and Srivastava [5]. 

4). A mechanism having either an individually infeasible or totally infeasible outcome 

function is unnatural. The balanced outcome function is desirable because a mechanism 

which has it is applicable in production economies with non-free disposal. 

5). PR and EB in this paper are strongly Nash-implementable. See Dutta and Sen [2]. 

For arguments on double implementation, see Maskin [7:1 and Schmeidler [17]. 

6). Recently, Suh [19] constructed a mechanism doubly implementing PR in both 

Nash and strong Nash equilibria. This mechanism makes each member announce not 

only his demand but also the total output, which implies that this mechanism does not 

satisfy the informational decentralization property. Moreover, the Suh-mechanism does 

not overcome the complexity of the mechanisms we mentioned above. Also, Hong [4] 

constructed a mechanism which Nash-implements Walrasian solutions in private 

ownership production economies. It is easy to show that, in our setting, EB is Nash-

implementable by the Hong [4] -type mechanism. However, the strategy spaces of the 

Hong-type mechanism are rather larger than ours, and these also include the space of 

total output. 

7). Notation: Throughout this paper we shall employ the symbol R to indicate the set 

of real numbers. The set of non-negative real numbers is denoted by R+. The set of 

non-positive real numbers is denoted by R_. The set of negative real numbers is 

14 



denoted　by　R　一。Givenξ，で∈R一×R＋，vectorinequalities　are　de負nedasfollows：

こ≧こ＊ifこ‘≧ぐf・rall‘＝x，ylξ＞こ＊ifζご＞ぐf・ra恥＝x，y，

8〉．In　Rule2，we　do　not　attain　the　zero　allocation，since　ifwe　allow　the　zero　allocation

量n　Rule2，there　exist　some　cases　that　the　zero　allocatlon　is　a　Nash　equilibrium　outcome，

which　means　tむls　mechanism　does　notlmplementPR（or　E・8）。For　example，consider

an　eCOnOmlC　enVlrOnmentaSfOl10WS：

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1　　　　2
　　　　　　　　　　　　　forallご∈1，砥＝y＋一刃，のf＝一・
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2　　　　η

　　　　　　　　　　　　鴫一lw灘l」

　　　　　1　1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　3　3
Then・（一 ・7）‘ご∈PR（況）（o「E8（躍））・Now・lfeve理membe「amounces（一愛石）

and　then　Rule2ass量gns（0，0）副，such　a　strategy　combination　constitutes　a　Nash

equillbrium

9）。The　modulo　game　ln　Rule5is　due　to　Dutta，Sen　and　Vohra［31。

10）．lf∫isst亘ctlyc・ncave，clearly，z’量sn6n－zer・．lf∫hasc・ns伽tremmsatleast

・ver［xl＋Σ刃ノ，Ol，then乏」＝ξlsatis丘esthec・nditi・n・

　　　　　　ノガ

15



Appendix 

Proof of theorem I . 

(1) For any u e U , PR(u) ~~g(SNE(r, u)) . 

Pick any z =~i = (xi , yi ) e PR(u) for any given u e U. 

Case 1: No indlvidual can be made better off by deviation. 

(~ in the following. Consider a deviation ofmember i from mi =: (i to m~ = l 

Then by Rule 2, 3 or 4, gIPR ( mr, m_i ) e L( zi , ui ) . 

Case 2: No coalition can be made better off by deviation. 

Consideracoalition T~; I, #T;z2, deviating from mT = (( l )~eT to mT = 

( ~t )feT' 

Case2-1: ~zi = ~ andforall I e T y /x y lx 

i eT i eT 

2-1-1) Iffor all i e T, zre Zl, Rule I rs applied and then there exlsts I e T suchthat 

ul (zf) ~ ut (zt )' 

2-1-2) If for some i e T, zf e Zi - Zi. Rule40r 5 is applied because this case means 

forall I eZl zf + ~ + ~zk ~~dY(f, ~). Whenforall ie T, ci*eZi-Zi, z~ 
heT - ~} kel -T 

Rule 5 is applied. When there exists only one i e T such that , zie Zi-Zi, then if f 

V is constant returns over [ Lxi +s , O] (e < O), Rule 4- 1-1 is applied. Any other case 

i =1 

corresponds to Rule 5. Thus, there exists at least one member I e T, 

gIPR (m~ ,m_T )e L(zl 'ul ) ' 

Case 2-2: ~zf = ~zi and there exists at least two i, j e T, such that yf/xr ~ y'i/xi 

i eT i eT 

and _vj/xj ~ yj/xj ' Then notice that yf/xf ~ yj/xJ Thus Rule 5 Is applied and 

there exlsts at least one member I e T such that gfR(mT ,m_T )= ((t,1 'O). 

16 



Case2-3 : ~zf ~ ~ci andforall I e T e Z suchthat y /x v lx 

ieT ieT 

2-3-1) Iffor all i e T, there exists ~r e Z such that v /x y /x and 

~~ + ~(~ + ~zk e dY(f, ~), and for allJ e I T there exlsts J e Zj such that 

heT-{i} kel-T 

yj/xj = yj/xj and (j + ~･･ + ~~k e dY(f ~). Then Rule 2 is applied and ~'ll 

kel-T-L'} ' / : e T 

PR forall i e T, gT (m~,m_T)e H(p(~'~i'+ ~zjs + ~zk, Y), ~-~i' ) . Noticethat 

heT {z} kel-T 

p(Zj + ~z~ + ~zk , Y) =p( ~zi ,Y). Since z e PR(u ) is Pareto efficient and 

heT-{i} kel-T i~ 
supported by p( ~ci , Y), if there exists i E T, ui ( zt) > ui ( zi ), then there exists I e 

i=1 

T , ul ( zf ) ~ ul ( zl )' When for all i e T, ui ( zi* ) <- ui ( zi ), there exists at least one h 

e T , I ~~ J < I (h l. Then, by Rule 2-2), there exists at least one member I e T, 

gfR(mT ,m_T ) =zf ･ This means gIPR (m~ ,m_T )e L(zl 'u!)' 

2-3-2) Iffor some i e T, for all ~~ e Zi such that ~f lx~~ = y /xl ' 

4-~i'+ ~z~ + ~zk ~dY(f ~), or, for somej e I- T, forall z; e ZJ suchthat 

heT-{i} kel-T 

" + ~zk ~dY(f ~), then Rule 3 is applied ifthe yJ/xJ yJ/xJ zj + ~_h 

heT kel-T-{j} 

above statement is not true for every member in I, and otherwise, Rule 5 is applied. 

Case2-4: ~zi' ~ ~zi and T= [- {j} suchthatforall i, h e T, y~/xr = y~/x/'2 ~ 

i eT i eT 

yj /xj ' Then Rule ~~2) or 5 is applied. 

Case2-5: ~zr ~ ~zi andT I {j}suchthatforall I h eT y /x ~ v /xl ' 

i eT i eT 

.v/"/x~* ~ yh/xh and _vi*/xf ~ y~*/xh*. Then Rule 5 is applied. 

Case 2-6: ~zj ~ ~zi and n ;~ 4, 2 ~ #T~ n-2, and there exists at least two 

i eT i eT 

members i, h e T, yr/xf ~ yt/xl and y~/x/*t ~ yh/x/s' Then Rule5is applied. 
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Case 2-7: ~~ ~ cr ~~i and there exlsts only I e Tsuch thatfor all h (~ l) e T 

ieT ieT 
e Z_i, PR~1(( i , vh/x[?* = yh/xh = yi/x~ ~ _yf/xi', and for any ~L. (' (Li)) =Q~. 

~l 

2 7 1) Then ifthere exlsts ~f e Zi such that ~r lx~t = v /xl ' 

~'~~ + ~Z~ + ~~k e d Y(f, ~), Rule 4-1 isapplied and 

/zeT - {i} kel -T 

gfR(m~ ,m_T)e d (H(p(-~~i* + ~z~ + ~zk , Y),."~i' ) nY(f, ~)) n Zi. Notice that 

heT - {i} kel -T 

p(-'~f + ~(~ + ~zk . Y) = p( ~:i ,Y). If Rule ~1-2 is applied, then for all h ( ~i) 

h.eT - {i } ke I - T i <I 
~ , ,Y),z/*1)n Z/~ Smce z e PR(u ) IsParetoeffrcrent PR e T, g/~ (m~,m_T)e H(p( c 
i =1 

and ( _'~,* , zt_{i} ' c_T ) is a proportional allocation, if for ail h ( ~i) e T, uh( c~ ) 

> uh(z/z)' then ui(~-~f ) ~ ui(zi). Otherwise, for some h (~ i) eT, uh(z~) ~ 

u/1( C/t)' If Rule 4-1-1 is applied and giPR (mt ,m_T ) ~~ L(:i , ui), then I ~'~' : > I (i I and 

I~; I < I (!' I for some h e T. Define T":= { he T -{i}1 1 z; I < I ;h I }. Let denote 

gfR(m~ ,/?LT)= (x:,y' + y), ~~i :: (x, f(x)) and (p.,py) =P(~zi ,Y). Notice 

i ~J i =1 p
 
p
 that (xi yr + y) ~ L(z u ) implies (yi + y) =- * ' _ * , , ,, , , -x. + yi +~~xi + A forsomeA>0. 
Py ' Py 

j.i (y +y)+ ~(~coj) < f(x) v + ~ (x x) ~
 

Byconcavity off, f(x: + coj ) - ' 

y J*' 

~' ~ xh xh Notice that k =T " h ~r ' ~ ~xk_ ~ ' This Implies that for at least one < ~
 

*
 xl+ xl+ xk 

l<T-{i} l*T-{i} k~!-T k=1-T 
member h e T" x,, x ~ < v h 

'
 
~
 

*
 xl + xk /!xl + xk 

l <T -{i } k~1-r I =T -{i } k<1 -r 
x
;
 
p
 ~ ' ~ { ftx; + J.,(oj) - (y~ + Y) + ~(~coj)} < ~

 xl+ xk l =T -{i } kel-r y 
x p

 v h 

 
{
f
(
x
)
 
-
 
y
i
 
+
~
(
x
-
x
i
)
}
.
 
T
h
i
s
i
m
p
l
i
e
s
 
g
h
P
R
(
m
~
,
l
n
_
T
)
 
=
 

Lxl + ~xk y l~T-{i} k~1-T 

x* 

v h 

 
{
f
(
x
~
 
+
 
~
c
o
 
)
-
(
y
;
 
+
 
y
)
}
 
)
 
e
 
H
(
p
(
~
z
i
,
Y
)
,
c
h
)
.
 

( coh , 

Lx;+ Lxk ' J i =1 J~* 

l<T {*} k=1-T 

2-7-2) Ifthere is no ~'~f e Zi such that ;1*lx~f = _vi/xz ' 
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~-~;'+ ~c~ + ~ckedY(/; ~), then Rule5 is applied. 

hET-{1} kel-T 

Case 2-8: ~~r ~ ~~i and there exlsts only leTsuch that for all h (~ l) eT 

i e:T i eT 

vh/xh* = yjl/xh = _y'/x- ~ y~/xi*, and there exists CL e Z_i , PR~1((c- z ' ))~~). 

l z -1 1 l' l 
2-8-1) Then if there exists ~j* e Zi such that _~~,r /~r = _vi/xi , and 

~'+ ~zh + ~(k e dY(f ~), Rule4~2 is applied. 

heT-{i} kel-T 

2-8-2) If there is no ~i e Zi such that _v~1* / ~f = yi / xi , and 

~･~r+ ~zh + ~ckedY(f ~), Rule 5is applied. 

heT-{i} kel-T 

Case 2-9: T = I. It is clear because z e PR(u ) is Pareto effrcient. 

Thus, c e gl'R (SNE(rpR ,u )). 

(2) For any u e U, gPR (NE(rpR ,u )) ~~ PR(u ). 

Let m e NE(rpR ,u ). Clearly, m cannot correspond to Rule3, Rule4nor 

Rule 5. Suppose m corresponds to Rule 2. Then gPR (m) = ~ e Z . We will show 

thatforail i e I, H(p(~~･-J,Y),~i)n Zi ~~ L(~i ,ui). Suppose not so for some j e I. 
j ~1 

Then j can induce Rule 4-1 by announcing mj = ( xj 'O) and get 

~' e d H(p(~~･-j,Y),.'-,-ij)nZJ suchthat :' e ar~max u -~~ over J J - j(+J) i =1 

(j e d H(p(~z~j,Y),~'~j)nZj . This Isa contradictron Suppose m corresponds to 

i =1 

Rule I . Then gPR (m) = z e Z . We can show that for all i e I, 

H( p(~zj, Y) ,z i ) n Zi ~~ L(zi ,ui ) by applying the same argument for Rule 2. Thus 

j ~1 

gPR (NE(rpR , u ))~~ PR(u ). Q.E.D. 

Proof of theorem 2. 

(1) For any u e U, EB(u ) ~~g(SNE(r, u )) . 
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Pick any c =~1 = (xi , yi )eEB(u ) for any given u e U. For each i e I, Iet 

mi = :t ' Then, by Rule 1, gEB (m) = c . 

Case l: No individual can be made better off by deviation. 

Consider a deviation of member i from mi = Ci '~ . Then i can to mf = +･t 

induce Rule 2, 3 or 4. In all these cases, g~ ( m~, m_i ) e L( (i , ui ). 

Case 2: No coalition can be made better off by deviation. 

Conslderacoalition T~; I, #T;~ 2, deviating from mT = (zi )ieT to mt = 

( :f )ieT' T can induce Rule 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. If T induces Rule 3, 4-2 or 5, there 

exists at least one member I e T, g~3 (mT ,m_r )e L(~1 'u!)' If i e Tsuch that 

IE~((zi )i=1) ={i}, T can induce Rule 4-1. If T induces Rule 4-1-1 and 

EB & (mT ,m_T) ~; L((i,ui), then for any j e T- {i}, 

g~3J (mT m , _T)e H(p(~zk,Y),cJ)nZ cL(' . u -¥ If TinducesRule~~1-2 then 
- J' j). , k=1 

P (m~ ,m_T ) = ( ~_T ). Since any member k e I - T ･i- ~-j･2- ~f -* ~* +* +.k , +T-{i}, 
heT-{i} kel-T 

receives zk and z e EB(u ) is Pareto effrcient, there exists I e T , u! ( zf ) ~ ul ( zl)' If 

T induces Rule 1, z e EB(u ) is Pareto effrcient, there exists I e T, ul ( cf ) ~ ul( (1)' If 

T mduces Rule 2 then by Lemma3 for any j e T, g~j (mT ,m_T) cL( J uJ) 

Conslder T = I. It is clear because ~ e EB(u ) is Pareto efflcient. 

Thus, z e g/~ (SNE(rEB ,u)) . 

(2) For any u e U, g~3 (NE(r~3 ,u )) ~; EB(u ) . 

Letm = (zi )i<1 e NE(rE~ ,u). Clearly, m cannot correspond to Rule 3, Rule 

4 nor Rule 5. Suppose m corresponds to Rule I or 2. Then there exists p e A and a 

e R . such that for all i e I, p gf3 = a. By the same argument in the proof of 

Theorem 1, we can show that g~ (m) is a Pareto effrcient allocation. Thus, g!~ (m) 

e EB(u). Q.E.D. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A Characterization of Natural and Double 

Implementation in Production Economies 

Abstract: Succeeding to Dutta, Sen and Vohra (1995) and Saijo, Tatamitani and 

Yamato ( 1995), define several conditions of natural mechanisms in production 

economies, and proposed two types of natural mechanisms, that is, the quantity and 

price-quantity types. First, in differentiable convex production economies, characterize 

the class of Pareto effrcient-social choice solutions doubly implementable in Nash and 

strong Nash equilibria by a natural quantity mechanism. Second, in convex production 

economies, characterize the class of Pareto effrcient-social choice solutions doubly 

implementable in Nash and strong Nash equilibria by a natural price-quantity 

mechanism. Third, examine the double implementability of the Walrasian solution in 

private ownership economies, and the Equal Benefrt and Proportional Solutions in 

public ownership economies by the two natural mechanisms. 



1．1ntroduction

　　　　　In　this　paper，we　considerproduction　econom玉es　w圭th　convex　technology。

Some　resource　is　privately　owned，wh玉le　the　othcr　resource　orproduction　technology　is

eitherpublicly　ownedor　privately　owned。For　example，the　laborinput　is　privately

owned，whiie　other　resources　are　publicly　owned量n　pubHc　ownersh量p　economies，or

those　are　privately　owned　in　private　ownership　economies。Foreach　given　economy，a

desirable　social　goal　on　resource組locations　is　specified　according　to　whether　the

economy　ls　underpublic　ownership　orprivate　ownership．The　soclal　goal　on　resource

allocations　is　expressed　by　a　social　cho重ce　solution（SCS）which　is　a　correspondence

assigning　to　every　economy　some　feasible　allocatlons．In　this　paper，we　consider　the

class　of　social　choice　solutions　assiσninσat　least　Pareto　efacient　allocations．輪en　a
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ご，　　　o

social　choice　so正ution　is　g星ven，the　succeeding　probiem　is　how　to　ass豊gn　allocations

consistent　with　true　characterist量cs　ofthe　currenteconomy．It　is　a　dlfflcult　problem

when　true　characteristics　ofthe　current　ecQnomy　are　undermembers’private

i㎡orm［ation，because　each　member（ioes　not　necessarily　reveal　his　true　private

1㎡ormationifhecangainbymisrepresentingむisi㎡omat宝on．Whensucha

misrepresentation　is　beneficial　to　some　member，thecurrentsoc1al　choice　solution　is

saidto　be“manipulable”．Thatlsanimportantproblembecausemany　social　choice

solutions　which　have　some　desirable　properties　are　manipulable（Hurwicz（1972））。

　　　　　Theimplementationtheorytriestoresolvethismanipulationproblemby

designing　mechanisms　which　canachieve　the　social　goal　consistentwith　members’

incentives．Underanoncooperative　game　definedby　amechanism，each　membertakes

some　strategic　behavior，and　so　an　outcome　is　asslgne（i　by　the　rule　ofthe　mechanism

andthecombinationofmembersラstrategicbehavior．If出e　equ11ibr1umoutcomes　ofa

mechanismcoinci（ie　with　the　outcome　of斑e　SCS　undef　a　given　equilibhum　concept，

tLenthemechanismimplementsthe　SCS．Afterthe　seminalworkofMaskin（1977）on

Nashimplementation，t妓atidentlfiedthe　class　ofNask－implementable　sdutlons　in

social　cholce　environments，andthat　constructed　mechanisms　implementingthem，
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many mechanisms were designed in different equilibrium concepts; t~or exampl e, 

subgame perfect implementation in Moore and Repullo ( 1988) and Abreu and Sen 

( 1990), undominated Nash Implementation in Palfrey and Srivastava ( 1988), and 

strong Nash implementation in Dutta and Sen (1991). Since these works have sought 

to characterize the class of SCS's implementable in various equilibrium concepts, they 

have not paid attention to "desirability" of constructed mechanisms. Thus, these 

constructed mechanisms have many unnatural properties: the typical unnatural 

property of the mechanisms is their strategy space- each member's strategy contains at 

least the announcement of a preference profile. 

In contrast to the above works, there was the other works in implementation 

theory, which tried to construct a desirable mechanism implementing a specific SCS in 

economic environments. For example, there are several desirable mechanisms which 

implement the Walrasian solution or the Lindahl solution In Nash equilibria (Schmeidler 

( 1980), Hurwicz ( 1979), Walker ( 1981), Postlewaite and Wettstein ( 1989), Tian 

( 1989) (1992), and Hong (1995)). Since these mechanisms only apply to a specific 

SCS, it must be checked for different SCS 's whether there exists a desirable 

mechanism implementing them. 

Recently, there is a new approach in Nash implementation theory that is to 

explore the ground between the above two approaches. This approach is to impose 

several conditions that a desirable mechanism should satisfy, and then characterize the 

class of SCS's implementable by such a mechanism in pure exchange economies. This 

approach is promoted by Sjdstrdm (1991), Dutta, Sen and Vohra (1995), and Saijo, 

Tatamitani and Yamato ( 1 995) . 

This paper also belongs to the above new approach of implementation theory. 

Here, our interest is in production economies. We impose some conditions on natLiral 

mechanisms, and characterize the class of SCS ' s Nash-implementable by the natural 

mechanism in production economies. 

2
 



The first condition is that the dimension of the strategy space shou[d be fmite 

and low enough. The strategy space of the canonical Maskin-type mechanism are of 

Inftnite dimension. This implies that information transmission in playing the game 

defined by the mechanism is costly and very complicated. 

The infor,national decentrali(ation (Schmeidler ( 1980)) property is the 

second requirement we impose. This property implies that each member announces 

information only about himself. On the contrary, since the Maskin-type mechanism 

requires each member to announce the preferences of all the members, in that 

mechanism, each member's strategy space includes the space of other member's 

possible preferences. Thus, in the Maskin-type mechanism, the planner has the 

authority to compel each member to announce the traits of others, which is usually 

objectionable in actual democratic societies. 

We can propose two types of mechanisms as satisfing the above two 

requirements: the first one is a quantity mechanism where each member is required to 

announce his own demand quantity, while the second one is a price-quantity where 

each member is required to announce his own demand quantity and a price. 

Third, we also impose that the natural mechanism should implement solutions 

not only in Nash, but aiso in strong Nash equilibria. The Maskin-type mechanism can 

be used only in the environment where the social planner is convinced that members 

will never take any cooperative strategies. However, it seems to be usual in actual 

economic contexts that the planner cannot know whether members will cooperate or 

not. So, it is more desirable to construct a mechanism doubly implementing solutions 

in Nash and in strong Nash equilibria. Double implementation in Nash and strong 

Nash equilibria is originally discussed by Maskin (1979). The Schmeidler (1980) 

mechanism is an example of doubly implementing mechanisms. There are also several 

works on double implementation in Nash and undominated Nash equilibria - Jackson 

( 1992), Yamato ( 1993), Tatamitani ( 1993), and Jackson, Palfrey and Srivastava 

( 1 994). 
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　　　　　As　well　as　Dutta，Sen　and　Vohra（1995），and．Saijo，Tatamitani　and　Yamato

（1995），the　mechanisms　we　considerare　required　to　be∫η‘1醒ぬα1乏v彦α5iわ♂εα裾

わαイαnc84（Hurwlcz，Maskin　and　Posdewalte（1984））．The　mechanismsare　also

requiredtosat玉sfytheわ85r785ρoη5εμoρεπy（Jackson，Palfrey，andShvastava

（1994））．Toavoid　quite　acomplicated　computation　to　obtaintheequilibdumoutcome，

the　mechanisms　are　also　requiredto　satlsfy　theプbπhガgh襯85s（Saijo，Tatamitani　and

Yamato（1995））．

　　　　　Moreover，we　requireeasinessofconstructing　theattainablesetofeach

member。Theattainable　setforonememberata　given　strategycombinationofother

members　is　the　set　ofallocationvectors　she　canobtaln　by　her　strategic　behavior。Let

some　SCS　be　lmplementable　by　some　mec五anism．When　some　allocatlon　is　a　SCS－

optimal　allocationforsome　true　preference　profile，there　mustbe　anequilibrium

strategy　whose　outcomeunderthe　mechanism　becomes　thatallocat孟on．This　implies

thatthe　attainable　setofeach　memberin　equillbrium　mustbecontained　by　the　lower

contour　setofeach　memberwithherpreference　atthat　allocation．Ifthe　social　plamer

㎞ewthetruepreferencepro伍e，itwouldbeposslbletoconstructamechanism

satisfying　such　aproperty　about　attainab1e　sets．Infact，many　mechanisms　wi色

preferenceamouncementspossessthepropertythatinequilibhumthea紋ainablesetof

each　memberls　preclsely　the　reported　lowercontourset。However，since　in　our

models　the　plamer　does　not　collect　reports　aboutlower　contour　sets，the　problem　is

kow　to　construct　attainable　sets　ofmembers　to　successfully　implement　the　SCS。｛n　the

case　ofproductlon　economieswheretheproduct圭ontec㎞01Qgy　isfixed，one　method　to

resolve　thatproblem　is　to　constructthe　mechanism　such　thatthe　attainable　setofeach

memberinequllibr1umbecontainedintheclosedhalfspacedefinedbyannounclng

quantides　and　some　production－supPorting　Price，The　production－supPorting　Price　is

determ匪ned　by　the　production　poss1b量1玉ty　frontier　and　some　e伍cient　production　point

i㎡erred　by　quantity　announcements。S量nce，by　the　properすof　the　SCS，tke

equilibr1um　outcomes　should　be　Pareto　e伍cient，it　would　be　able　to　inferthat　the　lower

contour　set　of　each　member　contains　such　a　closed　half　space．
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　　　　　夏n　this　paper，we　first　characterize　the　classofParetoef資cient－SCS’s　doubly

lmplementable　in　Nash　and　strongNash　equilibr1aby　the　natural　quantity　mechanism。

Sj6str6m（1991），and　Sa弓o，Tatamitani　andYamato（1995）have　already　clarifiedthat

no　natural　quantity　mechanism　can　implementPareto　ef猛cient－SCSラs　inpure　exchange

economies。It　is　generally　true　in　the　case　ofproduction　economies，toQ。However，as

long　as　the　production　set　has　the　smooth　boundary（or　the　technology　is　representable

by　a（1ifferentiable　productlon　function），several　Pareto　efficient　social　choice　solutions

aredoublyimplementablebythenaturalquantitymechanism．TheWalraslansolution

in　private　product1on　economies　is　such　anexample．In　public　ownership　economies，

the　equal　benefitsolution（Roemerand　Silvestre（1989））is　doubly　implementableby　a

natural　quantity　mechanism。1n　one　inputandone　outputdifferentiable　productlon

economies，the　proportlonal　solution（Roemerand　Silvestre（1989））is　also　doubly

implementable（Yoshihara（1995a）），Notice　thatall　these　referred　solutions　satisfy　the

axiom　ofS塑poπPガcε1nご8pε雇8ηc8（SPI）（Yoshihara（1995a））．In　this　paper，I

show　that　SPI　and　some　axiom，Co加躍oηgP，which　gives　afeasible　punishment

condit孟on　in　the　case　that　all　members　be　potent重al　deviators，are　necessa可and

sufficientforPareto　e伍cient－SCSラs　in　differentiable　convexproductioneconomies　to

bedoublyimplementablebyanatural　quantitymechan圭sm，

　　　　　Second，in　general　convexproductloneconomies，we　characterize　the　class　of

Pareto　e銀c隻ent－SCS’s　doubly　implementable　in　Nash　and　strong　Nash　equilibria　by　a

natur田price－quantity　mechanism。The　abovethree　solutionsare　doubly宝mplementable

by　a　price－quantity　mechanism．It　is　also　shown　that　SPI　and　some　axiom，Condition

pQp，are　necessary　and　sufficient　for　a　Pareto　effic1ent－SCS　in　convex　production

economies　tobe　doubly　implementable　byanatural　price－quantity　mechanism。

Condit圭on　PQpalso　gives　afeas玉blepunis㎞entcondition　inthe　case　thatall　members

bepotentialdev萱ators．

　　　　　In　the　following，section2presents　our　basic　models．In　sect圭on3，we　state

some　conditions　aboutnatural　mechanisms，and　define　the　natural　quantity　mechanism

月
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and the price-quantity mechanism, each of which satisfies those conditions. Moreover, 

we discuss about necessary and suffrcient conditions for SCS 's to be doubly 

implementable by each of the two type mechanisms. Finally, in section 4, we check 

that whether each of the Walrasian solution, the equal benefrt solution and the 

proportional solution satisfies the necessary and sufficient conditions or not. 

2. The basic model 

We consider production economies in the following: There are one type of 

labor input and m commodities. There is a firm with a production set Y ~~ R_ x R" . 

Vector ~e Y will be written as (m+1) vectors, as follows: _'~ =(x, y) where x is the 

labor input, y is the m vector of commodities. It is assumed that: 

A1. Oe Y. 

A2. Y is closed and convex. 

A3. V ~=(x, y)eY, [~je{1, ･･･, m} st V >0~x<0] 

A4 Labor rs productive [(x y) e Y and x' < x J ~[]y' ~~ y such that (x' , y') eY]. 

We denote by Y the class of production possibilities sets satisfying A1-A4. We 

denote by d Y the efficiency frontier of Yi 

~ed Yc> ~･'-'~eY and[{~･~'eY (x' y')~~(x y)}~ ~' = , , , ~ _･~ J. The aggregate initial 

endowment of y is denoted by ~~e R~ ･ The distribution of commodity endowments is 

supposed to be known and fixed. 

There are n members (n ;~ 3). The set of members is denoted by I = 

{ I ,2, . . . ,n} with generic element i. Each member i is endowed with a negative amount 

co: of labor endowment. The aggregation of labor endowments is ~o . Each member l 

has Zi = [co: , O] x R~ as his attainable consumption set. The generic element of i's 

consumptron vector Isdenoted by ( )c , yi ) . Let denote that Zi ~ (co~ O) x R~"+ In 
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the followrng, we also fix (co~ )i=! ' so that Z = (Zi)i<1 is also fixed. Each member i's 

preference is represented by a utility function ui : Zi ~> R where ui is continuous, 

quasi-concave and strictly increasing. We denote by Ui the set of such functions. 

Suppose that Y is known and fixed. Then an economy is specified by a list u 

= ui )i~ e U ~ ,~lUi . An n-tuple consumption bundle c =(ci )iel constitutes a feasible 

allocation if: l) for each i, zi e Zi , and 2) ~zi -~:e Y . Let A denote the set ofall 

i =1 

feasible allocations with generic element z =(z f )iel ' Let denote that 

A E {z =(zi)iel e A I Vie I, (i e Zi}. A feasible allocation C =(zi)i~ is Pareto 

=((:)i~ at u efficient at u e U if there does not exist another feasible allocation ~ 

such that ui ( zr) > ui ( zi ) for all iel . We denote by P( u) the set of Pareto effircient 

allocations at u . As Dutta. Sen and Vohra (1995) did, we also assume that the class of 

admissible economies is restricted to the one satisfying the condition that for any 

ue U, F(u)nA~~. 

A social choice solution (SCS) is a mapping S associating with every economy 

u e U a non-empty subset S( u) of feasible allocations satisfying for any u e U, 

S(u) ~: P(u) n A . Note that by the definition, for any u e U and z = (zi)i~ e S(u), for 

each i x < O and there exists je {1 ･･･ ' , i , , m} such that ~ > O. 

A mechanism (or game form) is a pair r= (M, g) where M = M1 x ･ ･ ･ x Mn' 

Mi is the strategy space of agent i, and the outcome function, g : M~ R"(~ +1) 

assigns to every m e M a unique element of R"(~ +1). Denote the i-th component of 

8(m) by ~ (m). The mechanism P= (M, g) is individuall_.v feasible if ~m) e Z for 

all m e M. The mechanism r= (M, g) is weakly balanced if for all m e M, for some 

~ e d Y , ~gi(m) -:~~ ~ . The mechanism r= (M, g) is balanced iffor all m e ^'~/, 

i~ 
~
 

for some ~"'~ e d Y , g,(m) -~= ~ . Thus an mdivldually feaslble and balanced 
i =1 

mechanism is a pair r= (M, g) where g assigns to every m e M a unique element of 

A. In this paper, we focus on individually feasible and balanced mechanisms. 
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Thellstm e Mwillbe writtenas(m m_ ) where m_ =(m "' mij , mi+1, 
" !' ' 1 1' ' 

', m~ )eM_i ~ x Mj . Given m e M and m;e Mi, (mj , m_i ) isobtained bythe 
J*' 

replacement of ml by m;･ ･ Let g( Mi , m_i ) is the attainable set of member i at m_i , 

i,e., the set of consumption bundles that member i can induce when the other members 

select m_i . 

Denote forany coalition T ~~ I, mT = (mi )ieT and m_T = (mi )iel-T ' Hence 

( rn~ , m_T ) is the list obtained by the replacement of mT by mT ' and g( MT , m_T ) is 

the attainable set ofthe coaiition T at m_T , l.e., the set of consumption bundles that 

the coalition T can induce when I - T select m_T . 

Fori e I, uie Ui,and zieZi,let L(zi,ui) :={zjeZ I u ( )>u ( )}be 

the lower contour setfor ui at (i . Given a feasible mechanism r= (M, g) and a 

profile of utility functions u e U , the strategy profile m e M is a Nash equilibrium of 

r at u ifforall i e I, gi(Mi,m_i)~~ L(~(m), ui). Let NE(r, u) be the setof 

Nash equilibria of r at u . Let g(NE( r, u)) be the set of Nash equilibrium 

allocations of r at u . Given r= (M, g) and u e U , the strategy profile m e M is a 

strong Nash equilibrium of r at u if for all T{~ I, for all mT e MT , there exists i e 

T such that gi ( m~ , m_T ) e L( gl (m), ui ). Let SNE(r, u) be the set of strong Nash 

equilibriaof r at u . Let g(SNE(r, u)) be the set of strong Nash equilibrium 

allocations of r at u . 

The mechanism r= (M, g) implements the SCS S in Nash equilibria iffor all 

u e U, S(u ) = g(NE(r, u)). The SCS S is Nash-implementable ifthere exists a 

mechanism which implements S in Nash equilibria. The mechanism r = (M, g) 

implements the SCS S in strong Nash equilibria iffor all u e U , S(u ) = 8(SNE(P, 

u)). The SCS S is strongly Nash-implementable if there exists a mechanism which 

implements S in strong Nash equilibria. The mechanism r= (M, g) doubly 

implements the SCS S in Nash ard strong Nash equilibria iffor all u e U . S(u ) = 
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g(SNE( r, u)) = ~(SNE( r, u)). The SCS S is doubly imple.mentable if there exists a 

mechanism which doubly implements S in Nash and strong Nash equilibria. 

3. Natural mechanisms 

First, we discuss on the conditions that mechanisms should satisfy if they are 

natural. The first and second conditions are related to characteristics of the strategy 

spaces. 

Condition 1: The strategy spaces of natural mechanisms must be of enough low or at 

least finite dimensional . 

This condition is a plausible requirement, since the mechanism with low dimensional 

strategy spaces simplifres information transimission between the planner and members. 

As such mechanisms, Saijo, Tatamitani and Yamato ( 1995 consider six types of 

mechanisms: quantity, quantity 2 , allocation, price-quantity, price-quantity ~ , and price-

allocation mechanisms. In the case of general social choice environment. Saijo (1988) 

and McKelvey ( 1989) address this issue. 

While the first conditon is related to quantitative characteristics of strategy 

spaces, the next condition is related to their qualitative characteristics. 

Condition 2: All members' strategy spaces are composed of their own admissible 

characteristics (Informationally decentralization property (Schmeidler ( 1980)). 

It is unnatural to give the planner the authority to compel each member to announce. the 

traits of others, because the traits of others be private information of others. Among the 

six type mechanisms Saijo, Tatamitani and Yamato (1995) proposed, only two types, 

- 
uantity, and price-quantity, seem to be regarded as passing the Condition 2. 

The next condition we require is the best response property of the mechanism: 
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Definitlon1（Jackson，Palfrey，and　Srivastava（1994））l　The　mechanism　F＝（ル4，g）

satisfies　theわεs～78sρoηs6μopεπy　iffor　all　Z∈1，allμ‘∈Ul，and　a11醒＿ご∈M一‘，

thereexists槻∈砿suchtha畝（＆（規ε，瓶『‘））≧μ‘（＆（呵，規｝‘））f・rall呵∈砿．

Condition3：Natural　mechanisms　should　satisfy　the　best　response　property。

Th三s　cond1tion　is　necessa穿tojustify　the　use　ofNash　equ三1ibdum　as　an　equilib錘um

concept．

　　　　　The　next　condition　is　related　to　easiness　ofconstmctinσthe　attainable　set　ofeach
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　o

member．

Condition4：It　is　no㎡onnation　about　preferences　to　constnユct　each　agent’s　attainable

strategy　space　inequi玉ibrium。

丁厨sconditionrepresentsarequirementofsimplepunishments．The　canonicalMaskin－

type　mechanism　must　collectreports　aboutlowercontoursets　to　punishthe　member

deviatingfromadeslrablesolution。Itimpliestkattheplamermustcheckwhetheror

not　be　the　announced　preferences　ofthe　deviator　consistentwith　tぬat　solution．Such

calculation量s　cosdy　forthe　planner，Thus，星fthere　is　a　mechanism　meeting　the

Cond量tlon4，it　is　simplifヨed　the　process　ofassigning　punishing　outcomes．Notlce　that

quantity　andprice－quantlty　mechanismsinboth　Sj6str6m（1991）and　S両o，Tatamitani

andYamato（1995）do　not　sadsfy　this　condition，because　in　theirmechanisms，each

member’s　attainable　set　inequilibrium　is　composedofthe　intersection　ofhis　possible

lQWer　COntOUr　SetS．

　　　　　The　nextcondition　represents　a　requirementofeasinessforeach　memberto

calculateallocationsinducedfromequilib亘umstrategies．

Condit1on5：Natural　mechanisms　shouldbe　simple　inthe　sense　thatit1s　easy　to

computethe　outcome　ofanequilibrium　strategy．
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Saio，Tatamitani　andYamato（1995）formalized由is　conditlonconcretely　as

力πhπghごn8∬．Theforthrightness　requires　thatin　equillbr1um，each　memberreceives

what　he　has　announced　as　his　Qwn　consumption　bundle．丁血is　seems　to　meet　the

requirement　of　Condition5．

　　　　　The　lastcondition　isthefeasibilityofmechanlsms：

Condit量on6：Natural　mechanisms　should　be　indiv玉dually　feasible　andbalanced．

In　the　case　of　production　econQ血es，it孟s　difほcu玩to　construct　individua蓋1y　feasible　and

balancedmechanisms，because　the　total　supply　will　notbe㎞own　to　the　commlttee8x

α厩ε，even　lfthe　distribution　ofinitia正endowment　andproduction　tech．nology　are

known．

　　　　　1n　the　foilow麺g，we　considertwo　types　ofnatural　mechanisms　satisfying　the

above　s量x　cond量tions。First，we　cons量deranatural　quantity　mechan｝sm　where　each

member　announce　his　own　consumption　only，and　implementation　by　one．Second，

consideranaturalphce－quantitymecha㎡smwhereeachmemberamounce短sown

consumption　and　a　price，andimplementation　by　oBe。

3．L　DoubleImplementatlonbyaNatural　QuantityMechanism

　　　　　Now，we　define　implementation　by　anatural　quantity　mecセanism：

Definition2：The　SCS3isdoubly　implementableby　anatural　quantity　mechanismif

there　e短sts＆mecレanism　r＝（M，9）suchthat

　　　　　（i）rdoublyimplementsS；

　　　　　（量茎）foralb∈1，艇＝Z‘1

　　　　　（ii重）forallu∈Uandallζニ（ξ‘）‘∈，∈3（㍑），1fηz‘＝ζ‘forall　∫∈1，then

嵐溺）＝《∈嵐N耳r，膨））二意3N買r，尻））1

　　　　　（iv）rislndMduallyfeasibleandbalanced；＆nd

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　11



(v) r has the following property: If me N~r, u) forall u e U, then for 

some p e A, for all i e I, g,(Mi, m_i)~~ k(p, zi) n Zi Where (ci)i~ = g(m) and 

pe AY, ~zi -~) ; and 
i ~1 

(vi) r satisfies the best response property. 

The above Definition 2 (iii), which is introduced and named "forthrightness" by Saijo, 

Tatamitani and Yamato ( 1995) , represents a characteristic of mechanisms satisfying 

Condition 5. Notice that Defmition 2 (ii) implies that the mechanism P satisfies 

Condition I and 2. Also, notice that Definition 2 (v) implies that the mechanism r 

satisfies Condition 4, because the half space can be constructed without information 

about preferences. 

Next step of ours is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for a SCS to be 

doubly implementable by a natural quantity mechanism. 

. Ip. + py =1} be the unrt slmplex Let H(p w) Let A:= {p e R~ +1 

I
 

{w' =(x' , y') e R_ x R~ I p ' w ~: p 'w'} for p e A and w e R_ x R~ . A productron 

point we Y iseffrcientat p e A if Y ~~ H(p, w). Let ~Y, ~):= 

{p eA I ~Z eY, Y~~ H(p, ~"~~)} and H^(p, zi ):={z eR_ xR~ 11 p'( ~ p'ci} for 

some zi e Zi . The nonzero vector p e A is a vector of effrciency prices for the Pareto 

effrcientallocation ( =(zi)i=1 atu e U if p e AY, ~-~) where Z = ~zi -:~ed Y , and 

i ~1 

- i) ~~ H(p, zi )(Vle I) L(-
~i' 

Defmition 3 : For some z = (zi)i=1 e S(u) for u e U, a price p e A supports z at u as 

an allocation of the S solution if p e A satisfies the following conditions: 

1) pe ~Y, ~,-~) where _'~=~zi -~ed Y, and 

i~ 

2)if Sc P then L(zi, ui)~2 1~(P, zi)(Vie I). 

Let ~Y, u , z) be the set of prices supporting c at (u, Y) . Let denote the set of 

efficiency pricesfor z e F1(u) by pP(Y, u, z). By definition, if S does not require 
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Pareto optlmalrty p (Y u, ~) c p(Y u, ~). But, in this paper, since S (;~ P, 

pP(Y, u, c)=p(Y u, ~) 

Axiom of Support Price Independence (SPI) (Yoshihara ( 1995b)): 

For all u, ~ = (zi)i<f e S(u), there exists pe ~Y, u, z) such thatfor all u' e U~, 

[p epP(Y, u', z) ~z eS(u')1. 

This condltion was introduced and studled by Yoshihara (1995b) in the context of 

characterizing public ownership solutions. Yoshihara ( 1995b) showed that any Pareto 

effrcient-SCS satisfying SPI satisfies Maskin Monotonicity (Maskin ( 1977)). 

Letforany (zi )i~1 e ,~xlZi , Pi(S, (zi )i~) := {P(+~~i. Y) e A I for some _'~ 

ed Y S~1((~i+~-~z ' s . _ := ' i )) ~Q~} and I ((~1 )'ef) {1 e I I p (S, (zi )i=!) 

' - J ' *-l j *i 

~ ~) }. We can interpret Is(( 4_i )i~) as the set of potential deviators when a strategy 

combination m = ( zi )i=1 is not consistent with any S-optimal allocation. 

Condition QP (QP): For every ( zi )i~ e ,x~Zi Such that I (( , ),~) I there exlsts 

~((i )i=1)e A such that (i) ~vi((zi )iel) -~!e d Y ; 

i~ 
H(~--~' , Y), ~'-~' +~-~(-J)n Zi for all i e I ; and (ii) vi(( zi )i~ ) e n 

p(i* , Y )=P' (s. (** )*, ) j*i 

(iii) if there exists u' e U such th. at for all i e I, 

n H(p(zi,Y) ' +~ ~ )nZ cL(v((z) ) u~) then 
p(i', Y)=P*(s,(=*),*) ~ ' i i<1 ' ' j*i j 

~(zi)i~)e S(u ) 

Condition QP gives a feasible punishment condition in the case that all members be 

potential deviators. This condition is a generalization of Condition Q (Saijo. Tatamitani 

and Yamato ( 1995)) in the context of production economies. 

We show that Axiom SPI and Condition QP are necessary and suffrcient for 

natural quantity implementation of a Pareto effircient-SCS in differentiable production 

economies. 
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Theorem 1: Suppose that the production possibility set Y has the smooth boundar~"'. 

Then, a SCS S is doubly implementable by a natural quantity mechanism if and only if 

it satisfies SPI and QP. 

Proof ofTheorem 1: See Appendix. 

As a corollary of Theorem 1, it is easily shown that iffree disposal of the production 

set is assumed, any solution satisfying Pareto efficiency and SPI in differentiable 

convex production economies are doubly implementable by a individually feasible and 

weakly balanced quantity mechanism. 

Notice that if the production set has nonsmooth boundary, solutions satisfying 

Pareto effrciency and SPI are no longer implementable by any natural quantity 

mechanism. The reason is that when the production point induced by aggregating all 

members' announcing quantities is on a kink boundary, it is no longer determined 

uniquely the supporting price of that production, so that the planner does not induce 

information about the common marginal rate of substitution. In such a case, the 

planner cannot construct members' attainable sets-

3.2. Double Implementation by a Natural Price-Quantity Mechanism 

Next, we defme implementation by a natural price-quantity mechanism: 

Deflnition 4 : The SCS S is doubly implementable by a natural price-quantity 

mechanism ifthere exists a mechanism r= (M, g) such that 

(i) r doubly implements S ; 

(n)forall I e [ Mi =AxZi ; 

(iii) for all u e U and all ~ = (zi)i~ e S(u), there exists p e ~Y, u, () such 

that [ mi =(P, zi) (Vi el) ~ ~m) =( eg(NECr, u))= g(SNE(r, u))] ; 

(iv) r is individually feasible and balanced; and 
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(v) r has the following property: iffor all u e U, m=((m! , m,'~T- )) e NE(r, u) 

such that p = m: for all i e I, thenfor all i e I, g;(Mi , m_i) ~~ iq(p, zi) n Zi where 

((i)i~1 = 8(m) and p e ~Y, ~zi -~) ; and 

i~ 

(vi) r satisfies the best response property. 

The above Definition 4 (iii), which is "forthrightness" for a price-quantity mechanism, 

represents a characteristic of mechanisms satisf.ving Condition 5. Notice that Definition 

4 (ii) implies that the mechanism r satisfies Condition I and 2. 

In the following, we find necessary and suffrcient conditions for a SCS to be 

doubly implementable by a natural price-quantity mechanism. 

For each ( zi )i~ e ,~lZi and p e A, Iet pi(S, (zi )i~) := { P e ~~i , Y) I for 

i -1 ~i 

 

some ~ ed Y, S ((4 +~- .~-j, z_i))~~)}and Is(p, (.ii )i=1) :={i e li pe 

j'i 

pi(S, ( zi )i=1) }' We can interpret Is( p, ( zi )i=1) as the set of potential deviators when 

a strategy combination m = ( p, zi )i~ is not consistent with any S-optimal allocation. 

Condition PQP (PQP): For every (p, (zi)iel) e A xZ such that Is(p, ( z -l )'=1 ) = I, 

there exists ~p, (zi)i=1) e A such that (i) ~vi(P, (zi)i~1) ~:~e d Y ; 

i~ 
(n)v(p ( ,)i~)e n H(p, (~~i +~~-~~-j)nZi forall i e I ; and 

p~p(~', Y) j*i 
(iii) if there exists u' e U such that for all i eE I, 

n H(p, .'~'+~ ~ )nZ cL(v(p (z,),~), u ) then ~(zi)i~)eS(u'). 
p.p(E', r) *i ! 

Condition PQP gives a feasible punishment condition in the case that all members be 

potential deviators. This condition is a generalization of Condition PQ (Saijo, 

Tatamitani and Yamato (1995)) or Condition B (Dutta. Sen and Vohra ( 1995)) in the 

context of production economies. 

Theorem 2 : A SCS S is doubly implementable by a natural quantity mechanism if and 

only if it satisfies SPI and PQP. 

Proof ofTheorem 2: See Appendix. 
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As a coroliary ofTheorem 2, it is easily shown that if free disposal of the production 

set is assumed, any solution satisfying Pareto effirciency and SPI in convex production 

economies are doubly Implementable by a individualiy feasible and weakly balanced 

price-quantity mechanism. 

4. Characterization Results 

In this section, we define three solutions, and investigate whether or not each of 

three solutions is implementable respectiveiy by the two types of naturai mechanism 

discussed in the above section. 

Consider the following private ownership production economies: for each 

i e I , ~i e R~" is i's privately owned initial endowment of commodity inputs such that 

~~2i = ~!, and er is i's share of Y. Then the Walrasian solution is defmed as 

i~ 

follows. 

Defmition 5 : An allocation z = (z i )i~l is a Walrasian solution (W) for u e U if ~ e A 

such that there exists a price vector p e A such that: 

(i) Y ~; H(p, ~) where ~= ~(zi -~ ) 
i *I 

(ii)forevery ie I - - arg max ui((;) over ~; e Z and p < p co +0~vp 
, 4, -

Consider the following public ownership solutions: the initial endowment of 

commodity inputs ~ is publicly owned. The production technology Y is also publicly 

owned. Then: 

Definition 6 (Roemer and Silvestre ( 1989)) : An allocation z = (zi )i=1 is a Proportional 

solution (PR) for u e U if z e A such that: 

(i) -~･e P:u); 

(li) There exists a vector of effrciency prices p e A for : such that 
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z, = 
p'x, ~p P ~p'x 'zi (Viel)if~p'xh<0, 

h =1 i =1 

h =1 

p ~(~P'~i (Vlel)if ~p x O 
c, = 

h ~1 

Definitlon 7 (Roemer and Silvestre (1989)) : An allocation z = (~ , ),=1 Is a Equal 

Benefit solution (EB) for u e U if z e A such that: 

(i) ze ~tt); 

(ii) There exists a vector of effrciency prices p e A for z such that 

p ' :, ~(~ P ' c, ) (Vi e I ) 

Note that by the above definitions, if S = W, ei = er (Vi e I). If S = PR, 

e~ = xh ' and if S = EB, e,s = _ 
n
 

h =1 

Flrst, we investigate the Walrasian solution. In the case of differentiable pure 

exchange economies, both Dutta. Sen and Vohra (1995) and Saijo, Tatamitani and 

Yamato ( 1995) showed that the Walrasian solution is Nash-implementable by 

elementary and natural price-quantity mechanisms defined respectively by them. Saijo, 

Tatamitani and Yamato ( 1995) also showed that the Walrasian solution in pure 

exchange economies is not Nash-implementable by any natural quantity mechanism. In 

the case of production economies, however, it is shown that the Walrasian solution is 

double implementable by a natural quantity mechanism, as long as the production 

technology is differentiable. 

Lenuna 1: The Walrasian solution satisfies SPI. 

Proof of Lemma 1: See Yoshihara ( 1995b). 

Lemma 2: The Walrasian solution satisfies QP when the production set Y has the 

smooth boundary. 
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w Proof of Lemma 2: Let (zi)id e Z such that I (( ~i )i~ ) = I be given. Then for all i 

e I, there exists~' e d Y such that {p} = ~.~~i , Y) and W~1(( ..-i+~ -~zj , c_i )) 

j~i 

~ Q~. Let co~ = max{co: I ie I} and ~2 = m. J min~~,j I ie I}foreachj = 1, ..., ~*" 

Then let denote co~'"- co~*" , - -(-j )j={1, ". ~}' 

Lettake avector ;e {d Y(n(co: -e))+~2~i~ n R~. for some e > O. Then, 

each leE I ((o~ -e, er ･(j -co~'~)+co )e Z It rs clearthat 

((o 8 eW '(J-~2~i~)+~:i)i~l eA and ~(co~ -e, er ･(J-~~i')+~i)ed Y. 
ie! 

Notice thatforall i e I, for all ~' e d Y such that {p} = p(~i , Y) and 

W~1((~i+~-~z ' , ' . _ , 4' -~zj)nZi . ))~~i (eW d Y+{co})nZ cH(p :~ +~ 
- 

w Smce (.co e, ei '(j-~2~i~)+~2i)e(O~ ･d Y+{~2i})nZi , 

(co e 6W (v (~'~'~)+(o)eH(p, ~ +~-~~)nZiforall 
j*i 

~ Y)e p (W (~,),~) Now let define ~(zi)i~1)=(co: -e, e" '(j-co"'~)+0,,),~ 

Then ~(zi )id) satisfies QP (i) and (ii). Suppose that there exists u' e U such that for 

H(p(~'~~i Y) ~i+~-~z)nZ cL(v((z) ) u'). all i e I n ' ' ' - J '- ' i i=1 ' i p(i', Y)<P'(w . (==)** ) j*i 
Then for (n(co e) y ~2~i~), ~:~, Y)epi(W, ~(zi)id)) forall i e I. Thus, 

for all I e I H(p(~~~, Y), vi((zi)i~l)) n Zi f~ L(1/i((~i)iel)' u'). This implies 

~(zi)i=1)e W(u'). Q.E.D. 

Corollary I : The Walrasian solution is doubly implementable by a natural quantity 

mechanism when the the production set has the smooth boundary. 

Proof of Corollary 1: It is followed by Theorem 1, Lemma I and 2. Q.E.D. 

The following lemma indicates that the Walrasian solution is doubly 

implementable by a natural price-quantity mechanism even if the production technology 

is not differentiable. 

Lemma 3: The Walrasian solution satisfies PQP. 
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Proof of Lemma 3: Let (p, (zi)i~) e A x Z such that lw ( p, ( ci )i=1 ) = I be given. 

Then for all i e I, there exists ~' e d Y such that p e J~~-~i , Y) and 

W~1(( ~i+~ -~~j , ~7-i )) ~ ~~. Constructafeasible allocation 

j*i 

l]w (-~p ( ,),=1) ((o: -e, Ui ･¥y-~2~'") +(Q,)i~ as the same manner as in the proofof 

Lemma 2. Then it is clear that ~p, (;i)i=1) satisfies PQP (i) and (ii). Suppose that 

there exists u* e U such that for all i e I, 

n H(p, .'~' +~:-~~)n Zi ~~L(vi(P, (zi)i~), u;) where ~' e d Y such that 

p'p(i', l') ~ J *' 

~' _-~~, i W~1(( +~ ~_･)) ~~. Then, for ~ =(n(o)ko _e), ~ -~~~i'), pe p:+-;~, Y). 
j*i 

Thus forall i e I H(p, v ((~i)i=1)nZ c L(v ((~ ). ) ui). Thrs Implies 

' ' * *- * ' '<[ ' * 
~P, (~i)i=1)eW(u'). Q.E.D. 

Corollary 2: The Walrasian solution is doubly implementable by a natural price-

quantity mechanism. 

Proof of Corollary 2: It is followed by Theorem 2. Lemma I and 3. Q.E.D. 

We next check the implementability of the equal benefit solution. Yoshihara 

( 1995a) has already shown that in one input and one output differentiable production 

economies, there is a natural quantity mechanism doubly implementing the equal benefrt 

solution. This result is robust in general convex differentiable production economies. 

Lemma 4: The equal benefrt solution satisfies SPI. 

Proof of Lenuna 4: See Yoshihara (1995b). 

Lemma 5: The equal benefit solution satisfies QP when the production set has the 

smooth boundary. 

Proof of Lemma 5: See Appendix. 

Corollary 3: The equal benefrt solution is doubly implementable by a natural quantity 

mechanism whenever the production set has the smooth boundary. 
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Proof of Corollary 3: It isfollowed by Theorem 1, Lemma 4 and 5. Q.E.D. 

The following lemma indicates that the equal benefit solution is doubly 

implementable by a natural price-quantity mechanism even if the production technology 

i s not differentiable. 

Lemma 6: The equal benefrt solution satisfies PQP. 

Proof of Lemma 6: See Appendix. 

Corollary 4: The equal benefit solution is doubly implementable by a natural price-

quantity mechanism. 

Proof of Corollary 4: It is followed by Theorem 2, Lemma 4 and 6. Q.E.D. 

With respect to the proportional solution, Yoshihara ( 1995a) has already shown 

that in one input and one output differentiable production economies, there is a natural 

quantity mechanism doubly implementing this solution. In generai convex production 

economies, the following lemma indicates that the proportional solution is doubly 

implementable by a natural price-quantity mechanism even if the production technology 

is not differentiable. 

Lemma 7: The proportional solution satisfies SPI. 

Proof of Lemma 7: See Yoshihara (1995b). 

Lemma 8: The proportional solution satisfies PQP. 

Proof of LerDma 8: See Appendix. 

Corollary 5: The proportional solution is doubly implementable by a natural price-

quantity mechanism. 

Proof of Corollary 5: It is followed by Theorem 2, Lemma 7 and 8. Q.E.D. 
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Lemma 9: The proportional solution satisfies QP in one input and one output 

economies when the production function is differentiable. 

Proof of Lemma 9: See Yoshihara ( 1995a). Q.E.D. 

Corollary 6: The proportional solution is doubly implementable by a natural quantity 

mechanism in one input and one output economies when the production function is 

differentiable. 

Proofof Corollary 6: See Yoshihara (1995a). Q.E.D. 

5. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, we defined several conditions that natural mechanisms should 

satisfy, and proposed two types of natural mechanisms - that is, quantity, and price-

quantity. Moreover, first, we show that In differentiable convex production 

economies, any Pareto effrcient-SCS is doubly implementable by a natural quantity 

mechanism if and only if it satisfies the axiom SPI and the Condition QP. Second, in 

convex production economies, any Pareto effrcient-SCS is doubly implementable by a 

natural price-quantity mechanism if and only if it satisfies the axiom SPI and the 

Condition PQP. Third, both the Walrasian and the equal benefrt soiutions satisfy SPI. 

QP and PQP. The proportional solution satisfies SPI and PQP in multi input and multi 

output economies, and moreover, QP in one input and one output economies. 

Now, there are still several problems remained. As well as Dutta et al. ( 1995) 

and Saijo et al. ( 1995), all of my constructed mechanisms in this paper do not have the 

property of continuity of the outcome function. In contrast, the Hong ( 1995) 

mechanism which implements the Walrasian solution in production economies is 

individually feasible, balanced and continuous, and satisfies forthrightness and the best 

response property, although the strategy spaces of her mechanism are rather larger than 

ours, and her mechanism cannot doubly implement. It is interesting to explore the 
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posslbmty　ofcondnuous　natural　mechanisms　the　strategy　spaces　ofwhich　are　less　than

the　Hong（1995）。Second，as　well　as　Dutta　et　aL（1995）and　Sa麺o　et　aL（1995），aII　of

my　constructed　mec敢anisms　in　t益is　paper　also　contain‘らmodulo　game”，thoug血they　do

not　contain‘6integer　game”。Thus，although　nG　pure　Nash　equilibrium　exists　in　a

modulogame，ifmembershavevonNeumann－Morgenstemutilityfunctionsover

lotter玉es　on　the　sets　of　feasible　allocations，then　there　may　exist血xed　Nash　equilibda

wkichleadto　allocationsoutofthe　solution　with　positive　probability．Sa寿o，Tatamitani

andYamato（1995）co可ecturedsome　degree　oftrade－offbetweennone　of“modulo

game”and　both　ofthe　best　response　property　and　balancedness．Third，we　only

considerthe　case　ofmore　thanthree　members　economies．It　remains　to　considerNash

implementability　ofsolutionsin　production　economies　w重th　two　persons　by　natural

mechanisms．
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APPENDIX 

Proof of Theorem 1: First, show the necessity of SPI for double implementation by a 

natural quantity mechanism. Suppose that S is doubly implementable by a natural 

quantity mechanism r= (M, g). Take a profile u e Uand an allocation 

~ = (zi )i<1 e S(u). The corresponding S-support price of z at u is p e ~Y, u, :). 

Notice thatby smoothness of Y, ~Y, u, () is singleton so that {p} = AY, u, c). 

Consider a strategy profile m such that mi = zi for all i e I . By forthrightness, 

~m) = c e g( NE(P, u"))= g(SNE(r, u" )) for all u' e S~1(c). Then, by Definition 

2(v), gf(Mi , m_i)~ /7(p, zi) n Zi forall i e I . Notice that for all u' e S~1(z), 

H(p, Ci ) n Zi ~~ L(~i, u;) for all i e I , because S ~; P. Consider u such that 

{p} =pP(Y, u', z). Then, also, H^(p, zi )n Zi ~~ L(zi, u') forall i e I . This 

impliesthat ~m) = ~ eg(NE(r, u')), since gi(Mi, m_i) c L( u ) for all I e I By 

double implementability, z = (zi )i=1 e S(u') . 

Second, show the necessity of QP for double implementation by a natural 

quantity mechanism. Suppose that S is doubly implementable by a natural quantity 

mechanism r= (M, g). Let (zi )i~ e ,x~Zi such that Is((~i )i=1) = I be given. Then for 

all i e I and all u' e S~1((~_-i +~~-~(-J, z_i)) where Z' e d Y such that ~~'~i. Y)e 

j*i 

pi(S (~ ) ) ~mi)=m' e8(NL(r u'))=g(SNE(r, u')) isestablishedby 

' i i~1 ' ' forthrightness where m: = ~i + ~ - ~zj and mj 
= 'j for all j ~ i . Then, by Definition 

j*i 

2(v), gi(Mi, nii)~~ H(p( Y) +:~-~_･-j)nZi for all i e I . n p(~' . Y )=P' (s. (== )*, ) j*i 

Let ~(zi)i=1)= ~(zi)i<1)' Then for all i e I , 

+~ ~~-j)nZi . Since r Isabalanced vi((zi )i.1)e H(~~i , Y), _'~i _ -n p(~*, Y)=P'(s, (,*)*, ) j*i 

mechanism. QP(i) is also satisfied by ~(~i )i~1)' Moreover suppose that there exrsts 

u* e U such thatfor all i e I, 

n H(p( Y), ~i +~-~z-)nZ cL(v(( ,),~), u ) Then 
p(E'= Y)=P'(s. (=*),.) j*i J 

~((i )i~) = g((zi )i~) e g( NECr , u' )) = S(u' ) . 
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Next, we prove the suffirciency. Let S be an SCS satisfying SPI and QP. 

Consider the following natural quantity mechanism. For each i e I , define the strategy 

space by A4i = Zi . A generic element of Mi is denoted by mi = i . The outcome 

function is defined as follows: 

= 
i eZi suchthat ~~i -~e d Y and S~1((~i)iel)~ ~J, Rule 1: Ifforall i e I , m, 

i =1 

then ~m) =(~i)i=1 ' 

e Zi such that Is((( _ Rule 2: Iffor all i e I , mi = zi i ),~) = I, and either 
~zi -~~ d Y or S~1((zi)i<[)= ~i, then ~m) =v((zi)i~). 
i =i 

. = 
i Such that 2 ~ #1s(( Ci )id) ~ n-1, then for j = min { h Rule 3: Iffor all i e I , m, 

e I - Is((zi )i=!)}' gj(m)= cfyj e d Y(xj + ~co: )+~ for somea ~~1, and for all 

'*J 

i~ j, 8;(m)=(co~, O), where d Y~(x) E{_y eR"'1j (x, y) ed Y}. 

~, and Is((zi )fd) = {i} then Rule4: Ifforall i e I , mi = ' 

z~1) iffor all ~ii e Zi . S~1((zi , ~~i)) = ~~ , then 

4-1-1) if zi e n /7(p(Zi. Y), ._-~i +~~:-~~)n Zi , 
P(~=. Y)=P=(s, (=,)** ) j*i 

8;(m) = (x; + Y, yi )e n d [1~r(p(~'~i , Y), ~i + ~- ~~) n([a, O] x{Y(~~,.) + ~} 

p(E' , Y)=P'(s, (**)*, ) j~i 
ef e~ ~JS co:, ~Jei (a -1)y ) where (for some ye R) andforall J~ I g(m)-(e 

l h *i 

~~,,, nun{x e R l(x v ) p( Y)ep(S ( ,),~)} co max~)ii} and 

as 
Of = max{eii}, and for some cc ~~ 1, ayi e d Y(xi + ~,~-; cok~ )+ ~;, and e/' rs S 

specific surplus sharing rate of member h, 

~1-2) otherwise, ~m) =(~: - ~~-J, (_i ) where 

j** 

~:=argmax{x' eR_j ~･~i =(x', yi)ed Y s.t. p(~i ' )e pi(S, (zi )i<1)} ' 
~, 

4-2) ifthere exists zii e ~i , S~1((~, , ~ji))~ ~~ , then for j = min { h e I - {i}}, 

gJ(m)= av.j e d Y(xj + ~co: )+~ for somea ;~ 1, and for all k~ j, gt(m)=(co~, O). 

i+J 
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Rule 5: For any other case, the following modulo game is played and some member i* 

will winthe game: Let ~(xi/(o,) = k. Since (x,/coi)e [0,1], clearly O ~ k ~ n. Let r 

i =/ 

+ t = k where r Is the largest integer less than or equal to k. Then t e [O, 1) and there 

isaunique i*e Isuch that t e [(i*-1) / n , i* / n ). Then i* isabletoreceive 

g;(m) = (d Y_(_y' -~) -~(o~ , y'), andforallj ~ i*, gj(m)=(a'jo, O)9), where _y'= 

h *i 

max {,,･ , _Vi･ } such that ,i. = p.vi' ed r(~co~)+~ for somefi ;Z O, and 
h *i 

d Y_(y) ~{xeR_ll (x, y)ed Y}. 

First, we prove that for all u e U, S(u) ~~(SNECr, u)). Pick any 

4~ =(zi)i~ e S(u) forany given u e U. For each i e: I , Iet mi = zi. Then, by Rule 1, 

~m) =(zi)i=1 ' 

Case 1: No individual can be made better off by deviation. 

Consider a deviation ofmember i from mi = z " . Then i can induce * to mi = ~ 

Rule 2, 3 or4. In all cases, g;(mi , m_i)e L(zi, ui). 

Case 2: No coalition can be made better offby deviation. 

Consider a coalition T ~~ I , #T~: 2, deviating from mT = (zi )i=T to 

m; =(~;)i=T ･ T can induce Rule 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. If T induces Rule 3, 4-2 or 5, there 

exists atleastone member le T, gl(n~: , m_T )e L(~t' ul)' When ie T such that 

Is(( ~i )id) = {i}, T can induce Rule 4-1. If T induces Rule 4-1-1 and 

g,(m' , m_T) ~~ L(zi , ui), thenfor any je T -{i}, gj(m; , m_T)e ejs .(Y+ ~) n ZJ 

where Y d Y-Y, while z e d 17((p(of ･(~zk -~~), eJ~ .Y), of(~zk))nZJ . This 

k~ k<I implies gj(m;, m_T )e L(~ , u ) If T mduces Rule 4-1 2 then ~mT , m ) 

(~: - ~z; - ~z " h*T-{i} k=1-T k' +T {*}' ~ T ) Since z =(zi)i~e S(u) is Pareto effrcient 

allocationand gk(m; , m_T )= zk for ke I -T, there exists le T such that 

gj~m; , m_T )e L(zl ' ul)' If T induces RLile 1, then there exists le T such that 

gl(m; , m_T ~e L(cl ' ui ) because ~ = (~i )i~1 e S(u) is Pareto effrcient allocation and 

gk(m;, m_T )= ~k for ke I T If T mduces Rule 2 then there exlsts le T such that 
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8i(m; ･ m_T )e L((i, ul) by QP. Consider T = I. It is clearbecause ( =(~i)i=[e S(u) 

is Pareto efrrcient allocation. Thus, c e ~SNE(r, u)). 

Second, we prove that forall u <E U, ~NE(r, u)) ~~S(u). Let me N~r, u) 

be given. It is easy to see that m cannot correspond to Rule 3, 4 nor 5. Suppose that 

m corresponds to Rule 1. Letfor each i e I , mi = ~i. Then ~m) =c =(ci)i=1 e S(u') 

for some u' e U. Note that each member i can deviate to Rule l~l by announcing 

some m' = ((O~ , y;) and attain z; e d H^(p(~ci, Y), zi ) n Zi. Hence, by quasi-

i~ 
concavity ofu e U, H^(p(~zi, Y), zi ) n Zi ~~ L((i , ui ) for all i e I , since iffor 

i =1 

some jel, H^(p(~(i, Y), Zj)nZ] ~L(~'j, uj ) isnottree m~: NL(r u) Thus 
i =1 

~~zi. Y)e pP(Y, u, z) so that ~m) ( ,),~1 ES(u) by SPI 
i =1 

Next, suppose that m corresponds to Rule 2. Let for each i e I , mi = ~i . 

Then ~m) =v((zi)i=J). By Rule 4-1, for each i e I , 

~(p(~'~i , Y), ~i +~:- ~+･j) n Zi ~~ gi(Mi , mLi) ~~; L(Vi((~i)i=1)' ui ) n p(i' , Y)=P'(s. (=*),* ) j*i 

Thus, by QP, ~m) =v(((i)i~) e S(u). Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 2: Firrst, show the necessity of SPI for double implementation by a 

natural price-quantity mechanism. Suppose that S is doubly implementable by a 

natural price-quantity mechanism r= (M, g). Take a profile u e U and an allocation 

z =(zi)i~e S(u). Since S ~~ P, ~Y, u, z) is non-empty. Then, there exists 

pe ~Y, u, z) such that if mi =(p, zi) forall ie I, then ~m) =z e ~NL(P, u)) 

=g(SNLcr, u)). Then, by Definition 5(v), g;(Mi , m_i) ~~ H(p, ~i) n Zi for all i e I. 

Consider u suchthat pe pP(Y, u', z). Then, H^(p, zi )nZi ~; L(zi, u') forall i e 

I . This implies that ~m) = z e g(NECr, u')), since 8;(Mi , m_i) !~ L(ci , u;) for all i 

e I . By double implementability, z = (zi)i=1 e S(u') . 

Second, show the necessity of PQP for double implementation by a natural 

price-quantity mechanism. Suppose that S is doubly implementable by a natural price-

quantitymechanism r= (M, g). Let (p, ((i )i~1) e A xZ such that Is( p, ((i )i~ ) = I 

be given. Then for all i e I, there exists~' e a Y such that p e ~:ii, Y) and 
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S~1(( +~ )) ~~i and for all u e S~1((._-i +~-~~j, (_i)), ~' _-~~, (-, 

~mi ) = m' e 8( NE(r , u" )) = ~SNEcr , u' )) is established by forthrightness where 

m: = (p, ~' + ~-~~) and mj =(p, ~j) for all j ~ i . Then, by Defmition j)~(v), 

j** 

g,(M mi)(~ rll H(p,~i+~-~~)nZ forall lel Let 
P=P(*' , r) j*i 

~P, (~i)i=1) =~(P, Ci)i=1)' Thenfor all i e I , 

y(p ( ,)i<1)e n H(p, ~'~' +~!-~~-J)nZi . Since r Isa balanced mechamsm 

p'p(~', Y) j*i 
PQP(i) is also satisfied by ~p, (:i)i=1) ' Moreover, suppose that there exists Li' e U 

such that for all i e I, n H(p, .~Ti + ~- ~~･･j) n Zi ~~~ L(vi(P, (zi)i=1)' u; )-

p'p(i' Y) j*i 
Then ~p, (;i)i=1) =g((p, ci)i~)eg(NE(r, u')) =S(u'). 

Next, we prove the suffrciency. Let S be an SCS satisfying SPI and PQP. 

= 
~i )iel e S(u) , Iet ps(Y, u, (ci )i~) be the set of price vectors satisfying For all u, ~ 

thefollowing property : p e pS(Y, u, (zi)i~) implies p e ~Y, u, (zi)i~) andforall 

u' e Usuchthat pepP(Y u~ (( ) ) (ci)i~eS(u'). Since S is a SCS satisfying 
' ' i i=1 ' 

SPI, for all u, c =((i)i~ e S(u), ps(Y, u, (zi)i~) ~ Qi . Let for (p, (zi)i~) e A X Z, 

S~1((z ) p) ~{u' e U I pe ps(Y, u', (zi)i=/) & (zi)i=!e S(u')}. Consider the 
i i=/' 

following natural price-quantity mechanism. For each i e I , define the strategy space 

by Mi = A x Zi. A generic element of Mi is denoted by mi = (p' , zi ) . The outcome 

function is defined as follows: 

Rule I Ifforall I e I lni (P ) such that e Zi , ~~i -~!ed Y and 
i =! 

-lr( ~ p) ~~), then ~m)=(zi)i~ . S ¥¥zi)i=1' 

Rule 2: Ifforall i e I , mi =(p, ci) suchthat Is(p, (ci )i=1 ) = I , and erther 

~zi -~~~ d Y or S~1((( ) p)=~; then ~m) =v(p (~i)i=1)' 
' i*1' ' i =1 

Rule3: Ifforall i e I , mi =(p, zi) such that I ~#1s(p, (ci )i~ ) ~ n-1, then for j 

= min { h e I - Is(p, ((i )i=! ) }' gJ('n)= ayje d 7(x + ~co~)+~} forsomec( ;~1, 

*+j 

andforall l~J g(m) (co O) where d Y(x) {y'eR'"I(x, ~y)ed Y} 
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Rule 4 Iffor some I e I and some p e A, pJ = p for all j~ i, p' ~ p, and 

ie Is(p, (zi )i~ ), then 

~1) iffor all -' e Z S~1((_ _' i ~-i i , ~i, +-i). P )= ~i, then 

4-1-1) if zi e n H(p, ~' +~- ~~j) n Zi Where ~' ed Y such that 
p'p(~', Y) J*' 

S~1((._ri +~:-~~, z_i), P)~ ~i , 

j*i 

g;(m)= (xi + Y, yi)e n d [17(p, -~~' + ~- ~(j) n([co O] x{Y(x.,.) + ~})] (for 

p=p(E'* Y) j*i 
so elS e

J
 some ye R ) andforall J~ I g(m)-(O cok, 7;~ ~0s (cc -1)y ) where 

h *i 

x~i.= min{x' e R_1 (x' , yi)= ~'~i, P(~~~i, Y) e pi(S, (zi)i~)}, co: = max{co } and 

es 
e max{e } and for some a >1 ctv e d Y(xi + ~-~ co~ ) + ~, and ei is S-

h*iel 

specific surplus sharing rate of member h, 

4-1-2) otherwise, ~m) =(~: - ~zj , z_i ) where 

j*i 

arg max {x' e R I ~i = _ (xi, yi)ed Y st pep(+ Y)& 
* 

S i ~ -1((.~.'- +~:- zJ, z_i))~ ~}, 

j*i 

4~2) ifthere exrsts zii e Zi , S~1((zi , zii). Pi ) ~ ~) , then for j = min { h e I - {i}}, 

g(m) ay e d Y(xj + ~0)~)+~forsomea >1 andforall k~ J g (m) (cok, O) 
i*j 

Rule 5: For any other case, the following modulo game is played and some member i* 

will win the game: Let ~(xi/coi) = k. Since (xil(oi)e [0,1], clearly O ~ k ~ n. Let r 

i =1 

+ t = k where r is the largest integer less than or equal to k. Then t e [O, 1) and there 

isaunique i*e Isuch that t e [(i*-1) / n , i* / n ). Then i* isableto receive 

gi(m) = (d Y_(y' -~) -~co~ , y'), andforallj ~ i*, g!(m)=(~), O)9), where y'= 
!* *i 

max {,i･ , y,' } such that ,i. = py,' ed T(~co~)+~~ for some p ~~ O, and 
h *i 

d Y_(y)E{xeR_ll (x, y)ed Y}. 
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First, we prove that for all u e U, S(u) (~ g(SN~r, u)). Pick any 

~ = (ci)i=1 e S(u) for any given u e U. Fcr each i e [ , Iet mi = (P, ~i) where 

pe ps(Y, u, (). Then, by Rule 1, ~m)=(Ci)i=1 ' 

Case I : No individual can be made better off by deviation. 

Consider a devratron of member I from m to m' . Then i can induce Rule 2, 3 

or4 Inall cases gj(m;, m_i)e L(~i, ui). 

Case 2: No coalition can be made better off by deviation. 

Consider a coalition T ~; I, #T~ 2, deviating from mT = (p, *,),<T to mT T 

can induce Rule 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. If T induces Rule 3, 4-2 or 5, there exists at least one 

member le T, gl(m; , m_T)e L(zl' ul)' When ieE T suchthat p' ~ p and 

ie Is(p, ( zi )i=/ ). T can induce Rule ~1. If T induces Rule ~~1-1 and 

g,(n~: , m_r) e~ L(zi , ui), then for any je T -{i}, gj(m; , m_T )e efs .(Y+~~) n Zj 

where Y=d Y -Y, while ( e d lq(p, eJ~(~zk))nZj . This implies 

k~ 
gj(m; ･ m_T )e L(~, uj), since pe ~eJ ･(~zk -~~!), Of ･Y). If T induces Rule ~~l-

k =1 

2 then 0<mT, m ) (~'-~: - ~z; - ~(k, ~ _ h~T-{i} k=1-T T {'}' ~ T) Smce z =((i)i~e S(u) is 

Pareto effrcient allocation and g~(n~ , m_T ) = zk for ke I -T, there exists le T such 

that gj(~ , m_r )e L(zl' ul)' If T induces Rule 1, then there exists le T such that 

gj(m; , m_T ) e L(zl ' ul ) because z = (zi )iel e S(u) is Pareto effrcient allocation and 

gt(m; , m_T ) = zk for ke I -T. If T induces Rule 2, then there exists le T such that 

gj(m; , m_T)e L(4-1' ul) by PQP. Consider T = I. It is clearbecause 

z = (zi )i=1 e S(u) is Pareto efficient allocation. Thus, c E ~sNE(r , u)) . 

Second, we prove thatforall u e U, ~NE(r, u)) ~~S(u). Let me NLCr, u) 

be given. It is easy to see that m cannot correspond to Rule 3, 4 nor 5. Suppose that 

m corresponds to Rule 1. Let for each i e I , mi =(p, zi) such that ci e Zi , 

~zi -~!e d Y and S~1((Ci)i~, P) ~~i . Then ~m) =c =((i)i=[ eS(u') for some 
i =f 

u e U. Note that each member i can deviate to Rule ~1 by announcing some 
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m' =(p', (co~ , y:)) and attain C' e d H^(p, Ci ) n Zi. Hence, by quasi-concavlty of u 

~E U, H^(p, :i ) n Zi ~; L(~i, ui )forall i ~E I , since iffor some je I, 

H^(p, Cj)n ZJ ~~ L(~j, uj) is nottree, m~~ N~r, u). Thus, pe pP(Y, u, ~) so that 

~m) =z =(zi)i<! e S(u) by SPl. 

Next, suppose that m corresponds to Rule 2. Let for each i e [ , mi = ( P ' ;i) 

such that Is(p, (zi )i=1 ) = I , and either ~ci -:~~~ d Y or S~1((~i ) P) = ~; . 
i i=1' 

i <I 

Then ~m) = v(p, (zi)i=1)' By Rule ~1, for each i e I , 

n H(p ~7~:i+~-~c)nZ !~g(M m )cL(v(p (~) ) u ). Thus by 
' - *] ' ' " -' - ' ' i i=1 ' * p'p(i', Y) j*i 

PQP, ~m) =v(((i)i<1) eS(u). Q.E.D. 

EE ProofofLemma 5: Let (zi )i~1 e Z such that I (((i )i~ ) = I be given. Then forall i 

e I, there exists~1~' e d Y such that {p} = ~~'~~i , Y) and EB~1((zi+~ -~-･j , C-i )) 

j*i 

~~~. Let cok = max{co~ I ie I}. 

Let take a vector ~ e {d Y(n(co:_ -e)) + _~} n R~+ for some e > o. Then, each 
l
 
1
 k , -j)i=1 e A and ie I, (cook _e, -J)E Zi . Itis clearthat ((oo _e 

1
 ~(co~ -e, -J)e d Y+~ 

i ~1 n 
Notrce that for all I e I for all 4 e d Y such that {p} ~~'~i , Y) and 

z_i))~Q), (1.{d Y+~!})nZ ~~H(p, ~'~~' +~-~~ )nZ . EB~1(( ~'~i+~ -~zj , 

n ' ' J ' J ~* j ~i 
1
 
1
 

Since (co~ -e. ~J)e(~'{d Y +:~})nZi , (co~ -e, ;f)e H(p, -~'~i +~-J~izj)n Zi 

1
 forail A~-~i. Y)e pi(EB, (zi)i~). Now let define ~(ci)i=1)=(cok~ -e, - . Then y~') 

i~ n 

~(zi )i~1) satisfies QP (i) and (ii). Suppose that there exists u' e U such that for all i e 

I n H(p(Zi Y), .-(Ti+~-~z )nZ.cL(v.(((-). ) u~). Then for 

' ' - J '- ' ' '=1 ' * ' p(i', Y)=P'(ER (=*)** ) j+i 

+-(n(co s), y-~!), p:~-~, Y)e p(EB v(( ,),~l)) forall I e I Thus forall I e I 

Y) v (( ,),~))nZ c L(v(( ,),d), u ) Thisrmplies ~(~i)id)e ELf:u'). H( p( ~~~, , 

Q.E.D. 
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ProofofLemma 6 Let (p ( , ),=1)eAxZ such that IEE(p, ( ci )i=1 ) = I be glven 

Then for all i e I, there exists ~' e d Y such that p e ~:ii , Y) and 

EB~1((~_~i+~-~~- ' ' )) ~~~. Constructafeasible allocation 

- j ** 

1
 ~p ( ,),=1) (co~ -e, -j)i~ as the same manner as in the proof of Lemma 5. Then it 

n 

is clearthat ~p, (zi)~=1) satisfies PQP (i) and (li). Suppose that there exists u" e U 

such thatfor all i e I, n H(p, ~' + ~- ~~) n Zi ~~ L(vi(P, (zi)i~), u') 

p<p(i' , r) j*i 
where e d Y suchthatEB ((Zi+~-~･ ~ l - _ )) ~Qi. Then, for 

+j' 
j *i 

_'~'~=(n(co~ -e), ~-~), pe ~ Y) Thus forall I e I 

H(p, vi((zi)i<1)nZi c L(v (( ,),~), u ) Thrs rmplies ~p ( ,),=1)eEL(u ) 

Q.E.D. 

PR ProofofLemma8: Let (p (' ) )eAxZ suchthat I (p (z-t )'d ) = I be given. 
' ~i i<I 

When Pl~l((z, )i~) ~ Q~ , it is trivial that PR satisfies PQP. Consider the case, 

PJ~ (( i )i=1)= ~~ ' When the production set is convex-cone, it does not occurred such 

a case. Hence, we only consider the case that the production set is not convex-cone. 

P~ P)~ P.vJ for all I J ( I ~ J ) Then for each l 
By I (p, (zi )i=1)=1 

' x. * xj 
. (~', ~i)ed Y suchthat pe ~ Y) and ~y +~) pvh forall 

'
 there exists ; = 

xi x,* 
h ~ i. Suppose that there exist i, j ( i ~ j ) such that ~i ~ ~j . Since #1 ~: 3, 

~j' + ~) p(~~j + ~) _ 
i ~ 

 
_
j
 
~
 
.
 
T
h
e
n
 
x
'
 
=
 
~
J
 
=
~
,
 
b
e
c
a
u
s
e
 
t
h
e
 
p
r
o
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
 
s
e
t
 
i
s
n
o
t
 
c
o
n
v
e
x
-

f
 x 

cone. Hence, ~i = y~ = (~, _~v) e d Y such that ~ . Thus, there exists a unique ~ = 

pe A4"~, Y) and P~l(._-+~~-~zj, z_i)~ ~i forall i e I. 

j*i 

Since ~yj e R~., ;+~e Rr. forall I e I Then if x ~xj and :=i-

x' 
_ : = --' Cv~ + ~~), (~ , _v;) e Zi for all i e I. By definition ofPR, for all i e I, v
 x 
p '(x:, y:) = p '(i+~!-~~). 

j*i 
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~
 

Suppose ~ ~ xh . Then, ~ ~ xi for all i e I. Let 
h <I 

vl(((i)i=1)=(x:, ~+~ ~ 
_ - 

j) and vJ(((i)i~1)=(xj, yj) forall j~1. Then ~(~i)i<1) 
j*l 

satisfies PQP (i), (ii) and (iii). 

Suppose i> xh. Then x, >x, foralll e I Let y; -yi -~o ~ = 

, -- 
h~ 

f
 
~
 
x' coP x' _ 'c' ~

 ~ ~:~ ~y + ~ < ~. Then either ~ ~ y; or Since ~< x; , i
 
~
 h~ h<! x ~ ~ h =1 

x' 
y> ~y~ . ;~ ~ h ' Thisalso Implies ~~~(y+~) >y +~ y~ Implies ~y: ~J +~ 

h=! h~ h~ x ~ h~! 

so that ~ ~ x; ~f. It is a contradiction. Thus, ~ > y; ･ Then, there exists at least one 

h ~ h ~1 member ke I such that (x~, yLr)eco~~~ (Y d Y) Select a member le I such that 

~ ~ oo . eoo 
･ 

 -yl. where (xk, y )= k(f, ~) and (x', r)e ~(Y-d Y) Thenthere 

rrun 
' l k ~o ) k yk ~ yk _ 

coo 

exists = ~ d Y nd H(p (xl ' v~)) suchthat V ay (~ae(O 1)) ~1 (~l'yl)e 

/
 

Defme afunction hl(x) =y such that hl(x) x =y~1/~I for any xe R_ . There exists 

co? 
~i = (x~i, y~,.) e ~~ d Y such that hl(x~,.)=;vi forall i e I_ Notice thatfor all i e I, 

- - - - -. yl yi yl y / v y / y co /col Smce p~i = Pzi ~L,_y and yi ~ for - .. y' ~ ' P~ P~1 y; y' ~ y; y
,
 

all i e I, itfollowsthat pZi ~ pzr for all I e I Thus, Zi e H(p, (~, y')) for all I e 

a,P . I. Thisimplies ~- + ~ ~e H(p, (x:, y:))nZ forall i e I. Let ~((i)i~)=(~i)i=1' 

' ~- ' ' ' 
Then ~(zi )i~l) satisfies PQP (i) and (ii). Since ~(zi )ieJ) is a proportional allocation, 

PQP (iii) is also satisfied. Q.E.D. 
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